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Preface

The application of microorganisms to produce novel bioproducts, as well as
bioproducts with economic importance already established, has great value for the
economy and the environment in achieving sustainable production worldwide. 
The Saccharomyces genus has considerable importance in the production of
several biomolecules by fermentation with vast applications in industries such as
agriculture and pharmaceuticals. Additionally, S. cerevisiae is a model system for
studies of anticancer agents and has great relevance in medical research, being 
crucial to understanding tumor cells mechanisms. 

This book, Saccharomyces, provides a comprehensive overview of the current
state of the art of the use of the Saccharomyces genus in important areas such as
agriculture and pharmaceuticals. This book reflects the value of this microorganism
in related areas. It includes seven chapters in two sections: “Agricultural and 
Biotechnological Applications” and “Medical and Pharmaceutical Applications.” 
Chapters in the first section discuss metabolic engineering of S. cerevisiae using 
CRIPR-Cas9 technology for producing biopharmaceuticals, fruit juice fermentation
for antioxidant activity, and the mode of action of indigenous S. cerevisiae. Chapters
in the second section discuss the performance of Saccharomyces as an antiviral 
experimental microorganism on pandemic diseases, application of yeast to study
DNA repair and damage tolerance on cell cycle division, how calorie restriction can
support the anti-aging process using yeast budding cells, and secondary metabolites
from S. cerevisiae with anticancer activity.

I hope this book will be interesting for researchers around the world interested in
the Saccharomyces genus. I also hope these microorganisms can be applied to diverse
bioprocesses to produce novel bioproducts useful for new discoveries.

Thalita Peixoto Basso and Luiz Carlos Basso
University of São Paulo,

Brazil
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Chapter 1

Metabolic Engineering of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae for 
Industrial Biotechnology
Seyma Hande Tekarslan-Sahin

Abstract

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is an important and popular host for production of 
value-added molecules such as pharmaceutical ingredients, therapeutic proteins, 
chemicals, biofuels and enzymes. S. cerevisiae, the baker’s yeast, is the most used 
yeast model as there is an abundance of knowledge on its genetics, physiology and 
biochemistry, and also it has numerous applications in genetic engineering and 
fermentation technologies. There has been an increasing interest in developing 
and improving yeast strains for industrial biotechnology. Metabolic engineering is 
a tool to develop industrial strains by manipulating yeast metabolism to enhance 
the production of value-added molecules. This chapter reviews the metabolic 
engineering strategies for developing industrial yeast strains for biotechnologi-
cal applications and highlights recent advances in this field such as the use of 
CRISPR/Cas9.

Keywords: metabolic engineering, evolutionary engineering, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae, biopharmaceuticals, industrial biotechnology, CRISPR-Cas9

1. Introduction

The term “metabolic engineering” was introduced by [1] into the science. 
Metabolic engineering is defined as “the improvement of cellular activities by 
manipulation of enzymatic, transport and regulatory function of the cell with the 
use of recombinant DNA technology” [1].

Metabolic engineering aims to manipulate genetic information of the strain 
and “improve the cellular activities” of the strain [1]. Stress tolerance of yeast is 
important and needs to be improved in industrial processes. Heterologous path-
ways and metabolic engineering cause stress on the yeast strain. The compound of 
interest can be toxic to the host strain and heterologous pathways are more sensitive 
than endogenous pathways. During the industrial processes, high salt, high tem-
perature, high ethanol, acids and inhibitors can cause stress and affect industrial 
processes [2].

Metabolic engineering makes stress tolerance possible by improvement and 
modification of cellular functions of yeast [3]. Metabolic engineering can be 
subdivided as rational metabolic engineering, inverse metabolic engineering and 
evolutionary engineering.
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1.1 Rational metabolic engineering

Rational metabolic engineering is the fundamental type of metabolic engineer-
ing. It focuses on the engineering of proteins and enzymes based on the knowledge 
of pathways and their regulation [4]. Protein activities are optimized to design a 
desired strain based on the protein and host information [5].

Application of systems biology helps to obtain protein and host information and 
also to model the system. In rational metabolic engineering, a mathematical model 
is needed to predict the strategies that can improve the strain [6].

1.2 Evolutionary engineering

Evolutionary engineering is the method for strain improvement by mutagenesis 
or gene recombination and shuffling, after which a cell with the desired phenotype 
can be obtained. In other words, multiple cycles of random genetic perturbation are 
performed and the strains are selected. These two events are sequentially performed 
[7, 8]. Evolutionary engineering is a method that improves the strain by mimicking 
the evolutionary process [9, 10]. Aim of the evolutionary engineering is to obtain 
desired phenotypes by mimicking the natural evolutionary process. The evolution-
ary process is achieved by appropriate selective pressure. Their molecular mecha-
nism is then studied. Industrially important traits such as stress tolerance, product 
formation and substrate utilization are improved by evolutionary engineering. 
Through evolutionary engineering, Saccharomyces cerevisiae can be made to become 
resistant to multiple types of stress. Evolutionary engineering is used to improve the 
stress resistance of S.cerevisiae, such as ethanol resistance [11], salt resistance [12], 
freeze resistance [13].

In this method, the best screening method must be found for the stress of 
interest. Genetic modifications are random. Strains evolved through evolutionary 
engineering can provide genetic information for the improved strain and this infor-
mation can be used for inverse metabolic engineering [7, 14] or random methods 
for deletion or overexpression of genes [15] or to introduce random mutations. It 
accumulates random mutations in the genome of the host. It is not easy to deter-
mine which genetic modification causes the strain improvement [16].

While developing a microbial strain, toxicity and tolerance of bioproduct, 
cell growth during fermentation and also downstream processes are considered. 
Optimization of these factors and cell performance is a difficult task due to the lack 
of knowledge on the relationship between genotype and phenotype.

Evolutionary engineering can be classified into two categories: adaptive labora-
tory evolution (ALE) and directed evolution [17].

1.2.1 Adaptive laboratory evolution

The physical and chemical mutagens and error prone-PCR (ep-PCR) are 
the methods of traditional random mutagenesis used in adaptive laboratory 
evolution.

In adaptive laboratory evolution, after strains are cultured under selected pres-
sure for long periods, strains with beneficial mutations are screened and selected. 
Cells with beneficial mutations outgrow the other strains during culturing under 
the selection pressure. Adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) is commonly used to 
improve product titer, carbon source utilization, increase tolerance, and optimize 
cell growth and identify unknown biological mechanisms [17, 18].
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1.2.2 Directed evolution

In directed evolution, the desired selection pressure is applied to develop 
enzymes with new or improved properties. Protein engineering uses directed 
evolution to enhance activity of the enzymes. Directed evolution focuses on a gene 
encoding a protein or enzymes. ALE focuses on the entire organism and exhibits 
spontaneous mutations. Genetic diversity can be generated at a single gene, at 
pathways or for the whole genome [17, 19].

Oligo mediated targeted mutation generation such as multiplex automated 
genome engineering (MAGE), a modified method of MAGE called yeast oligo-
mediated genome engineering (YOGE) and RNAi-assisted genome evolution 
(RAGE) can be used for directed evolution [20, 21].

1.3 Inverse metabolic engineering

Inverse metabolic engineering has three important steps to be applied to the 
strains. In the first step, the desired phenotype is identified, constructed and 
calculated. In the second step, the phenotype of interest is characterized according 
to genetic or environmental factors. In the third step, the phenotype of another 
strain or organism is translated to our strain by directed genetic manipulations or 
environmental manipulations [4]. Inverse metabolic engineering benefits from 
phenotypic differences. The host strain is exposed to different environmental 
conditions. Then, the trait of the organism which makes it resistant is investigated; 
after which, genetic basis of this trait is identified. Transcriptomics, proteomics 
and metabolomics is used to identify the basis of the trait [14, 22]. Xylose assimila-
tion is improved in recombinant Saccharomyces cerevisiae by inverse metabolic 
engineering. A genomic fragment library from Pichia stipitis was introduced into 
S.cerevisiae expressing XYL1 and XYL2. Then, the transformants with high xylose 
growth rate were chosen. After sequencing, XYL3 is the responsible gene for 
high xylose growth rate [23]. The concept of reverse metabolic engineering has 
advantages. There is no information about the proteins and their regulation in the 
pathway. Their regulation, industrial strains and actual production conditions can 
be directly utilized to identify key genetic players. Homologous genes are responsi-
ble for the final strain development. New genetic targets can be discovered. When 
heterologous genes are needed to be added, it is better to use rational metabolic 
engineering. Despite the advantages of inverse metabolic engineering, strain 
development will be more successful when all metabolic engineering methods are 
used [9].

In theory, microorganisms can produce all the metabolites that they produce in 
their cells, however they produce low levels of these products. Metabolic engineer-
ing has made it possible to induce the production of chemicals and proteins in 
higher volume. Titer, yield and productivity of the products is improved by meta-
bolic engineering. The improvement of results for the product of interest contrib-
uted to the development of the strategies in metabolic engineering. To develop and 
improve industrial strains, the strategies with the help of metabolic engineering, 
systems biology and synthetic biology are used [24–27].

There are metabolic engineering tools that help us to make industrial strains. 
Using metabolic engineering, novel metabolic pathways can be constructed, new 
metabolic engineering targets can be identified, gene expression can be controlled 
and tolerance to stress can be increased. These tools and strategies can be used 
not only for strain development but it will be helpful for fermentation strategies, 
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as well. Systems biology, synthetic biology and metabolic engineering help the 
industry develop resistant and efficient strains [27].

2. Systems biology and metabolic engineering

Systems biology focuses on interpreting cellular networks via computational 
simulations and omics data analysis [28].

Metabolic engineering research whereby an engineered strain produces chemi-
cals, proteins, biofuel or a material that has economical value. It is important to 
scale up the strains for industry. Metabolic engineering is successful in developing 
a strain that overproduces the product of interest at the lab-scale. However, devel-
oping an industrial strain can produce bioproducts is challenging and takes time, 
effort and money. A combination of metabolic engineering and systems biology is 
systems metabolic engineering [24, 29].

Traditional metabolic engineering approaches are integrated into systems biol-
ogy and synthetic biology. Systems biology focuses on genome-scale computational 
simulation and omics analysis and synthetic biology focuses on the tools at the 
molecular level and pathways. Genome engineering and evolutionary engineering 
focuses on stress tolerance [28].

The combination of metabolic engineering and systems biology is called 
system metabolic engineering. It focuses on cell growth and target chemical 
production to accomplish the desired phenotype. Omics technology can be used 
for engineered strains. Sequencing all genomes is helpful to understand the 
differences between strains, however the difference is large. It will be difficult 
to find the real reason for the phenotype and the cost will also be high. The 
analysis of transcriptome, proteome, metabolome and fluxome offer informa-
tion about the differences between strains because they are closely related to 
the phenotype [9]. The last step of inverse metabolic engineering is “omics” 
technologies. Here, “omics” technologies can find the differences at the gene 
level. The control of the target genes can be done by deleting or overexpressing 
the target genes in the strain. The result of this experiment will determine if 
this genetic modification will give the desired phenotype. The aim of the omics 
technologies are the gene detection (genomics), mRNA detection (transcrip-
tomics), proteins detection (proteomics) and metabolites detection (metabo-
lomics) in a strain. Omics technologies are genomics (study of an organism’s 
genome, detection of genes), transcriptomics (mRNA detection, gene expres-
sion microarrays), proteomics (detection of protein to understand pathways 
and networks) and metabolomics (detection of global metabolite profiles in a 
system) and fluxomics (detection of metabolic fluxes) [30]. Genomics is the 
study of the whole genome of an organism. The study of chemical process, 
metabolites and the products of metabolism in a cell is called metabolomics. 
Analyses of omics can provide information on cellular and metabolic charac-
teristics at the industrial strains. Omics data can give information on which 
genes or pathways are enhanced for the production of the bioproduct of interest 
[27]. Multi-omics data is applied to investigate the characteristics of the strain. 
Multi-omics analyses are done to select genetically engineered strains and the 
best strain for metabolic engineering.

Genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) simulate the gene-protein-reaction 
(GPR) relationships for all the genes in an organism and help the researchers to 
predict metabolic response and fluxes for various systems-level metabolic stud-
ies. Genome-scale metabolic model (GEM) helps to develop strains to produce 
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chemicals and drugs. GEM helps to predict enzyme functions, interactions among 
cells or organisms and understand the human diseases [31].

After the whole genome sequencing, genome-scale metabolic models have 
helped to predict cellular metabolisms and function and showed a way to identify 
the targets to increase the compound of interest. The first GEM for Haemophilus 
influenzae was established in 1999. MOMA is one of the widely used algorithms to 
identify the targets which helped to increase the production of the compound of 
interest. OptKnock is another program used for metabolic engineering [27].

The synthetic pathways for the compound of interest can be predicted by path-
way prediction algorithms. Biochemical network integrated computational explorer 
(BNICE), RetroPath, GEM-Path, OptStrain and DESHARKY are the examples of 
pathway prediction algorithms [27].

Stable or enhanced enzymes are needed for the processes of the production 
of the chemicals. Computational protein design tools design new or improved 
enzymes by identifying core parts of protein structure and target sites for 
 engineering [27].

3. Synthetic biology and metabolic engineering

Synthetic biology is the combination of engineering and biology. It can 
redesign or engineer biological systems [32]. In synthetic biology, biomolecular 
components, networks and pathways are designed and then, used to reprogram 
organisms [33]. Synthetic biology focuses on DNA synthesis, design and con-
struction of novel metabolic pathways [27]. After construction of the synthetic 
pathways, the metabolic pathways should be optimized and maximized to 
improve the yield of the product of interest. The target site of metabolic path-
ways was chosen by the help of genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) and 
multi-omics analyses. The high performing, resistant and efficient strains will 
be constructed according to synthetic biology tools [17, 27]. Optimization of the 
pathway needs to done after the synthetic pathway is constructed. Pathway opti-
mization can be controlled by gene expression. Gene expression can be modulated 
by gene expression components or regulatory RNAs. Any modulation on the 3′ or 
5′ untranslated region (UTR), transcription factor, promoter, ribosomal binding 
site or terminator can control gene expression. RNAi will be effective in control-
ling genes [34]. RNAi is a gene knockdown system in eukaryotes and an important 
method for metabolic engineering. RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) pro-
tein reduces mRNA levels via a small interfering RNA (siRNA). Double stranded 
RNA is degraded to siRNA by a protein called dicer. Argonaute recognizes small 
guide RNAs which will recognize and degrade mRNAs of the target gene. RNAi 
has been widely used for metabolic engineering in eukaryotic organisms. In prior 
study [34], hairpin RNA expression cassettes are constructed to improve itaconic 
acid production.

The disadvantage of metabolic engineering is whole-genome sequencing to iden-
tify the trait. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR-
Cas9) has led to a new era for genome engineering [35]. CRISPR-Cas9 made a huge 
impact on the advancement of engineering of microbial cell factories. Endogenous 
homology-directed repair (HDR) or non- homologous end joining (NHEJ) are DNA 
repair pathways and used to insert or delete genes. However, their efficiency is low 
for metabolic engineering of microbial organism [36, 37, 38].

Endonucleases are used to double strand break induction and increase the 
recombination efficiencies [39]. The disadvantage of endonucleases is that they 
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metabolites and the products of metabolism in a cell is called metabolomics. 
Analyses of omics can provide information on cellular and metabolic charac-
teristics at the industrial strains. Omics data can give information on which 
genes or pathways are enhanced for the production of the bioproduct of interest 
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After the whole genome sequencing, genome-scale metabolic models have 
helped to predict cellular metabolisms and function and showed a way to identify 
the targets to increase the compound of interest. The first GEM for Haemophilus 
influenzae was established in 1999. MOMA is one of the widely used algorithms to 
identify the targets which helped to increase the production of the compound of 
interest. OptKnock is another program used for metabolic engineering [27].

The synthetic pathways for the compound of interest can be predicted by path-
way prediction algorithms. Biochemical network integrated computational explorer 
(BNICE), RetroPath, GEM-Path, OptStrain and DESHARKY are the examples of 
pathway prediction algorithms [27].

Stable or enhanced enzymes are needed for the processes of the production 
of the chemicals. Computational protein design tools design new or improved 
enzymes by identifying core parts of protein structure and target sites for 
 engineering [27].
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components, networks and pathways are designed and then, used to reprogram 
organisms [33]. Synthetic biology focuses on DNA synthesis, design and con-
struction of novel metabolic pathways [27]. After construction of the synthetic 
pathways, the metabolic pathways should be optimized and maximized to 
improve the yield of the product of interest. The target site of metabolic path-
ways was chosen by the help of genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) and 
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be constructed according to synthetic biology tools [17, 27]. Optimization of the 
pathway needs to done after the synthetic pathway is constructed. Pathway opti-
mization can be controlled by gene expression. Gene expression can be modulated 
by gene expression components or regulatory RNAs. Any modulation on the 3′ or 
5′ untranslated region (UTR), transcription factor, promoter, ribosomal binding 
site or terminator can control gene expression. RNAi will be effective in control-
ling genes [34]. RNAi is a gene knockdown system in eukaryotes and an important 
method for metabolic engineering. RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) pro-
tein reduces mRNA levels via a small interfering RNA (siRNA). Double stranded 
RNA is degraded to siRNA by a protein called dicer. Argonaute recognizes small 
guide RNAs which will recognize and degrade mRNAs of the target gene. RNAi 
has been widely used for metabolic engineering in eukaryotic organisms. In prior 
study [34], hairpin RNA expression cassettes are constructed to improve itaconic 
acid production.

The disadvantage of metabolic engineering is whole-genome sequencing to iden-
tify the trait. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR-
Cas9) has led to a new era for genome engineering [35]. CRISPR-Cas9 made a huge 
impact on the advancement of engineering of microbial cell factories. Endogenous 
homology-directed repair (HDR) or non- homologous end joining (NHEJ) are DNA 
repair pathways and used to insert or delete genes. However, their efficiency is low 
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Endonucleases are used to double strand break induction and increase the 
recombination efficiencies [39]. The disadvantage of endonucleases is that they 
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are not a successful strategy for large genomes. Transcription-activator nucleases 
TALENs and Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) are advantageous for sequence specific-
ity [38]. TALENs are focused on a smaller size of the genome. The CRISPR-Cas9 
system is a defense mechanism that bacteria against viruses. In a class II CRISPR/
Cas system, Cas9 is an endonuclease and introduces a double strand break. Trans-
activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) and CRISPR RNA (crRNA) collectively guide 
Cas9 to the target region. Cas9 cleaves the DNA-strand which is the complementary 
strand of the crRNA-guide sequence. In genome engineering, crRNA and tracrRNA 
are fused and used together.

The CRISPR-Cas system is used for metabolic engineering in S. cerevisiae [40]. 
CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) is a system that is used for gene downregula-
tion. Deactivated Cas9 binds to the target DNA and blocks the transcriptional 
 initiation [41].

4. Biopharmaceuticals and metabolic engineering

Bio-based chemicals’ market size is estimated to reach USD 97.2 billion by 
2023. According to biopharmaceutical market forecast report, the market size 
is 239.8 billion in 2019 and it is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 13.28% during 
period 2020–2025. Biopharmaceuticals represent 25% of commercial drugs 
and about 40% of total pharmaceutical sales [42]. Total biopharmaceutical 
sales are over $275 billion in 2019 and doubled from $125 billion in 2012. Total 
biopharmaceutical sales are growing at 12 percent annually. $200 billion of 
$275 billion are the sales of recombinant proteins. The rest of the sales are 
non-recombinant vaccines as well as blood and plasma products [43]. Sales of 
most biopharmaceuticals have grown significantly versus sales in 2011. The 
top three categories of sales are recombinant proteins, monoclonal antibodies 
and insulin [44]. The USA FDA and European Medicines Agency have stimu-
lated the biopharmaceutical industry to produce more biopharmaceuticals 
[43]. Improvement of human health and life longevity are the benefits of the 
medicine. Biopharmaceuticals play an important role in the treatment of many 
disease [45]. The first biopharmaceutical was the recombinant human insulin 
produced in Escherichia coli. Eli Lilly launched the recombinant human insulin 
to the market in 1982 [46].

Approximately 70% of potential drugs in development are developed for 
diseases such as diabetes, cancer, neurological and immunological diseases. The 
effectiveness of biopharmaceuticals in the treatment of cancer and HIV/AIDS has 
been observed in the last decade. Deaths due to these diseases have decreased with 
the use of biopharmaceuticals. As a result, it has led to an increase in the use of 
biopharmaceuticals in the global market [47].

Therapeutic enzymes, therapeutic proteins, recombinant growth factors, cell 
and gene therapies, recombinant hormone, synthetic immunomodulators, hor-
mones, monoclonal antibodies and vaccines are biopharmaceuticals, and they have 
been extensively used as therapeutic agents [45]. The term “biopharmaceuticals” 
was named in the 1980s. It means pharmaceuticals that are produced using genetic 
engineering [48]. Biopharmaceuticals have many advantages such as targeting 
only specific molecules, having fewer side effects, having high specificity and high 
activity [49]. Biopharmaceuticals are 100–1000 times larger than conventional 
drugs. It is necessary to use microbial and mammalian cells for the production of all 
therapeutic proteins. As a result, biopharmaceuticals are produced in E.coli, yeast 
and mammalian cells [50].
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Yeast has advantages among the cell factories that are used for biopharmaceuti-
cal production. Yeast needs inexpensive medium compared to mammalian cell 
culture. Inexpensive medium for yeast reduces the cost of the biopharmaceutical 
production. Fermentation technologies that are used for yeasts are well-known and 
well-established [51]. However, yeast also has disadvantages in the production of 
therapeutic proteins. The high glycosylation capability of yeast is a disadvantage. If 
the high glycosylation capability is blocked, yeast can produce therapeutic proteins 
with the humanized glycosylation [52].

Cell factories are advantageous due to product quality, scale-up and downstream 
processes. The advantages of producing proteins in mammalian cells are having 
properly-folded protein, good pharmacokinetics and human-like N-glycosylation. 
However, mammalian cells are sensitive to bioprocessing. and the growth medium 
of mammalian cells are expensive [53]. The first human insulin is produced in 
E.coli. Protein production in E.coli is advantageous due the use of and inexpensive 
medium, fast growth time, high cell density culture, easy transformation and 
fast protein production rate. The disadvantage of protein production in E.coli is 
incorrect folding, low solubility and secretion of the protein. S.cerevisiae has good 
properties such as proper folding, easy culture growth and correct post-transla-
tional modifications. Secretion of the product to an extracellular medium is possible 
and this makes the protein purification easier. S. cerevisiae is also free of pathogens. 
S.cerevisiae is the most commonly used yeast strain for recombinant protein pro-
duction. S.cerevisiae can be defined as predominantly unicellular however, many 
yeasts have both unicellular and multicellular lifestyles [54]. S.cerevisiae is used as a 
model for diseases. S.cerevisiae was the first eukaryotic organism to be fully genome 
sequenced [55]. S.cerevisiae has tolerance to chemical and physical stresses and that 
makes it a good model organism protein production in the industry [54].

Bioproduct process contains four stages: (1) first upstream process, (2) second 
upstream process, (3) midstream process and (4) downstream process. Fermentable 
carbohydrates are converted in the first upstream processes. A high-performance 
strain is developed in the second upstream process. In the midstream process, the 
strain is grown, and it produces the product of interest. The desired product is puri-
fied in the downstream process. Microorganisms should be optimized to produce 
the chemical or material of interest efficiently. The optimization and modifications 
can be applied on the microorganisms by metabolic engineering [17].

Metabolic engineering uses synthetic biology, systems biology, and evolutionary 
engineering to develop microorganisms. Metabolic engineering develops highly 
efficient microorganism strains to produce important products such as bioproducts, 
bulk chemicals, materials, natural products, fine chemicals, and polymers. Target 
products should be selected first. Biofuels, bulk chemicals, polymers, fine chemicals 
(including drugs), materials and natural products are bioproducts. Bulk chemicals 
are chemicals with low price and produced in large quantities. Fine chemicals are 
more expensive than bulk chemicals and are produced in small quantities.

Traditional petroleum-based plastics are produced from fossil fuels and are 
unsustainable; thus, bioplastics have become popular [56]. Bio-based polymers 
are polymers that can replace petroleum-based plastics. Polyhydroxy-acids (PHA) 
are biodegradable natural polyesters that are produced in microorganisms and 
have biodegradability and biocompatibility properties. To produce more PHAs 
and poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid), microorganisms can be engineered by metabolic 
engineering. Biofuels are produced by biological and chemical processes. Fatty acid 
biosynthetic pathways, ethanol pathways, CoA-dependent reverse b-oxidation path-
ways, keto acid pathways and isoprenoid pathways are key pathways for biofuels. 
Bioethanol is one such biofuel that is produced by microorganisms and developed 
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is 239.8 billion in 2019 and it is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 13.28% during 
period 2020–2025. Biopharmaceuticals represent 25% of commercial drugs 
and about 40% of total pharmaceutical sales [42]. Total biopharmaceutical 
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Yeast has advantages among the cell factories that are used for biopharmaceuti-
cal production. Yeast needs inexpensive medium compared to mammalian cell 
culture. Inexpensive medium for yeast reduces the cost of the biopharmaceutical 
production. Fermentation technologies that are used for yeasts are well-known and 
well-established [51]. However, yeast also has disadvantages in the production of 
therapeutic proteins. The high glycosylation capability of yeast is a disadvantage. If 
the high glycosylation capability is blocked, yeast can produce therapeutic proteins 
with the humanized glycosylation [52].

Cell factories are advantageous due to product quality, scale-up and downstream 
processes. The advantages of producing proteins in mammalian cells are having 
properly-folded protein, good pharmacokinetics and human-like N-glycosylation. 
However, mammalian cells are sensitive to bioprocessing. and the growth medium 
of mammalian cells are expensive [53]. The first human insulin is produced in 
E.coli. Protein production in E.coli is advantageous due the use of and inexpensive 
medium, fast growth time, high cell density culture, easy transformation and 
fast protein production rate. The disadvantage of protein production in E.coli is 
incorrect folding, low solubility and secretion of the protein. S.cerevisiae has good 
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tional modifications. Secretion of the product to an extracellular medium is possible 
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strain is grown, and it produces the product of interest. The desired product is puri-
fied in the downstream process. Microorganisms should be optimized to produce 
the chemical or material of interest efficiently. The optimization and modifications 
can be applied on the microorganisms by metabolic engineering [17].
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engineering to develop microorganisms. Metabolic engineering develops highly 
efficient microorganism strains to produce important products such as bioproducts, 
bulk chemicals, materials, natural products, fine chemicals, and polymers. Target 
products should be selected first. Biofuels, bulk chemicals, polymers, fine chemicals 
(including drugs), materials and natural products are bioproducts. Bulk chemicals 
are chemicals with low price and produced in large quantities. Fine chemicals are 
more expensive than bulk chemicals and are produced in small quantities.

Traditional petroleum-based plastics are produced from fossil fuels and are 
unsustainable; thus, bioplastics have become popular [56]. Bio-based polymers 
are polymers that can replace petroleum-based plastics. Polyhydroxy-acids (PHA) 
are biodegradable natural polyesters that are produced in microorganisms and 
have biodegradability and biocompatibility properties. To produce more PHAs 
and poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid), microorganisms can be engineered by metabolic 
engineering. Biofuels are produced by biological and chemical processes. Fatty acid 
biosynthetic pathways, ethanol pathways, CoA-dependent reverse b-oxidation path-
ways, keto acid pathways and isoprenoid pathways are key pathways for biofuels. 
Bioethanol is one such biofuel that is produced by microorganisms and developed 
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by metabolic engineering. E. coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae have been used for 
the production of biofuels. The classification of natural products is based on their 
structures. This classification contains alkaloids, terpenoids, phenylpropanoids, 
and polyketides. The source of natural products are natural sources. The cost of 
extracting natural products is high. The extraction of natural products leads to low 
yield. Natural products can be produced by chemical synthetic routes. However, 
production by chemical synthetic routes can generate multistep reactions and 
stereoisomers. Natural product production can be performed by metabolic engi-
neering strategies. Selection of a host strain is based on the product. There are three 
ways to choose the host strain. First, the desired product can be overproduced by the 
host strain. Second, the desired product can be produced with low efficiency. Third, 
the target product is not produced by the host strain. The host strain will be gener-
ated using different metabolic engineering strategies. E. coli and S. cerevisiae are 
popular host strains to produce biodiesel hoewever, the efficiency is low. ‘Generally 
recognized as safe’ (GRAS) microorganisms should be used to produce food and 
pharmaceutical products for the safety issues. Bacillus subtilis and S. cerevisiae are 
well-known GRAS strains [57]. Artemisinic acid is known as an anti-malarial drug 
precursor and is produced in S. cerevisiae by introduction of heterologous pathways. 
Opioids were produced in S. cerevisiae [58]. Systems metabolic engineering can 
enhance the production of recombinant proteins such as artemisinic acid. Some of 
the target pathways are not available in microorganisms. Enzymes and metabolic 
pathways for the desired product should be designed by metabolic engineering. For 
example, lactams cannot be produced by natural pathways, and de novo pathways 
should be designed for lactams. Penicillin is a beta-lactam non-ribosomal peptide. 
Baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae can produce and secrete penicillin by meta-
bolic engineering. Five genes in the benzylpenicillin pathway in P. chrysogenum were 
integrated into S. cerevisiae. Bioactive benzylpenicillin is then produced and secreted 
by S. cerevisiae [59].

If natural pathways of the production of the desired product is unknown, 
then GEM-Path, DESHARKY, RetroPath and RetroRules are used as prediction 
algorithm tools for metabolic pathway design. Mutations should be identified 
after these methods. Colorimetric assays, spectrophotometer fluorescence-acti-
vated cell sorting (FACS), or microfluidic sorting devices can be used to identify 
the beneficial mutation in the organism. The pathway should be optimized after 
the metabolic pathway is constructed in the host strain. Genome-scale metabolic 
simulation, plasmids, regulatory RNAs, and genome engineering are used to 
optimize the pathways of the host strain. Recombination-mediated genetic engi-
neering is used to optimize pathways and produce the desired product efficiently. 
RecABCD system-based homologous recombination, the l Red recombination, 
site-specific recombination systems including Cre-lox and flippase-flippase 
recombinase target (Flp-FRT), zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) and CRISPR along 
with CRISPR/Cas are genome engineering tools [57]. The b-amyrin is a pentacy-
clic triterpenoid compound and was produced by S. cerevisiae strain engineered 
by CRISPRi [60].

Scale-up fermentation is an important step for biopharmaceuticals. The strain’s 
growth performance and optimal fermentation conditions have been validated 
for lab-scale fermentation (0.5–30 L). After lab-scale fermentation is approved, 
pilot-scale fermentations (30–3000 L) and large scale production (3000–20,000 L) 
will be performed to see the conditions of the strain and the product of interest. 
Full-scale (20,000–2,000,000 L) production fermentation will be performed for 
the production of biopharmaceuticals. In scale-up fermentation, gradients of feed, 
oxygen concentrations, and maintaining the genomic stability of high-performing 
strains will be a challenge [27].
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algorithm tools for metabolic pathway design. Mutations should be identified 
after these methods. Colorimetric assays, spectrophotometer fluorescence-acti-
vated cell sorting (FACS), or microfluidic sorting devices can be used to identify 
the beneficial mutation in the organism. The pathway should be optimized after 
the metabolic pathway is constructed in the host strain. Genome-scale metabolic 
simulation, plasmids, regulatory RNAs, and genome engineering are used to 
optimize the pathways of the host strain. Recombination-mediated genetic engi-
neering is used to optimize pathways and produce the desired product efficiently. 
RecABCD system-based homologous recombination, the l Red recombination, 
site-specific recombination systems including Cre-lox and flippase-flippase 
recombinase target (Flp-FRT), zinc finger nuclease (ZFN) and CRISPR along 
with CRISPR/Cas are genome engineering tools [57]. The b-amyrin is a pentacy-
clic triterpenoid compound and was produced by S. cerevisiae strain engineered 
by CRISPRi [60].

Scale-up fermentation is an important step for biopharmaceuticals. The strain’s 
growth performance and optimal fermentation conditions have been validated 
for lab-scale fermentation (0.5–30 L). After lab-scale fermentation is approved, 
pilot-scale fermentations (30–3000 L) and large scale production (3000–20,000 L) 
will be performed to see the conditions of the strain and the product of interest. 
Full-scale (20,000–2,000,000 L) production fermentation will be performed for 
the production of biopharmaceuticals. In scale-up fermentation, gradients of feed, 
oxygen concentrations, and maintaining the genomic stability of high-performing 
strains will be a challenge [27].
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5. Conclusions and future perspectives

Metabolic engineering is a successful method to construct efficient microbial 
cell factories. These methods and developments in metabolic engineering make 
S. cerevisiae an efficient and leading host strain for protein production.
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Chapter 2

Biotransformation of Pitanga Juice
by Tannase from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae CCMB 520
Gustavo Monteiro, Maria Araújo, Paula Barbosa,
Marcelo Mello,Tonny Leite, Sandra Assis and Amanda Sena

Abstract

The pitanga (Eugenia uniflora L.) is a native species to Brazil and widely used
by Brazilian industry, mainly in food, to juice, ice cream, soft drinks, jellies and
liqueurs production. The fruit contains a high concentration of anthocyanins,
flavonoids and carotenoids, which make it a promising source of antioxidant
compounds. The objective of this work was to produce and purify tannase from
Saccharomyces cerevisiae CCMB 520, to apply in the integral pitanga juice and to
verify its physical and chemical effects. The tannase was produced under sub-
merged fermentation in bench bioreactor. After the fermentation process the
enzyme was partially purified. The partially purified tannase was applied in the
integral pitanga juice using Doehlert statistical design. The effect of the enzymatic
application was analyzed by means of phenolic compounds contents and antioxi-
dant activity. Physical–chemical analyzes were carried out to investigate the
Standard Identity and Quality of the juice. The best results for partial purification
were obtained by ultrafiltration. After application, the total phenolics content was
4855 mg Eq. AG/L, and for the antioxidant activity was 952 μMTrolox/L (69.41%).
It has been found that it is possible by means of enzymatic treatment to improve the
functional quality of the integral pitanga juice.

Keywords: antioxidant activity, bioconversion, Eugenia uniflora L.,
experimental design, tannin acyl hydrolase

1. Introduction

Tannin is a term widely used to characterize the second largest class of phenolic
compounds, which, like the others, has the primordial and essential function of
protecting plant tissues against attack by insects, fungi or bacteria. Tannins have a
high molecular weight (500 to 3000 Da), are considered antioxidants and combine
with cellulose and pectin, in addition to precipitating alkaloids and proteins [1].
These compounds occur naturally in a wide variety of vegetables, and can be found
in the roots, leaves, fruits, seeds and barks. They are considered secondary meta-
bolic products of great economic and ecological interest and have a wide value in
the interactions between the plant and its ecosystem. Such compounds are respon-
sible for the astringency of many fruits and vegetable products, due to the precipi-
tation of salivary glycoproteins, which causes the loss of lubricating power [2, 3].
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Classically, according to the chemical structure, tannins are classified into two
groups: hydrolyzable and condensed. The current and most accepted classification
divides the tannins into four groups (Figure 1): gallotannins, ellagitannins, con-
densed tannins and complex tannins [5]. Gallotannins are the simplest tannins and
are formed by units of gallo or di-gallo esterified to a nucleus of glucose or other
polyhydroxy alcohol. The molecules are usually composed of a glucose nucleus and
6 to 9 gallo groups. The most common is tannic acid [6]. Ellagitannins are esters of
hexahydro-xidifenic acid (HHDP), and during its hydrolysis, the HHDP group
dehydrates and spontaneously lactonizes to form ellagic acid. Condensed tannins
are oligomeric and polymeric proanthocyanidins containing flavan-3-ol (catechin)
or flavan-3,4-diol (leucoanthocyanins). The basic structure of complex tannins, on
the other hand, consists of a unit of galotannin or ellagitannin and catechin [7, 8].

Hydrolyzable tannins can be easily hydrolyzed, either chemically or enzymati-
cally. Tannin Acyl Hydrolase (TAH), also known as tannase (EC 3.1.1.20), is an
enzyme capable of hydrolyzing tannins, leading to the release of glucose and gallic
acid or ellagic acid [9]. Some are still able to perform a transesterification reaction
for the production of propyl gallate [10].

TAH is a glycoprotein esterase formed predominantly by a gallic acid esterase
and a depsidase. Tannase can be separated into two esterases, a specific esterase for
aliphatic esters such as methyl gallate, and another depsidase that hydrolyzes
depsidic bonds like m-digallic acid as shown [11]. However, the proportion between
the two activities can vary according to the cultivation conditions [12]. Tannase is a
biocatalyst produced by vegetables, animals, bacteria, filamentous fungi and yeast.
Tannins of yeast are effective only in the decomposition of gallotannin, while
bacterial and filamentous fungi are efficient in the hydrolysis of gallotannins and
ellagitannins [13].

Tannase is versatile since it can be widely used in the food, pharmaceutical and
chemical industries, and even in bioremediation [14]. Among the possible applica-
tions we can mention: preparation of instant teas [15], additive for animal feed
[16, 17], production of gallic and ellagic acid [18, 19], synthesis of esters and
effluent treatment [9, 20], beverage manufacturing (juices, beers and wines) [21]
and clarification of juices [22, 23].

Figure 1.
Main chemical structures of the tannins [4].
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The application of tannase in juices rich in hydrolyzable tannins is done to
decrease the concentration of these in this food matrix, since the high content of
this compound is responsible for the appearance of turbidity, bitter taste and
astringency, characteristics which are often undesirable. However, the hydrolysis of
gallotannins causes nutritional and sensory changes in the juice, since with the
release of the gallo group occurs a retarding effect on the oxidation of ascorbic acid,
also increasing its antioxidant action [24, 25].

The pitanga (Eugenia uniflora L.), belonging to the Mirtaceae family, is native to
Brazil, specifically in the South and Southeast regions, and has adapted favorably to
the edaphoclimatic conditions of the Brazilian Northeast, mainly in the State of
Pernambuco, with about 300 hectares cultivated [26]. It is widely used by the
Brazilian industry for the production of juice, preparation of ice cream, soft drinks,
jellies and liquors because it has a high economic potential, attracting the consumer
for its high concentration of metabolites such as anthocyanins, flavonols and carot-
enoids, which make this fruit a promising source antioxidant compounds [26, 27].
The natural antioxidants present in the diet increase the resistance to damage
caused by oxidation, thus presenting a significant impact on human health [27].

Based on this information, the tannase obtained from Saccharomyces cerevesiae
CCMB 520 was applied in this study with purpose of biotransforming the integral
pitanga juice polyphenols and, in this way, modifying their biological activity.

2. Material and methods

2.1 Reagents

Tannic acid, gallic acid, bovine serum albumin and rodhanine were purchased at
Sigma Aldrich (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA). All other chemicals used
in the experiment were of high-quality analytical grade.

2.2 Microorganism and its maintenance

The yeast species Saccharomyces cerevisiae CCMB 520 was kindly provided by the
Culture Microorganisms Collection of Bahia (Coleção de Cultura de Micro-organismos
da Bahia - CCMB), of State University of Feira de Santana, Bahia State, Brazil. The
sample was kept on plates containing Yeast Malt (YM) and left to rest in YM
medium, at pH 6.8, in order to be activated; subsequently, it was incubated in
B.O.D at 28 ° C for 48 hours.

2.3 Inoculum preparation

A 48-hours culture grown in YM medium (Merck, Darmstadt, Alemanha) was
used to prepare the inoculum at pH 6.8 and 28 °C in B.O.D incubator (Cienlab,
Campinas, Brazil). After the 48-hours period, culture fragments were inoculated in
0.85% saline solution to generate a suspension presenting optical density OD600nm:
0.8 at 0.9.

2.4 Enzyme production and extracellular tannase obtainment

Enzyme production was performed in 7.5 L Bioreactor containing 2.5 L of sub-
merged fermentation medium - Czapek-Dox broth (g/L) base: NaNO3 (7.5), KCl
(1.25), MgSO4.7H2O (1.25), FeSO4.7H2O (0.025), K2HPO4 3H2O (2.5), yeast extract
(25) and tannic acid (150); media were sterilized at 121 °C for 15 minutes. Tannic
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acid (sterilized through membrane 0.45 μm) and inocolum were added to the
fermentation medium after the Bioreactor cooled down to room temperature. The
initial pH, fermentation time, rotation and incubation temperature, of the fermen-
tation process, were 7, 24 h, 112 rpm and 27 °C, respectively. The fermentation
broth was centrifuged (Thermoelectron, Langenser, Germany) at 1000 rpm for
15 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was frozen at�20 °C and used for further tests.

2.5 Enzyme activity and protein content

Tannase activity was estimated by using ethanolic rhodanine and tannic acid as
substrate [28]. The reaction medium consisted of 250 μL substrate (0.05%, w/v) in
0.05 mol/L citrate buffer (pH 5.0) and of 250 μL enzyme extract. The substrate and
the enzyme extract remained in contact for 5 minutes at 30 °C. Enzyme reaction
was stopped through the addition of 300 μL ethanolic rhodanine (0.667%, w/v).
After spending 5 minutes at 30 °C, the reaction medium was added with 200 μL of
0.5 mol/L potassium hydroxide in order to form a chromogen violet staining. After
five more minutes at 30 °C, the obtained volume of each reaction was diluted in
4 mL of distilled water. The control tubes (enzyme extract addition at the end of the
reaction) were simultaneously used. After the samples were subjected to 10 more
minutes at 30 °C, the experiment proceeded in spectrophotometer
(Novainstruments, Piracicaba, Brazil) at 520 nm and molar extinction coefficient
was 648.15 L/mol � cm. Tannase activity (U/mL) was expressed by the amount of
enzyme required to produce 1 μmol of gallic acid per minute under assay conditions.
Protein content was set according to the Bradford method [29]. Bovine serum
albumin was used as standard. All tests were performed in triplicate and the mean
values (different from <5%) were calculated.

2.6 Partial purification by different methods

2.6.1 Ammonium sulphate precipitation

The crude enzyme extract was fractioned by ammonium sulphate precipitation
at percentage saturation ranged of 0–20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80% (w/v), respec-
tively [30]. At each saturation, the solution was left to stand for 2 hours. The sample
was dialyzed against distilled water for 4 hours at 4 °C and the precipitate was
collected by centrifugation (5000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4 °C). The precipitates
were solubilized in 0.04 mol L�1 sodium citrate buffer (pH 5) and subjected to
analysis of enzyme activity and total protein as previously described.

2.6.2 Ultrafiltration membrane (30 KDa)

The crude culture filtrate (10 mL) was added to the membrane and subsequently
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 60 minutes at 4 °C, and then the retained and perme-
ated material were collected. The volumes obtained were separately reconstituted to
the initial volume (10 mL). Soon afterwards, enzyme activity and total protein tests
were performed as previously described.

2.6.3 Ethanol precipitation

The fractional precipitation followed the methodology from [31] with modifica-
tions. The solvent was cooled to a temperature of 0 °C and then added dropwise to
the crude extract until you reach the desired concentrations of the same (50 to 90%,
v/v). The mixture remained in contact for 1 hour at a temperature of �18 °C. After
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this period, the reaction medium was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 20 minutes at
4 °C. The precipitate was ressuspended in 0.04 M sodium citrate buffer, pH 5.0, in
the same volume of crude extract added during the precipitation process. Soon
afterwards, enzyme activity and total protein tests were performed as previously
described. After partial purification, tannase was used in the bioconversion of
integral pitanga juice.

2.7 Preparation of integral pitanga juice

The pitanga fruits (Eugenia uniflora L., 2000 g) were harvested in the orchard
that is located near the Federal Institute of Education, Science and Technology of
Pernambuco, Campus Barreiros, Brazil. They were collected between March and
April, selected and cleaned in chlorinated water at 50 ppm for 15 minutes. Then
were carried out, rinsing, pulp removal and crushing in an industrial blender. The
integral pitanga juice was sifted and stored under freezing for further studies on the
application of the enzyme.

2.8 Enzimatic biotrasformation

The statistical Doehlert [32] using two variables – partially purified tannase
concentration (%, v/v) and application time (minutes) - was herein applied to
investigate the best condition for antioxidant capacity increase. The enzyme extract
concentration was assessed at three levels (4.5, 6.0 and 7.5%), whereas the applica-
tion time was assessed at five levels (160, 180, 200, 220 and 240 minutes), which
are presented in their actual values and codified in Table 1.

For each percentage of partially purified tannase, a control was performed,
exchanging it for distilled water.

System behavior was explained through the following quadratic equation
(Eq. (1)):

Y ¼ β0 þ β1Aþ β2Bþ β3Cþ β11A
2 þ β22B

2 þ β33C
2 þ β12ABþ β13ACþ β23BCþ ε

(1)

Wherein: Y = experimental response, β0 intercept, β1, β2, β3 = linear coefficients,
β11, β22, β33 = quadratic coefficients, β12, β13, β23 = interaction coefficients, A, B,
C = independent variables, and ε = experimental error.

Experiment Partially purified tannase (%, v/v) Application time (minutes)

1 7.5 (0.866) 180 (�0.5)

2 7.5 (0.866) 220 (0.5)

3 6.0 (0) 160 (�1.0)

4 6.0 (0) 200 (0)

5 6.0 (0) 200 (0)

6 6.0 (0) 200 (0)

7 6.0 (0) 240 (1.0)

8 4.5 (� 0.866) 180 (�0.5)

9 4.5 (� 0.866) 220 (0.5)

Table 1.
Doehlert matrix (real and coded) used to optimize tannase application in the bioconvertion of integral Pitanga
juice.
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this period, the reaction medium was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 20 minutes at
4 °C. The precipitate was ressuspended in 0.04 M sodium citrate buffer, pH 5.0, in
the same volume of crude extract added during the precipitation process. Soon
afterwards, enzyme activity and total protein tests were performed as previously
described. After partial purification, tannase was used in the bioconversion of
integral pitanga juice.

2.7 Preparation of integral pitanga juice

The pitanga fruits (Eugenia uniflora L., 2000 g) were harvested in the orchard
that is located near the Federal Institute of Education, Science and Technology of
Pernambuco, Campus Barreiros, Brazil. They were collected between March and
April, selected and cleaned in chlorinated water at 50 ppm for 15 minutes. Then
were carried out, rinsing, pulp removal and crushing in an industrial blender. The
integral pitanga juice was sifted and stored under freezing for further studies on the
application of the enzyme.

2.8 Enzimatic biotrasformation

The statistical Doehlert [32] using two variables – partially purified tannase
concentration (%, v/v) and application time (minutes) - was herein applied to
investigate the best condition for antioxidant capacity increase. The enzyme extract
concentration was assessed at three levels (4.5, 6.0 and 7.5%), whereas the applica-
tion time was assessed at five levels (160, 180, 200, 220 and 240 minutes), which
are presented in their actual values and codified in Table 1.

For each percentage of partially purified tannase, a control was performed,
exchanging it for distilled water.

System behavior was explained through the following quadratic equation
(Eq. (1)):

Y ¼ β0 þ β1Aþ β2Bþ β3Cþ β11A
2 þ β22B

2 þ β33C
2 þ β12ABþ β13ACþ β23BCþ ε

(1)

Wherein: Y = experimental response, β0 intercept, β1, β2, β3 = linear coefficients,
β11, β22, β33 = quadratic coefficients, β12, β13, β23 = interaction coefficients, A, B,
C = independent variables, and ε = experimental error.

Experiment Partially purified tannase (%, v/v) Application time (minutes)

1 7.5 (0.866) 180 (�0.5)

2 7.5 (0.866) 220 (0.5)

3 6.0 (0) 160 (�1.0)

4 6.0 (0) 200 (0)

5 6.0 (0) 200 (0)

6 6.0 (0) 200 (0)

7 6.0 (0) 240 (1.0)

8 4.5 (� 0.866) 180 (�0.5)

9 4.5 (� 0.866) 220 (0.5)

Table 1.
Doehlert matrix (real and coded) used to optimize tannase application in the bioconvertion of integral Pitanga
juice.
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Each 10 mL of pitanga juice in Erlenmeyer flasks was added partially purified
tannase at the proportions cited in Table 1 and incubated in a shaker at 120 � 1 rpm
at 30 °C, optimal temperature of the tannase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae CCMB
520 [33]. After the enzymatic application was done, according to the pre-
established time, the enzyme was denatured at 70 °C, for 10 minutes.

2.9 Physico-chemical analysis of the pitanga juice

The physical–chemical evaluation is necessary since bioconversion cannot influ-
ence the loss of quality with respect to the pre-established minimum standards for
the Standard of Identity and Quality of a specific product, in this case the integral
pitanga juice.

2.9.1 pH

The pH was determined directly in the same with the aid of a previously
calibrated pHmeter, after filtration [34].

2.9.2 Total soluble solids (°Brix)

Total Soluble Solids (°Brix) was determined by a Reichert digital refractometer
by dropping two drops of the sample onto the surface of the properly calibrated
apparatus.

2.9.3 Total acidity

A 2.5 mL sample of pitanga juice was previously homogenized and filtered in
100 mL Erlenmeyer flasks, afterwards it was diluted in 25 mL of distilled water and
then stirred. Soon after, the electrode was introduced into the solution and then it
was titrated with Sodium hydroxide solution (0.1 N) until the pH remained
between 8.2 and 8.4 [34]. The potentiometer was previously calibrated before the
analysis with pH 4 and 7 buffer solutions.

2.10 Total phenolics

The total phenolic content was estimated according to the Folin–Ciocalteu
method [35].

2.11 Antioxidant activity

The antioxidant activity was assessed through the DPPH (2, 2-diphenyl-1-
picrylhydrazyl) method [36].

The DPPH radical scavenging activity was calculated according to the equation
(Eq.(2)) below:

DPPH %ð Þ ¼ Ao � A1=Aoð Þ½ � � 100: (2)

Where A0 corresponded to the absorbance of the negative control, and A1 to the
absorbance in the presence of the compound (sample and Trolox). Trolox was the
positive control.
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2.12 Statistical analysis

The results were analyzed in the SISVAR software - Variance Analysis System
[37] and the means were compared through the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability
level. In addition, the results were assessed through Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
in the Statistica Version 10.0 software (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, USA) [38] to find the
variables presenting statistically significant effects on enzyme application (p
< 0.05), as well as the model fitting the experimental data. All assays were
performed in random order.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Partial purification

As can be seen in Table 2, after the precipitation with ammonium sulphate, it
was not possible to recover the activity of the enzymatic extract in the fractions of
0–20 and 60–80%. In the other fractions, it was not possible to obtain a consider-
able purification factor (greater than 1). Thus, it was found that the use of ammo-
nium sulphate as a precipitating agent was not efficient in the precipitation of the
target protein (tannase), since this salt may have caused the denaturation of the
enzymes, under the experimental conditions evaluated.

In the precipitation using ethanol, it was found that in the 50 to 70% saturation it
was not possible to verify enzymatic activity and in the concentrations of 80 and
90% a reduction in it. In purification, the most desirable is that the proteins/
contaminants are decreased and the activity of the target protein is concentrated or
not decreased. The use of organic solvents as a precipitating agent may have nega-
tively influenced the activity of the enzyme, as already demonstrated by several
authors [39–41]. The ethanol and ammonium sulphate might have caused denatur-
ation through a conformational change in the enzyme tertiary structure.

Stage VA (U/mL) TP (mg/mL) SA (U/mg) PF

Crude extract 3.17 0.60 5.23 1.00

Retained (30 KDa) 21.080 0.67 31.66 6.040 a

Permeate (30 KDa) 19.56 0.67 29.010 5.54 a

Ammonium sulphate (0–20%) — — — —

Ammonium sulphate (20–40%) 2.41 0.54 4.46 0.85

Ammonium sulphate (40–60%) 1.10 0.80 1.30 0.24

Ammonium sulphate (60–80%) — — — —

Ethanol (50%) — — — —

Ethanol (60%) — — — —

Ethanol (70%) — — — —

Ethanol (80%) 0.19 0.28 0.66 0.085

Ethanol (90%) 0.27 0.37 0.72 0.093

VA – Volumetric activity; TP – Total protein; AE – Specific activity; PF – Purification factor. The experiments were
performed in triplicate and the mean � standard deviation values were presented. Values followed by the same letter
did not statistically differ in the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability.

Table 2.
Partial purification of tannase from S. cerevisiae CCMB 520.
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2.12 Statistical analysis

The results were analyzed in the SISVAR software - Variance Analysis System
[37] and the means were compared through the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability
level. In addition, the results were assessed through Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
in the Statistica Version 10.0 software (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, USA) [38] to find the
variables presenting statistically significant effects on enzyme application (p
< 0.05), as well as the model fitting the experimental data. All assays were
performed in random order.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Partial purification

As can be seen in Table 2, after the precipitation with ammonium sulphate, it
was not possible to recover the activity of the enzymatic extract in the fractions of
0–20 and 60–80%. In the other fractions, it was not possible to obtain a consider-
able purification factor (greater than 1). Thus, it was found that the use of ammo-
nium sulphate as a precipitating agent was not efficient in the precipitation of the
target protein (tannase), since this salt may have caused the denaturation of the
enzymes, under the experimental conditions evaluated.

In the precipitation using ethanol, it was found that in the 50 to 70% saturation it
was not possible to verify enzymatic activity and in the concentrations of 80 and
90% a reduction in it. In purification, the most desirable is that the proteins/
contaminants are decreased and the activity of the target protein is concentrated or
not decreased. The use of organic solvents as a precipitating agent may have nega-
tively influenced the activity of the enzyme, as already demonstrated by several
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ation through a conformational change in the enzyme tertiary structure.
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In reference [42], tannase was obtained and purified fromAspergillus niger. and The
precipitation method using ammonium sulphate (50–70%) resulted in a purification
factor of 4.89. Whereas in reference [43], after partial purification of tannase obtained
from Aspergillus nigerMTCC 2425, through precipitation with ammonium sulphate
(75%) were obtained a purification factor around 1.4. In reference [44] tannase from
Aspergillus nomius GWA5 was purified after three steps, using acetone and two chro-
matographic processes and the authors obtained the following purification factors: 1.59
(acetone fraction), 3.21 (molecular exclusion) and 4.48 (ion exchange).

After carrying out the 30 kDa membrane separation process, was possible to
verify a higher degree of compaction, resulting from the internal encrustation
caused by smaller particles that were adsorbed on the tube walls, thus providing a
result that characterized a partial purification (factor of purification above 1), with
no statistically significant difference between the two fractions obtained (retained
and permeated).

3.2 Biotransformation of integral Pitanga juice by partially purified tannase
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae CCMB 520

3.2.1 Physico-chemical analysis

The physical–chemical results are shown in Table 3 and the Standard of Identity
and Quality for the pitanga juice are in Table 4. The samples of the integral pitanga
juice before and after partially purified tannase application comply with the
standards required by current Brazilian legislation [45].

Samples pH Total Soluble Solids (°Brix) Total acidity (g/100 g, citric acid)

0 3.40 a 11,85 a 1.67 a

1 3.40 a 12.10 a 1.67 a

2 3.40 a 12.55 a 1.57 a

3 3.40 a 12.25 a 1.55 a

4 3.30 a 12.00 a 1.62 a

5 3.40 a 10.35 a 1.38 a

6 3.20 a 12.20 a 1.66 a

7 3.40 a 12.20 a 1.73 a

8 3.40 a 11.70 a 1.74 a

9 3.40 a 12.40 a 1.70 a

Sample 0: before application; Samples 1 to 9: after application. Values followed by the same letter did not statistically
differ in the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability.

Table 3.
Physico-chemical parameters of integral Pitanga juice before and after application of partially purified tannase
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae CCMB 520.

Legislation (BRAZIL, 2016) Minimum Maximum

pH 2.50 3.40

Total Soluble Solids (°Brix) 6.00 —

Total acidity (g/100 g, citric acid) 0.92 —

Table 4.
Standard of identity and quality for Pitanga juice.
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From the data, we can evidence that the tannase application in integral pitanga
juice did not change the evaluated parameters, indicating that it would be within
the pre-established national standards.

3.2.2 Total phenolics

Through the results obtained for the total phenolic contents, presented here in
Table 5, we can infer that in all tests these compounds increased when compared to
their respective controls. The assay 8 (4.5% and 180 minutes) stood out statistically
significantly among the others, reaching 3630 mg Eq. AG/L (285.59 mg/100 g).

The phenolic compounds are substances involved in the prevention processes of
chronic diseases, including diabetes, cancer, heart disease and Alzheimer’s, and
knowledge about their presence in different fruit can contribute to the development
of production, consumption, rural diversification and income generation [46].

In [47] after evaluating phenolic compounds in red pitanga found levels around
257 mg/100 g. Whereas in [45] found levels of 95.90 mg/100 g for the pitanga
hydroalcoholic extract.

The results obtained experimentally for total phenolics were evaluated through
F Test (Fisher’s Test) and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (Table 6). The regression

Assay Total phenolics (mg Eq. AG/L)

After application

1 3630.00 � 106,066 d

2 4230.00 � 318,20 b

3 4142.50 � 53,033 b

4 3555.00 � 141,42 d

5 3842.50 � 53,033 c

6 3567.50 � 159,099 d

7 4317.50 � 88,39 b

8 4855.00 � 35,36 a

9 3955.00 � 106.066 c

Controls (white)

C1 2655.00 � 70.71 f

C2 2467.50 � 17.68 f

C3 2630.00 � 35.36 f

C4 2830.00 � 35.36 f

C5 2467.50 � 17.68 f

C6 2642.50 � 194.45 f

C7 3205.00 � 176.78 e

C8 3567.50 � 123.74 d

C9 3242.50 � 17.68 e

Before application 2663.33 � 115.47 f

The experiments were performed in triplicate and the mean � standard deviation values were presented. Values
followed by the same letter did not statistically differ in the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability.

Table 5.
Doehlert matrix results for total phenolics in Pitanga juice before and after application of partially purified
tannase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae CCMB 520.
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From the data, we can evidence that the tannase application in integral pitanga
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was statistically significant (Fcal 9.18 > 9.01 Ftab) and the lack of fit indicated a
good agreement (Fcal 1.28 < 18.51 Ftab) between the fitted model and the experi-
mental data. Furthermore, the quality of the fit was also confirmed through coeffi-
cient of determination (R2 = 0.94), and it implied that just 6% of the response
variability was not explained by the model.

The model equation after regression, for the increase of phenolic compounds,
was obtained (Eq. (3)):

Total phenolics mgEQAG=Lð Þ ¼ 39442:50 � �5459:69ð Þ � 4545:83 � EE � �805:25ð Þ
þ 161:11 � EE2 � �49:45ð Þ � 217:19 � T � �40:56ð Þ
þ 0:36 � T2 � �0:093ð Þ þ 12:29 � EE � T � �2:71ð Þ

(3)

From the Figure 2, we found that only the interaction (positive effect)
was statistically significant in the experimental field studied. Figure 3 shows
the response surface and contour curves obtained as a function of enzyme
application time and tannase concentration, where it indicated that the
increase in the variables under study increased the phenolic compounds. While,
by decreasing the two variables, there was also an increase in phenolic compounds.
This result can be seen in the positive interaction term obtained in Eq. (3) and
Figure 2.

3.2.3 Antioxidant activity

Studies have shown that the consumption of fruits and vegetables reduces the
risk of chronic diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases and stroke [48]. This
may be due to the presence of several secondary metabolites, these being related to
various biological activities, including antioxidant activity.

The results of the total antioxidant activity are shown in Table 7, where it can be
seen that test 8 (69.41%), as well as for phenolics (Table 5), was the one that
presented values statistically superior to the other tests. We also found that all tests
in the presence of the enzyme were superior to their respective controls. This
demonstrates that the tannase from S. cerevisiae CCMB 520 acted on the compounds
present in the integral pitanga juice, biotransforming them and increasing their
biological activity.

The results obtained experimentally for the total antioxidant activity were eval-
uated by Test F and ANOVA (Table 8). The regression was statistically significant
(Fcal 20.61 > 9.01 Ftab) and the lack of fit indicated a good agreement (Fcal 10.33
< 18.51 Ftab) between the adjusted model and the experimental data. The fit of the

Variation Source Sum of squares Degree of freedom Mean square Fcal Ftab

Regressiona 1324618 5 264923.60 9.18 9.01

Residual 86563 3 28854.14

Lack of Fit 33750 1 33750 1.28 18.51

Pure Error 52813 2 26406.25

Total 1411181
aStatistically significant at 95% confidence interval. Fcal – calculated F value; Ftab – tabulated F value. R2 = 0.94.

Table 6.
Analysis of variance applied to the data shown in Table 5.
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Figure 3.
Response surface and contour plot to total phenolic content, according to the Doehlert design. The
three-dimensional plot shows partially purified tannase concentration and application time.

Figure 2.
Pareto chart for the effects of the variables on the total phenolic content of Pitanga juice, according to statistical
planning of the Doehlert design.
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seen that test 8 (69.41%), as well as for phenolics (Table 5), was the one that
presented values statistically superior to the other tests. We also found that all tests
in the presence of the enzyme were superior to their respective controls. This
demonstrates that the tannase from S. cerevisiae CCMB 520 acted on the compounds
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The results obtained experimentally for the total antioxidant activity were eval-
uated by Test F and ANOVA (Table 8). The regression was statistically significant
(Fcal 20.61 > 9.01 Ftab) and the lack of fit indicated a good agreement (Fcal 10.33
< 18.51 Ftab) between the adjusted model and the experimental data. The fit of the

Variation Source Sum of squares Degree of freedom Mean square Fcal Ftab

Regressiona 1324618 5 264923.60 9.18 9.01

Residual 86563 3 28854.14

Lack of Fit 33750 1 33750 1.28 18.51

Pure Error 52813 2 26406.25

Total 1411181
aStatistically significant at 95% confidence interval. Fcal – calculated F value; Ftab – tabulated F value. R2 = 0.94.

Table 6.
Analysis of variance applied to the data shown in Table 5.
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Figure 3.
Response surface and contour plot to total phenolic content, according to the Doehlert design. The
three-dimensional plot shows partially purified tannase concentration and application time.

Figure 2.
Pareto chart for the effects of the variables on the total phenolic content of Pitanga juice, according to statistical
planning of the Doehlert design.
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model was measured by the coefficient of determination (R2), which had a value of
0.97 suggesting that 97% of the total variation in residual antioxidant activity was
explained by the adjusted model. It is worth mentioning that this is the first report

Assay Antioxidant activity – DPPH (%) Antioxidant activity – μMTrolox/L

After application

1 57.56 � 1.78 d 757.00 � 35.56

2 64.96 � 6.091 b 803.67 � 40.069

3 61.34 � 0.59 c 835.33 � 4.71

4 64.71 � 1.54 b 892.00 � 29.63

5 65.55 � 0.48 b 915.33 � 9.43

6 64.71 � 1.90 b 863.67 � 11.79

7 62.35 � 1.19 c 852.00 � 23.57

8 69.41 � 1.43 a 952.00 � 28.28

9 59.16 � 0.71 d 778.67 � 14.14

Controls (white)

C1 50.00 � 1.31 e 607.00 � 25.93

C2 42.017 � 2.38 f 448.67 � 47.14

C3 42,10 � 1.31 f 450.33 � 25.93

C4 45.46 � 2.97 f 517.00 � 58.93

C5 42.27 � 0.12 f 453.67 � 2.36

C6 41.76 � 0.59 f 443.67 � 11.79

C7 50.42 � 1.90 e 615.33 � 37.71

C8 49.07 � 0.71 e 588.67 � 14.14

C9 46.97 � 1.54 e 547.00 � 30.64

Before application

51.26 � 2.38 e 632.00 � 47.14

The experiments were performed in triplicate and the mean � standard deviation values were presented. Values
followed by the same letter did not statistically differ in the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability.

Table 7.
Doehlert matrix results before and after the application of partially purified tannase from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae CCMB 520.

Variation Source Sum of squares Degree of freedom Mean square Fcal Ftab

Regressiona 101.01 5 20.20 20.61 9.01

Residual 2.95 3 0.98

Lack of Fit 2.48 1 2.48 10.33 18.51

Pure Error 0.47 2 0.24

Total 103.96
aStatistically significant at 95% confidence interval. Fcal – calculated F value; Ftab – tabulated F value. R2 = 0.97.

Table 8.
Analysis of variance applied to the data shown in Table 7.
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Figure 4.
Pareto chart for the effects of the variables on the total antioxidant activity of Pitanga juice, according to
statistical planning of the Doehlert design.

Figure 5.
Response surface and contour plot to total antioxidant activity, according to the Doehlert design. The
three-dimensional plot shows partially purified tannase concentration and application time.
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on the application of tannase in integral pitanga juice and its effect on total
antioxidant activity and phenolic contends.

The second order equation (Eq. (4)) that describes the experimental data is
presented:

TAA %ð Þ ¼ 146:71 � �16:29ð Þ � 22:79 � EE � �2:40ð Þ � 0:64 � EE2 � �0:15ð Þ � 0:10
� T � �0:12ð Þ � 0:0020 � T � �0:12ð Þ � 0:0020 � T2 � �0:00028ð Þ þ 0:15
� EE � T � �0:0081ð Þ

(4)

From Figure 4, it appears that the time in its linear term was not statistically
significant in the experimental field studied.

Wherein: TAA = Total antioxidant activity.
The Figure 5 illustrates the response surface and contour curves regarding the

relationship between application time and tannase concentration. Corroborating
with the data obtained for phenolic compounds, it was found that increasing or
decreasing the independent variables, together, increases the response variable.

In reference [49] was evaluated samples of aqueous, ethyl acetate and butanolic
extracts from pitanga fruits, where the author observed total antioxidant activity in
the highest concentration (1000 μg / mL): 35.6, 86.1 and 88.7%, respectively.

Several patent filings have demonstrated the application of tannase in juices with
the aim of increasing antioxidant activity. The Indiana patent application 613/KOL/
2005, in [50], which describes a 37% increase in gallic acid content and an 8%
increase in antioxidant activity after tannase application in the pomegranate juice.
The Brazilian patent application BR 10 2015 001163–6, in reference [51] describes a
total antioxidant activity of 98.20%. The results obtained by other researchers
corroborate those presented in the present study. In this work, an increase in
antioxidant activity of around 18.15% was possible.

Considering that the antioxidant activity is largely attributed to the presence of
phenolic compounds, Pearson’s correlation was calculated to verify the existence of
a relationship between the two independent variables. The Figure 6 illustrates a

Figure 6.
Pearson’s correlation between antioxidant activity and total phenolics.
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moderate positive correlation between variables, by increasing phenolic
compounds, antioxidant activity is increased.

The use of tannase for the release of phenolic antioxidants has become interest-
ing for various types of food matrix. This is because most of them can release the
phenolic compounds without requiring a pre-treatment such as the action of the
pectinase or cellulase, or variation in temperature or pH [52]. The biotransforma-
tion of bioactive compounds is also an interesting alternative that deserves atten-
tion, since it precludes the use of toxic compounds such as organic solvents in the
extraction. In these processes, bioactive compounds are obtained from natural
sources by microorganisms through their secondary metabolism or by exogenous
enzymatic action [53, 54]. According to [55], the bioconversion by enzyme as well
as whole cell biocatalyst has tremendous importance in industry owing to escalated
yields, low impurity profiles, environmental safety, and process reproducibility.

The values found after tannase application, in relation to phenolic compounds
and antioxidant activity, were due to the conversion of substances present in inte-
gral pitanga juice. These data demonstrate the action of tannase obtained from S.
cerevisiae CCMB 520 in the biotransformation of this food matrix, suggesting that
the enzyme has biotechnological potential in the production of foods with better
nutraceutical properties.

4. Conclusions

This is the first work to report application of tanase in integral pitanga juice. The
purpose of the present study was to produce and apply tannase obtained from S.
cerevisiae CCMB 520. From the results presented, we found that is possible, through
enzymatic treatment, to increase the functional quality of integral pitanga juice,
once there was an increase in total antioxidant activity, which is associated with an
increase in total phenolic compounds.

The results suggest that the partially purified tannase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
CCMB 520 can potentially be used for industrial biotechnological application, as in
the biotransformation of juices, to obtain a product with greater biological activity
(functional property). It is worth mentioning that after the application of partially
purified tannase, the juice remained with its physico-chemical characteristics
within the Standard of Identity and Quality, according to the current legislation.
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Chapter 3

Understanding the Mechanism 
of Action of Indigenous Target 
Probiotic Yeast: Linking the 
Manipulation of Gut Microbiota 
and Performance in Animals
Shakira Ghazanfar

Abstract

The gut associated microbiota of animal plays crucial rule in the conversion 
to accessible nutrients for improve animal health and well-beings. Probiotic yeast 
(PY) is commonly use to manipulate the gut microbial balance by inhibits the dis-
ease-causing microbes and increase the number and function of desirable microbes. 
PY produce many fermentation metabolites, intercellular effectors, minerals and 
enzymes that make it an idea nutritive feed supplement for ruminants. The mode 
of action of the PY is depends on the animal biological inheritance, breed, manage-
mental condition and microbial feeding type. Therefore, PY must formulate using 
same ecological origin, alone with desirable target; as it would be more compatible 
with gut ecoysytem and would yield maximum outputs as compare to non-target 
or foreign probiotic (FP). Therefore, for development of the Indigenous Target 
Probiotic (ITP), the isolation source must be same ecological region with desirable 
target like improve animal health and productivity. In the situation of the increase 
food storage around the world, ITP may provide a useful feed supplements to 
improve the food production in cost effective manner as compare to FP. Probiotic 
effectiveness is considered to be population/breed/target specific due to difference 
in the feed intake, change gut microflora, different food habits and different host-
microbial interactions. In this chapter, we will highlight the preparation of the ITP 
yeast and its mode of action on animal gut microbiota.

Keywords: indigenous target probiotic (ITP), Saccharomyces cerevisiae,  
mode of action, gastrointestinal tract, fiber digestion

1. Introduction

Probiotic are the live microbial feed supplements which provide the beneficial 
impact on the host by producing the useful metabolites [1]. Many probiotics have 
been available in the market for improving animal and human health in safe and 
healthy way. The commercially available probiotic product contains mostly lactic 
acid bacteria (Lactobacillus plantrum, L.casei etc.) and yeast (Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae) strains [2]. The beneficial impact of present probiotics is often limited and do 
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1. Introduction

Probiotic are the live microbial feed supplements which provide the beneficial 
impact on the host by producing the useful metabolites [1]. Many probiotics have 
been available in the market for improving animal and human health in safe and 
healthy way. The commercially available probiotic product contains mostly lactic 
acid bacteria (Lactobacillus plantrum, L.casei etc.) and yeast (Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae) strains [2]. The beneficial impact of present probiotics is often limited and do 
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Figure 1. 
Representative scheme of development of target-based probiotic (TBP): The right side covers the main steps 
involving in the preparation of the TBP, the internal part covers the legalistic evidence of the interrelationship 
between, host and microbes. The left side covers the mechanistic activity of the TBP; including the improve gut 
microbial balance which leads to the improve feed digestion resultantly improve host health and production in 
cost effective manner.

not provide equal affects to each host. The positive impact of the probiotic product 
is based on the site of action, its dose, the stability/viability of the microbial strain; 
host genome and its environmental condition and health [3]. Mode of action of the 
microbial strains is one of the majors determines of the probiotic yeast usefulness. 
Latest molecular methods must be used for identification of the unique microbial 
strains for development of target-based probiotic yeast. During the last decades, 
probiotic yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) has been extensively used as ruminant 
health promoter [4]. The beneficial outcomes from probiotic product mostly 
depends on the host and microbial interaction, therefore, pre-plan steps must follow 
for isolation of the best performance (target) microbial strains for development of 
the unique/true animal probiotic yeast [5]. Ruminants have a unique microbial flora 
which is responsible for breakdown of the fibrous and non-fibrous feed particles. 
The number and function of the gut microbes is highly affected by biochemical and 
microbial properties of the rumen [6]. The gastrointestinal tract microbial flora has 
a crucial role on upgrade nutrient utilization and feed digestion leads to the improve 
animal production and health status. Animal eat different types of feed (high 
energy & low energy), that determine the number and function of the microbes in 
the gastrointestinal tract. The gut microbiota is highly changeable due to the addi-
tion of useful microbial feed supplements in safe and healthy way as compare to any 
antibiotic [7]. Animal blood profile also plays an important role in the animal health 
and its production performance. PY brings changes in the concentration of rumen 
volatile fatty acid (VFAs) propionate, butyrate and valerate leads to the reduced 
synthesis of triglyceride and cholesterol in the liver cells and might be change the 
lipid profile in blood. These polysaccharides reduce the total cholesterol of serum 
in ruminants. Therefore, the blood chemistry and the fecal microbiota must be 
manipulated for better animal health and performance. Literature showed that the 
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microbial diversity of the animal GIT is very important in feed digestion processes. 
Ruminants has a big anaerobic chamber/vat called rumen. Inside rumen, three main 
microbial species, i.e. bacteria, fungi and protozoa are present for feed digestion. 
Rumen microbial flora digests the lignocellulosic biomass and release the energy 
(VFAs) for animal use. Rumen microbial flora are animal best friends. If required 
specialized gut microbial flora are not present, the food digestion process can be 
shut down and death of the animal can occur. For colonization of the best microbial 
flora inside the rumen, we must formulate animal feed after clear understanding of 
the rumen ecosystem, and host genetic (Figure 1) [8, 9].

In the situation of high animal feed cost, we must identify the cost-effective 
probiotic by using the concept of ITP to improve poor quality feed into high quality 
milk and meat. We had already given the concept of indigenous probiotic yeast our 
previous book chapter [31]. A clear understanding regarding the proposes guide-
lines to develop the ITP to improve gut microbiota resultantly improve milk and 
meat production. This book chapter will discuss the identification of the microbial 
strain from local ecological breed and its mode of action for preparation of target 
based probiotic products. We will also support our concept of ITP with our lab 
conducted experiments.

2.  Yeast: promising microbe for development of target probiotic for 
animal use

Yeast is a very useful microorganism with broad range of industrial applica-
tion, because of their unique genetics and physiology. Yeast cells have many useful 
metabolites (protein, carbohydrate, vitamins; vitamin B6, thiamin, biotin, ribofla-
vin, nicotinic acid and pantothenic acid and minerals; zinc and magnesium) [10]. 
The utilization of the naturally prepared yeast would be accelerated in coming years 
due to the nature-oriented mind set of the consumers. Therefore, research on the 
isolation of the nutritious rich yeast strains for preparation of probiotic product has 
rapidly increased [11, 12]. Yeast is an important single cell microorganism, belongs 
to fungus family and it multiplies by cell division. The genetics and physiology of 
the yeast are very unique, and, therefore, a broad range of research work in biologi-
cal sciences is being carried out on this microbe. The yeast cell size is composed 
of 5 × 10 μm and the size of the baker’s yeast genome is 12.1 Mb containing 16 
chromosomes and 5400 coding genes approximately [13]. Members of the order 
Saccharomycetales are mainly used for the animal probiotics when serves as reliable 
and economical source of essential amino acids, vitamins, carbohydrates, and 
minerals from yeast cell. Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin and Biotin are present in yeast 
[14]. The antagonistic ability of the yeast to block bacterial pathogenicity is also 
makes its very useful [15]. Yeast cell has competition for nutrients, pH changes in 
the medium, high concentrations of ethanol production, secretion of antibacterial 
compounds and release of antimicrobial compounds are major antagonistic steps. 
Yeast cell has many useful fermentation metabolites (protein, vitamins, carbohy-
drates) which makes it important microbial feed supplement. Yeasts are naturally 
present (1.3 X 105 yeasts ml-1) inside the rumen fluid [16]. Literature showed that, 
yeasts (Sac. Cerevisiae) are not significant members of the rumen microbial flora, 
but mostly, entering inside the rumen with fibrous feed [17]. Therefore, we claim 
that the viable yeast rich diet can improve the its numbers and function inside 
the rumen. Now a days, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (live yeast) has been extensively 
used as animal probiotic to improve milk production and its composition. Many 
researchers have given different types of conclusion related to the mode of action of 
yeast and its impact on host animal. Mostly all researchers agreed that the improved 
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Figure 1. 
Representative scheme of development of target-based probiotic (TBP): The right side covers the main steps 
involving in the preparation of the TBP, the internal part covers the legalistic evidence of the interrelationship 
between, host and microbes. The left side covers the mechanistic activity of the TBP; including the improve gut 
microbial balance which leads to the improve feed digestion resultantly improve host health and production in 
cost effective manner.

not provide equal affects to each host. The positive impact of the probiotic product 
is based on the site of action, its dose, the stability/viability of the microbial strain; 
host genome and its environmental condition and health [3]. Mode of action of the 
microbial strains is one of the majors determines of the probiotic yeast usefulness. 
Latest molecular methods must be used for identification of the unique microbial 
strains for development of target-based probiotic yeast. During the last decades, 
probiotic yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) has been extensively used as ruminant 
health promoter [4]. The beneficial outcomes from probiotic product mostly 
depends on the host and microbial interaction, therefore, pre-plan steps must follow 
for isolation of the best performance (target) microbial strains for development of 
the unique/true animal probiotic yeast [5]. Ruminants have a unique microbial flora 
which is responsible for breakdown of the fibrous and non-fibrous feed particles. 
The number and function of the gut microbes is highly affected by biochemical and 
microbial properties of the rumen [6]. The gastrointestinal tract microbial flora has 
a crucial role on upgrade nutrient utilization and feed digestion leads to the improve 
animal production and health status. Animal eat different types of feed (high 
energy & low energy), that determine the number and function of the microbes in 
the gastrointestinal tract. The gut microbiota is highly changeable due to the addi-
tion of useful microbial feed supplements in safe and healthy way as compare to any 
antibiotic [7]. Animal blood profile also plays an important role in the animal health 
and its production performance. PY brings changes in the concentration of rumen 
volatile fatty acid (VFAs) propionate, butyrate and valerate leads to the reduced 
synthesis of triglyceride and cholesterol in the liver cells and might be change the 
lipid profile in blood. These polysaccharides reduce the total cholesterol of serum 
in ruminants. Therefore, the blood chemistry and the fecal microbiota must be 
manipulated for better animal health and performance. Literature showed that the 
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microbial diversity of the animal GIT is very important in feed digestion processes. 
Ruminants has a big anaerobic chamber/vat called rumen. Inside rumen, three main 
microbial species, i.e. bacteria, fungi and protozoa are present for feed digestion. 
Rumen microbial flora digests the lignocellulosic biomass and release the energy 
(VFAs) for animal use. Rumen microbial flora are animal best friends. If required 
specialized gut microbial flora are not present, the food digestion process can be 
shut down and death of the animal can occur. For colonization of the best microbial 
flora inside the rumen, we must formulate animal feed after clear understanding of 
the rumen ecosystem, and host genetic (Figure 1) [8, 9].

In the situation of high animal feed cost, we must identify the cost-effective 
probiotic by using the concept of ITP to improve poor quality feed into high quality 
milk and meat. We had already given the concept of indigenous probiotic yeast our 
previous book chapter [31]. A clear understanding regarding the proposes guide-
lines to develop the ITP to improve gut microbiota resultantly improve milk and 
meat production. This book chapter will discuss the identification of the microbial 
strain from local ecological breed and its mode of action for preparation of target 
based probiotic products. We will also support our concept of ITP with our lab 
conducted experiments.

2.  Yeast: promising microbe for development of target probiotic for 
animal use

Yeast is a very useful microorganism with broad range of industrial applica-
tion, because of their unique genetics and physiology. Yeast cells have many useful 
metabolites (protein, carbohydrate, vitamins; vitamin B6, thiamin, biotin, ribofla-
vin, nicotinic acid and pantothenic acid and minerals; zinc and magnesium) [10]. 
The utilization of the naturally prepared yeast would be accelerated in coming years 
due to the nature-oriented mind set of the consumers. Therefore, research on the 
isolation of the nutritious rich yeast strains for preparation of probiotic product has 
rapidly increased [11, 12]. Yeast is an important single cell microorganism, belongs 
to fungus family and it multiplies by cell division. The genetics and physiology of 
the yeast are very unique, and, therefore, a broad range of research work in biologi-
cal sciences is being carried out on this microbe. The yeast cell size is composed 
of 5 × 10 μm and the size of the baker’s yeast genome is 12.1 Mb containing 16 
chromosomes and 5400 coding genes approximately [13]. Members of the order 
Saccharomycetales are mainly used for the animal probiotics when serves as reliable 
and economical source of essential amino acids, vitamins, carbohydrates, and 
minerals from yeast cell. Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin and Biotin are present in yeast 
[14]. The antagonistic ability of the yeast to block bacterial pathogenicity is also 
makes its very useful [15]. Yeast cell has competition for nutrients, pH changes in 
the medium, high concentrations of ethanol production, secretion of antibacterial 
compounds and release of antimicrobial compounds are major antagonistic steps. 
Yeast cell has many useful fermentation metabolites (protein, vitamins, carbohy-
drates) which makes it important microbial feed supplement. Yeasts are naturally 
present (1.3 X 105 yeasts ml-1) inside the rumen fluid [16]. Literature showed that, 
yeasts (Sac. Cerevisiae) are not significant members of the rumen microbial flora, 
but mostly, entering inside the rumen with fibrous feed [17]. Therefore, we claim 
that the viable yeast rich diet can improve the its numbers and function inside 
the rumen. Now a days, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (live yeast) has been extensively 
used as animal probiotic to improve milk production and its composition. Many 
researchers have given different types of conclusion related to the mode of action of 
yeast and its impact on host animal. Mostly all researchers agreed that the improved 
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live bacterial count inside rumen is the most reproducible impact of PY [18–24]. 
Based upon a research, it is being hypothesized that probiotic effectiveness is 
considered to be population-specific due to differences in the feed, gut microflora 
composition, food habits and host-microbial interactions. We can isolate and iden-
tify the target yeast strain from animal gut and can used that strain for preparation 
of the animal probiotic yeast.

3. Probiotic yeast for neonatal and growing ruminant diet

The role of the probiotic yeast in dairy animal is well studied [25]. They have 
been extensively used for improve milk yeast and its composition in cost effective 
manners. The benefits to cost ratio of probiotic yeast is 4:1 in dairy animals. They 
have also used as preventer against digestive problems, and rumen acidosis.

The main target of the PY used in new born ruminate diet are; (a) improvement 
in the rumen maturation; (b) stop the pathogenic bacterial growth; (c) establish-
ment of the normal growing animals like microbial flora [26–28]. Microbial based 
feed can improve the rumen development during the growing phase of the dairy 
animals. The new born gut is sterile and have no germ [29]. After 6 months of 
age the rumen is colonized with diverse microbial flora. PY provides beneficial 
metabolites and enzymes like thiamine for fast growth of the fungi. The poor 
fungal growth of the animal fed on PY might be due to the low production of thia-
mine [30]. At the same time, the animal plays an important role in the maximum 
colonization of the beneficial microbial population [31]. If there is any imbalance 
bacterial species, it would result in digestive problems and leads to the economic 
loss. The establishment of the useful bacterial strains results in the development of 
strong and balanced rumen which resultantly strong immunity and health condi-
tion [32, 33]. PY provide the improve the rumen maturation and its microbial flora 
is also in strong balance. PY provide the useful bacterial species for feed digestion, 
like cellulolytic bacterial species and ciliate protozoa [34]. The balance in rumen 
microbial flora plays a crucial role in feed utilization and could result in better 
animal productivity [35]. PY remove oxygen from rumen and provides a more 
anaerobic environment for its growth of key beneficial microbial groups [36]. The 
newborn gut can easily be modulating by PY. The new born key beneficial micro-
bial Bacteroides-Prevotella and the C. coccoides -E. rectale group easily be grown with 
PY presence by removing the oxygen inside rumen [17]. Under filed conditions, 
crossbred animal are usually underfed, which results in deficiencies of certain 
nutrients and ultimately reflected in the levels of certain biochemical constituents 
Literature showed that the use of PY may enhance the blood and fecal biomarkers 
leading to to improved health status in dairy animals [37–40].

4.  Manipulation of ruminal gut microbiota by target probiotic  
(Fibrolytic probiotic)

For clear understanding of the ruminal gut microbiota using latest genomic 
methods to get useful information for preparation of specific probiotics. The rumi-
nants feed consists of concentrate, silage, seasonal fodders etc. There diet mostly 
contains cellulose, hemicellulose starch and water-soluble carbohydrate. The rumen 
microbes play an important role in feed digestion. The animal feed is digested inside 
rumen and then energy is released for animal use. Cow and its microbes are mutu-
ally benefiting each other (Figure 2). Rumen is the first and the largest anaerobic 
chamber of the cow GIT. The temperature inside the rumen chamber is between 
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38 to 41 oC, with 6-7 pH (depends on feed type). There are three different types of 
microbes present inside the rumen including, bacteria, fungi and ciliated protozoa 
[41–44]. The location and size of the rumen microbes depends on the feed formula-
tion and host genetic. Mostly, bacteria are associated with fibrous feed particles; 
fungi, protozoa [45, 46]. Some are freely living and some are bound with rumen 
mucous membrane. 1 ml of the rumen is composed of 109 to 1010 per ml bacteria 
with 200 different species, 104 to 106 per ml protozoa with 20 different species, and 
103 per ml fungi with 20 different species [47]. The rumen bacteria are gram nega-
tive 1-2 micrometer in size and cocci, and rod shaped mostly. Rumen bacterial are 
mostly non-spore producing, facultative anaerobes. 1- 5 % of the bacterial cells in 
rumen are cellulose digesters [48]. The rumen fungi (gut fungi) also play an impor-
tant role in fiber digestion by stimulating growth of fibrolytic bacteria [49]. The 
rumen microbial features are heritable; moreover, animals age, feed and genome 
plays an important role in the microbial colonization. The composition of the diet 
describes the type of gut microbial species [50]. Therefore, the rumen microbiota 
can be manipulated by using the yeast-based probiotic to obtained the useful prod-
ucts. The feed must be targeted for modulating the rumen microbiota (Figure 3).

The modulation of the rumen microbiota is mostly for the enhanced colo-
nization of the fiber digesting microbiota [35, 36]. Literature showed that, 
animal diet has an important role in the manipulation of the rumen microbiota. 
Low amount of fibrous feed builds up fast working microbes (fibre-degrading 

Figure 2. 
Major factors effects on the mode of action of probiotic.

Figure 3. 
A scheme describing the mutually benefits between host microbes.
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Figure 4. 
Potential mechanisms of microbial ruminal acidosis: This figure suggested that, the live yeast supply different 
growth factors (amino acid, peptides, vitamins and organic acids). These growth factors have the knock-on 
impact of increases the stimulation and metabolism of lactic acid utilizing anaerobic bacteria, such as M. 
Elsdenii or S. ruminantium (that control the acidosis). Yeast cells has a affinity for sugar which outcompete 
S.bovis for the utilization of sugar.

Butyrivibrio fibrisolvens and F. succinogenes) and high amount of fibrous build 
up slow working fiber degrading microbes (M. elsdenii, S. bovis, S. ruminantium, 
and P. bryantii). On the fibre mat of the rumen, the slow working fibre digestion 
microbes reside. The fast working microbes are present on the rumen fluid, for 
sugar and starch digestion. Microbes digest feed into end product so, the bal-
ance in the rumen microbiota must be improved. The animal diet containing the 
rapidly degradable starch facilitates the removal of ciliated protozoa populations 
(Entodinium) from the rumen fluid. On the other hand, high concentrate diets 
lead to the low ruminal pH which more detrimental to growth and survival of 
the fiber degrading bacterial species. The low pH can have negative impact of the 
growth of ruminal fungi [36–47]. Similarly, zoospores by Caecomyces decreases 
by addition of the more soluble sugar [35]. At the same time, the best growth of 
the fungal spores occurs between 39-40 oC. High-fibre diet might facilitate the 
growth of diverse fungal species in rumen. Therefore, the host animal is highly 
affected by the diet formulation its nutrient composition. Rumen fungi growth is 
alo affected by animal breed, its age and breed type. Gut fungi are the only fungi 
for which no oxygen is required for completion of their life cycle and the presence 
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Figure 5. 
A proposed flowsheet to explain mechanistic pathway of IPY: Steps involved in the mode of action of PY and its 
impact on animal.

Figure 6. 
A simple scheme proposed to explain mode of action of probiotic yeast in gut: IPY improve carbohydrates, 
protein and lipid digestion rate by improving the production of cellulolytic, hemi- cellulolytic and proteolytic 
and lipolytic bacteria and fungi as compare to FPY and no yeast animal.
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of oxygen is toxic [35–56]. These rumen microorganisms can degrade complex 
plant fibers and polysaccharides and produce volatile fatty acids (VFAs), microbial 
proteins, and vitamins, which provide nutrients to meet the host’s requirement 
for maintenance and growth [35, 36]. Manipulation of the rumen gut microbiota 
could be done for obtaining the required fermentation product and improve 
animal production [57, 58]. Rumen manipulation could be made by change/
manipulated the feed intake, and some microbial supplement/probiotic [35, 36]. 
As far as lipid part is noted that lipid are organic compounds that are insoluble in 
water but soluble in organic solvents. Fat and oil are nutrition important lipids 
[57–59]. The high forages diet leads to high rumen pH which in turn results in high 
amount of the cellulolytic and hemicellulolytic bacteria and protozoa, On the 
other hand high concentrate diet leads to lower rumen pH which results in lower 
number of cellulolytic and hemicellulolytic and amylolytic bacteria and lower 
number the rumen protozoa (Figure 4) [59, 60]. Probiotic change rumen envi-
ronmental condition through manipulation of rumen microbiota for our required 
fermentation end product. The animal feed must be kept constant to build up the 
required rumen microbiota [61]. Cow microbiota established after some weeks of 
birth, and the microbial diversity increases day by day [62]. The animal feed, the 
managemental condition, genetics plays important role in the establishment of 
the animal gut microbiota [63, 64]. Once established, if the feed and the life style 
same, the number and function of the rumen microbiota mainly same throughout 
life. But we can manipulate the GIT microbiota for our own purpose. If we isolate 
the fiberlytic yeast strains from the rumen, we can prepare the best and unique 
probiotic yeast for improve animal feed digestion (Figures 5 and 6).

5.  Prepration of indigenous probiotic yeast: right choice for maximum 
outcomes

The gut microbiota can digest the animal feed and produce nutrients for 
improve host health and well beings. Animal feed and host genetics play important 
role in shaping and composition of gut microbiota [18]. Same is the case of the 
rumen microbiota, which is highly variable and is depended on various factors like 
animal breed, physiology, feed type and geographical location. It has been com-
monly accepted that commercially available probiotic yeast may not showed equal 
impact to all animal breeds [65, 66]. The compatibility of PY could be variable 
among animals. The local prepared yeast probiotic isolated from same ecological 
niche may have more beneficial impact than any exotic probiotic yeast [3]. The 
local isolated probiotic yeast may have fast adaptability and colonization in the 
local rumen ecosystem [24]. The origin of the probiotic strain determines the best 
prepared probiotic product. The strain selection is the most important step for the 
development of right probiotic for animal. Being precise during the strain’s selec-
tion could yield positive outcomes from the probiotic. The probiotic yeast may use 
for the rumen microbial manipulation [67]. Different types of PY have been used 
for improve animal health and production [7–68]. Some PY strains produced ben-
eficial results in animals while others did not. The difference of that variable results 
of PY may be explained by different host and PY associated factors [69–71]. These 
factors are; animal age, breed, sex, feeding dose, PY strains isolation source and 
some unknown factors [3]. The major factors might be the low compatibility of the 
exotic probiotic yeast strain with animal having diverse biological inheritance and 
gut microbial composition. The right probiotic strain should be novel, so we must 
use latest molecular methods to isolate the target specific/local isolated microbial 
strains. The local isolated and molecular identified probiotic strains may have more 
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impact on local animals in cost effective manners. The probiotic are species specific 
by targeting the indigenous strains and local dairy farms can get the cost-effective 
probiotic product for improve milk production and composition.

The main steps involved in the preparation of the breed specific probiotic yeast 
are as following [3].

• Pre-plan ruminate diet for isolation of probiotic yeast

• Identification of yeast strain based on the molecular techniques

• Probiotic potential of selected yeast strains

• In vitro probiotic potential

• Safety assessment/In-vivo animal model

6.  Mode of action of the IPY Vs FPY inside the rumen and post-ruminal 
GIT

The first mode of action of the probiotic yeast is competitive exclusion (CE) 
[27]. The CE is a probiotic mode of action that involves the colonization of the 
beneficial microbial strains to GIT tract to reduce the addition of disease-causing 
microbial flora [18–74]. The ability of probiotic yeast cell to fight with other use-
less microbial flora can improve growth and function of beneficial microbial flora. 
The IPY has the indigenous strain, which has the advantage that it drives from 
animal of interest (Cow). IPY has an environmental modification capability. The 
concept of co-evolution of host microbial has been seen in case of IPY mode of 
action. The local strain gains an advantage because of its ability to adjust/modify 
itself in new environment by producing the antimicrobials e.g (lactic acid) to make 
its less suitable for its competitors. The FPY has the foreign origin strain, which 
has the less environmental modification capability less, competition for available 
nutrients, and mucosal adhesion sites. Second mode of action of the PY is reported 
as a good pH stabilization. Rumen microbial flora can work under stable pH [75]. 
Rumen pH is highly affected by animal feed intake and its composition. Ruminants 
eat different types of feed, like high energy concentrate diet, fodder, and silage. 
These types of feed have a quick impact on rumen pH. If rumen pH is not stable, 
the animals may have different types of metabolic diseases [76]. Literature showed 
that PY has a stabilizing effect on the rumen pH [77, 78]. Some studies reported a 
rise rumen pH when animal was fed on diet with high energy supplemented with 
PY. Sometimes, the increased pH might be due to the decreased VFAs inside the 
rumen [3–79]. The lower pH leads to the rumen acidosis, PY can prevent the acido-
sis condition of the dairy animals [7]. The third proposed mechanism is that yeast 
cell provides the anaerobic condition inside rumen by removing the oxygen thus 
facilitated the useful feed digestion microbes [35, 36]. The main microbial flora 
are bacteria fungi and protozoa. These microbial species have a fiber digestion 
role by secreting the cellulase and hemicellulase enzymes. Fiber is the main part 
of the ruminant diet. Therefore, fiber digestion, nature blessed them with unique 
fibrolytic digestion bacteria (Fibrobacter succinogenes, Ruminococcus flavefaciens, 
Ruminococcus albus), fungi (Necallimastix) and protozoa. That complex fibrolytic 
microbes catalyze the rumen fiber digestion and improve feed intake. The yeast 
supplementation provides the useful metabolites which stimulate the growth of 
fiber degrading bacteria [18–47].
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impact on local animals in cost effective manners. The probiotic are species specific 
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7.  Experimental proofs: who is better; indigenous or foreign microbe as 
animal probiotic?

7.1  Experiment: impact of probiotic yeast on blood fecal biomarkers in dairy 
heifers and growing animals

Based upon the above discussion, we have conducted two research experiments 
on dairy animals by using the IPY concept to improve the gut health. In experi-
ment 1, eight dairy heifers (87 ± 5 kg and 6–7 months) were divided into two equal 
groups (control n = 4 and probiotic n = 4)[80]. Control group animals fed on NRC 
recommended diet and probiotic group animals fed control diet FPY (Yea-Sac1026; 
5 g/animal). After 120 days results showed that the FPY significantly affected the 
serum glucose, and urea levels in dairy heifers [24].

Parameters Feeding regime

Control2 IPY3 FPY4

Urea (mg/100 ml)1

Before treatment5 14.55 ± *0.57 14.18 ± 0.21 15.54 ± 0.32

After treatment6 14.18a ± 0.58 12.31b ± 0.22 13.68ab ± 0.90

Glucose (mg/100 ml)

Before treatment 75.70 ± 1.24 73.99 ± 2.51 75.08 ± 2.30

After treatment 73.84b ± 0.71 77.42a ± 1.28 78.97a ± 0.54
a,b Values on the same row with different superscripts differ significantly (P < 0.05).1n = 3 per treatment.
2Control feed without yeast.
3LAB-Probiotic feed compose of control feed supplemented with 3.13 × 1007 cfu/g laboratory produces probiotic yeast 
(QAUSC03) at the rate of 8 g/day/animal.
4COM-Probiotic feed compose of control feed supplemented with 2.5×10 07 cfu/g commercially probiotic yeast  
(Yac-Sac1026) at the rate of 10g/day/animal.
5Before treatment (day 0).
6After treatment (day 120) * ± SEM = standard error of the mean.

Table 2. 
Effect of indigenous Vs foreign probiotic yeast on blood parameters (Means ± SEM) in lactating dairy cattle.

Items Feeding regime p-Value

Control2 FPY3

Urea (mg/100 ml)1

Before treatment4 30.10 ± *0.711 31.14 ± 0.974 0.012

After treatment5 33.34 ± 0.432 29.23 ± 0.494 0.01

Glucose (mg/100 ml)

Before treatment 62.67 ± 4.04 60.86 ± 2.80 0.605

After treatment 63.31 ± 2.60 65.47 ± 2.84 0.600
1n = 4 per treatment.
2Control feed without yeast.
3Probiotic feed compose of control feed supplemented with 2.5×10 07 cfu/g commercially available probiotic yeast 
(Yac-Sac1026) at the rate of 5 g per animal/day * ± Standard error of the mean.
4Before treatment (day 0).
5After treatment (day 120).

Table 1. 
Blood serum metabolites (Means ± SEM) in dairy heifers fed on control and foreign probiotic yeast.
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That means, we had a proof of positive impact of PFY on animal health. We 
had isolated the yeast from dairy animals fed on yeast. After careful assessment 
of the probiotic potential, we conducted another experiment to determine the 
impact of FPY Vs IPY on the health of lactating dairy cattle. Mix breed (Sahiwal 
and Sahiwal×Jersey, n = 9, with 4-5-liter milk per day) animal were selected for 
blood and fecal flora study. Animals were divided into three groups. Group 1 fed 
on 8 g IPY with 3.13 × 1007 CFU/g; group 2 fed on 10 g FPY with 2.5 ×1 007 CFU/g 
FPY, group 3 fed only control diet with no probiotic (Figure). After 90 days, results 
showed that the gut associated microbial flora and blood biochemical parameters 
were improved in the presence IPY as compare to the FPY (Tables 1 and 2).

We highlighted that improved animal health condition might be due to 
improved digestive enzymes produced from well propagated IPY. The VFAs have 
a capability to reduce the triglycerol and cholesterol in liver cells and might be 
change the animal lipid profile. Results of the ruminal gut microflora showed 
that the average, beneficial Pediococcus and Weisella species (CFU/g) counts 
increased while pathogenic E.coli species (CFU/g) counts decreased in IPY fed 

Figure 7. 
Total Lactococcus count (CFU/g) in the ruminal gut of dairy heifers fed on control feed (control, ♦; no yeast) or 
commercial probiotic feed (COM-P, ■; control feed plus commercial yeast) (n = 4).

Figure 8. 
Total Enterococcus count (CFU/g) in the ruminal gut of dairy heifers fed on control feed (control, ♦; no yeast) 
or commercial probiotic feed (COM-P, ■; control feed plus commercial yeast) (n = 4).
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lactating cows than other groups which leads to improve GIT microbial balance 
(Figures 7 and 8).

It can be concluded IPY improves the, gut health, and wellbeing of lactating 
dairy cattle in cost effective manner. IPY strain may adopt well in the cattle gut than 
FPY [80].

8. Conclusion

Ruminants of developing and developed countries have different types of gut 
microbiota due to their living standard, feeding type, their managemental style. 
Although from above discussion we have a clear understanding that the interlink 
between gut microbiota and fiber digestion plays a key role for obtaining maximum 
profit from dairy animals. Therefore, the PY must be target specific which give 
maximum outcomes in cost effective manners. For animals of specific geographical 
region, a unique and precise YP must be designed by isolating the local yeast strains 
from that population, only then maximum beneficial outputs can be obtained. 
The reason beings, compactivity of the local strains with normal microbiota of the 
rumen ecosystem (Figure 9).

9. Recommendations

The recommendations are outlined as follows;

• Pre-plane feed formulation for the manipulation of the rumen microbiota to 
digest the fibrous feed

• Identification of breed specific probiotic strains with same target.

• Whole genome sequencing of the probiotic strains as well as animal for 
maximum outputs

• Mode of action of the probiotic should studied well for understanding of the 
useful and useless probiotic.

Figure 9. 
Target based Probiotic Preparation strategy: This figure showed probiotic preparation of by using the local 
animal GIT tract as preparation of local yeast probiotic. Interlinked factors involved in the application of 
probiotics in the ruminant’s nutrition.
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Chapter 4

Saccharomyces: Is a Necessary 
Organism or a Biological Warrior?
Nilay Seyidoglu and Cenk Aydin

Abstract

Saccharomyces is a eukaryotic organism that possesses approximately 6,000 
known genes since 1996. It has long been used for food, bakeries, drinks, and 
therapeutics due to its many ingredients and its role in several mechanisms. 
Saccharomyces can be used as an experimental organism for medicinal products in 
the pharmaceutical industry. Particularly in public health, the use of Saccharomyces 
in the production of vaccines is remarkable. It has been alleviated that this yeast 
helps clarify the function of individual proteins in pathogenic viruses. To clarify 
virus life and host interactions, virus replication systems in Saccharomyces were 
interested in scientists. The new antiviral strategies with yeasts suggest the bio-
logical mechanism of a pathogen virus. Due to the variety of diseases and current 
epidemic conditions, these organisms play an essential role in prevention and 
treatment. This chapter will try to update Saccharomyces’ scientific discoveries with 
the most recent and up-to-date literature.

Keywords: Saccharomyces, pandemic diseases, experimental organisms,  
public health, antiviral strategies

1. Introduction

Besides poor treatment and vaccination programs, a healthy immune system 
and antioxidant mechanism are the essential defenders considering the current 
viral diseases. The viral diseases hosted in a body has several impacts on organs 
and systems. Also, long-term drug use or vaccination programs can cause some 
acute side effects on the body, such as gut microbiota, immunity, lung tissue, etc. 
Therefore, probiotics, prebiotics, vitamins, natural antioxidants have been gener-
ally recommended over the years. Probiotics named live microorganisms have 
beneficial effects on systems, and they have been used successfully. Prebiotics 
are non-digestible foods that stimulate intestinal tissue growth and modulate 
immunity. Vitamins, minerals, and natural antioxidants have been used to enhance 
immune activity and health in viral diseases. It can be said that all these supple-
ments are essential for adequate homeostasis.

Today, evaluate the most effective, economical, and safe vaccines is a significant 
challenge. Thus, some crucial organisms have been interested in vaccine production 
as well as nutrition. Among the different vaccination process, yeasts have a broad 
interest in the scientific area (Figure 1). These unicellular and saprotrophic fungi 
have been used as a biological model. They have also been accepted as critical models 
for experiments due to their cellular structure, components, and rapid growth. Yeast 
also can be cultured easily and manipulated genetically. These features showed that 
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yeasts are beneficial to identify the cellular mechanism of virus and vaccine pro-
grams safely [1, 2].

The yeast Saccharomyces, the essential eukaryotic organism, have been used as 
a biological model. Nevertheless, there is a notable gene homology in this yeast with 
human genes. In this chapter, we try to identify the Saccharomyces yeast as a useful 
model for biological experiments and observe the importance of viruses, viral 
diseases, and vaccines.

2. Saccharomyces

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a model organism extensively used to investigate the 
biology of eukaryotic cells. It is widely used as a cell factory for producing pharma-
ceuticals, chemicals, and biofuels [3].

Saccharomyces, which is a genus belonging to the Saccharomyces fungus 
kingdom, includes many yeast species. The name of Saccharomyces is derived from 
the Latin words saccharo- (sugar) and - Greek mikes (mushrooms). These yeasts 
were initially suggested in 1680, and named Saccharomyces in 1837. A successful 
systemic concept on these higher eukaryotes was designed by Mayr [4]. Yeasts’ 
cultured forms have been used for thousands of years due to rapid reproduction and 
essential components. Typical features of Saccharomyces are the usage of nitrate 
and ability for the fermentation of carbohydrates. Saccharomyces have an excellent 
capacity for ethanol production, and they are suitable yeasts for large-scale fer-
mentation [5]. These important yeasts can be used for the food industry to produce 
several foods such as bread, beer, wine, distilled spirits, and industrial alcohols. The 
most knows are S. cerevisiae, S. boullardii, S. pombe, S. pastorianus, and S. para-
doxus, mostly used for food and treatments. Nevertheless, these yeasts have a small 
nucleus and central vacuole and have glucan and mannoproteins on their cell walls. 
Saccharomyces include a single linear double-stranded DNA, ribosomal proteins, 
and non-ribosomal molecules, like other eukaryotes. It was suggested that their 
genetic structure is beneficial for the model organism, especially S. cerevisiae [6].

Figure 1. 
Biomedical applications of yeasts.
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S. cerevisiae a single celled organism that is used as a model organism. These 
yeasts have been studied to understand the concept of cell cycle regulation, DNA 
repair, and other cellular mechanisms. It was also reviewed that a model to identify 
the mutations in the cell cycle in cancer and some diseases, especially neurodegen-
erative diseases [7]. However, a form of S. cerevisiae called S. boulardii had been 
observed in clinical trials for treatment such as inflammation and diarrhea. Mc 
Farland and Bernasconi reported that S. boulardii is a wild type of Saccharomyces, a 
pharmaceutical agent [8]. The action of S. boulardii has been described by releasing 
trypsin-like protease, which inhibits the toxins in inflammations [9].

Schizosaccharomyces pombe is a fission yeast that was isolated in 1893 by Paul 
Lindner from East African millet beer. It is a model organism for eukaryotic cell 
biology and molecular biology as well as S. boulardii and S. cerevisiae. In 1590, 
Mitchison was firstly studied with this yeast in an experimental organism. Eser et al. 
reported that it could be used to treat diabetes and other diseases [10]. This fission 
yeast has been studied for eukaryotic RNA metabolism due to its gene expression.

S. bayanus (S. eubayanus), S. paradoxus, and S. pastorianus have similar genome 
size with S. cerevisiae. They all have been studied for DNA reassociation studies 
[11]. S. pastorianus is a lager yeast, an interspecific hybrid between S. cerevisiae 
and another S. bayanus (S. eubayanus) [12]. It is also a synonym of S. carlsbergensis 
and closely related to genus S. cerevisiae. Another wild type of yeast, S. paradoxus, 
can be isolated from nature, especially tree exudates or oils. It is an essential type 
of yeast for genetic and genomic studies. A yeast named S. bayanus (S. eubayanus), 
which was isolated from the tree, is related to S. cerevisiae and S. pastorianus [13]. 
S. bayanus has been used for genomic studies, expression patterns, and nucleo-
somes profiles [14–16].

Saccharomyces yeasts focus on the dietary field as a probiotic and the process 
of treating the disease. Belong the probiotic action; these yeasts have several vital 
roles on mechanisms such as bacterial adhesion, enhancement of immune cells and 
responses, modulation of the signaling pathways of the host, and improvement 
of the strengthening of enterocytes [17]. Nevertheless, Saccharomyces are used as 
model organisms in biological studies, particularly chemicals and pharmaceuticals.

3. Experimental organism for pharmaceutical industry

Over the last fifty years, remarkable progress in our ability to produce advanced 
drugs has improved people’s health and longevity. Pharmaceutical proteins are one 
of the fastest-growing groups of medicines and are currently critical to treating 
many diseases [18].

Proteins have a catalyzer role in several metabolic reactions as well as an essen-
tial responsibility for cellular mechanisms. There are unique systems that can be 
used to produce proteins for the pharmaceutical industry from a single cell to mul-
tiple organisms, including eukaryotes, especially yeasts. Dozens of pharmaceutical 
proteins, including insulin, vaccines, and blood factors, produced by S. cerevisiae, 
have been commercialized. It was reviewed that yeasts are essential for biological 
activities, mainly producing the purified product due to its cost-effective, fast pro-
duction like bacteria and high density of cell cultures [19]. In recent years, indeed, 
as a model organism, yeasts have been provided to identify the pathogenesis and 
role for diseases, especially S. cerevisiae and S. pombe.

The yeast Saccharomyces has been accepted as the significant organism for 
several metabolisms such as cell cycle, biogenesis, protein folding, genetic manipu-
lation, recombination, etc. [20]. S. cerevisiae is a unicellular microbial organism 
that grows fast, tolerances to chemicals, and cultured easily. It was reported that 
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this yeast could discover the process of diseases because of the conservation of 
molecular interactions from yeast to humans [21, 22]. On the other hand, S. cerevi-
siae can be an essential organism for recombinant protein production for pharmacy. 
It has full cellular organelles and membrane compartments that produce many 
eukaryotic proteins, including humans’ [23]. Initially, the essential biopharma-
ceuticals insulin and its analogs have been produced by S. cerevisiae. Researchers 
have reported other important biopharmaceuticals such as the human serum 
albumin, hepatitis vaccines, and virus-like particles for vaccination (Table 1). 
Also, several medicines have been produced with S. cerevisiae until 2012 reported 
by the European Medicines Agency [18]. Furthermore, current studies showed that 
metabolic engineering pathways and optimization procedures of S. cerevisiae are 
essential for producing recombinant proteins for pharmaceuticals and biomedical 
areas [18, 19]. S. cerevisiae carries out human-like glycoprotein that is efficient for 
producing recombinant proteins. Protein secretion of S. cerevisiae is complex pro-
cessing that follows as transcription, translation, translocation, post-translational 
modifications, folding, peptide cleavage, glycosylation, sorting, and secretion. 
This important organism enables genetic modifications. It was reported that the 
first eukaryotic organism sequenced DNA in S. cerevisiae [41]. Due to the protein 
misfolding and aggregation, S. cerevisiae has been used as a model organism.

Nevertheless, S. pombe has been accepted as a model organism together with  
S. cerevisiae. This fission yeast is used as a successful host. It was reviewed that  
S. pombe and generated strains have significant facilitation for producing drug 
glucuronides [42, 43]. The classical yeast genetics approaches can be described for  
S. pombe. It has been accepted as the most ancient yeast molecule. However, S. pombe 
has been more advanced evolutionarily than other yeasts. S. pombe has become a 
model organism until 2002 [44, 45].

Recombinant proteins are recognized as an important part of the drug industry. 
Among these proteins, Saccharomyces has greater attention than others due to their 
eukaryotic properties, easy genetic manipulation, and capable of modifications. 
S. cerevisiae emerges as the most common host to express heterologous genes and 
therapeutic proteins [46]. This organism may provide a simple background for 
isotype expressions, and thereby drug metabolism studies can be easily associated 
with genome screens, underlying toxicity, and encoded genomes.

Bioparhamaceutical 
products

Category References

Human serum albumin Blood 
factors

Payne et al. [24]

Recombinant proteins Protein Huang et al. [18], Ferrer-Millares et al. [19], Ma et al. [25], 
Cino [26]

Insulin Hormone Martinez et al. [27]

Glucagon Hormone Egel-Mitani et al. [28]

Human parathyroid 
hormone

Hormone Song et al. [29]

Purified protein for 
vaccines

Protein Hadiji-Abbes et al. [30], Zhang et al. [31], King et al. [32], 
Kaslow and Shiloach [33], Fazlalipour et al. [34].

Virus like particles Protein Jacobs et al. [35], Kim et al. [36], Kim et al. [37].

Gene expression systems Gene Malak et al. [38], van Ooyen et al. [39], Vierira Gomes  
et al. [40].

Table 1. 
Examples of bioparhamaceutical products of Saccharomyces.
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4. Antiviral strategies

While the vaccines currently available have proven invaluable in the fight against 
infectious diseases and eradicating viruses, there are many drawbacks to the current 
vaccine preparation or application regimen despite these successes. Certain limita-
tions of conventional vaccines require multiple adjuvants and injections to induce a 
necessary or optimal immune response. Another reason is the constant increase in 
the number of post-vaccination allergic reactions or hypersensitivities in a specific 
group of people [47, 48].

Today, there are several critical viral diseases such as human hepatitis B and C, 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
(SARS), coronavirus-disease 2019 (COVID19), etc. Due to the inadequacy of treat-
ment options for these infections, new antiviral strategies and model organisms, 
particularly yeast, were of interest to the researchers.

Yeasts have a delivery system for nucleic acids, and thus they can be an 
alternative for virus description. Besides, a humanized yeast system was identi-
fied for yeast/virus systems to study diseases [49]. Yeasts are used for subunit 
vaccine formulations with producing antigens against viruses. It was reviewed 
that yeast can be used for vaccine development in such strategies; whole 
recombinant yeast, virus-like particles, yeast display, and purified protein 
immunogens [50]. Among yeasts, S. cerevisiae has been accepted as a versatile 
model organism for viruses’ research, from the wire of public health to vaccine 
production.

Rosenfeld and Racaniello [51] reported that hepatitis C virus (HCV) was 
demonstrated in S. cerevisiae, and all proteins for the virus were encoded. Another 
study reported that S. cerevisiae could safely express the hepatitis B surface antigen 
in prophylactic vaccines [52]. Researchers observed that yeast could help clarify 
the function of viruses’ proteins with dissection of RNA viruses’ life cycle [53, 54]. 
Nevertheless, several protein immunogens can be purified from Saccharomyces. 
These immunogen proteins derived from yeasts are associated with virus-like par-
ticles. Virus-like particles can provide an alternative for viruses, and FDA approved 
this vaccine for hepatitis B and papillomavirus [55]. Also, the circumsporozoite 
protein derived from S. cerevisae is an immunodominant antibody of malaria. This 
preparation increased the antibodies and thereby neutralized the sporozoites [56]. 
Due to the yeast membrane permeability, S. cerevisiae enables entry to the chemical 
compounds and provides virus-host interactions. Some researchers showed that 
beta-glucan of the yeast cell wall could provide the immune response that impor-
tant for vaccine development [57].

All things considered, the yeast-based carrier system can be a potential model 
to develop the vaccine insights of virus-host interactions. The yeast strategies 
can improve the recognition of pathogen antigens peptides, activate the immune 
response, and also modulate the yeast-based vaccines. Researchers for further 
pioneering findings have still endured the studies.

5. Future perspectives

There have been many illnesses that have not been controlled by vaccination 
and new ones as well. Mutation, genetic exchange, environmental and interspecific 
transference, or human contact are the most emerging diseases. However, new 
scientific technologies, model organisms and a number of researchers have proven 
beneficial to vaccination strategies. In this respect, it is possible to observe yeasts for 
the upcoming vaccines for several diseases.
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Bioparhamaceutical 
products

Category References

Human serum albumin Blood 
factors

Payne et al. [24]

Recombinant proteins Protein Huang et al. [18], Ferrer-Millares et al. [19], Ma et al. [25], 
Cino [26]

Insulin Hormone Martinez et al. [27]

Glucagon Hormone Egel-Mitani et al. [28]

Human parathyroid 
hormone

Hormone Song et al. [29]

Purified protein for 
vaccines

Protein Hadiji-Abbes et al. [30], Zhang et al. [31], King et al. [32], 
Kaslow and Shiloach [33], Fazlalipour et al. [34].

Virus like particles Protein Jacobs et al. [35], Kim et al. [36], Kim et al. [37].

Gene expression systems Gene Malak et al. [38], van Ooyen et al. [39], Vierira Gomes  
et al. [40].

Table 1. 
Examples of bioparhamaceutical products of Saccharomyces.
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beta-glucan of the yeast cell wall could provide the immune response that impor-
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to develop the vaccine insights of virus-host interactions. The yeast strategies 
can improve the recognition of pathogen antigens peptides, activate the immune 
response, and also modulate the yeast-based vaccines. Researchers for further 
pioneering findings have still endured the studies.
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There have been many illnesses that have not been controlled by vaccination 
and new ones as well. Mutation, genetic exchange, environmental and interspecific 
transference, or human contact are the most emerging diseases. However, new 
scientific technologies, model organisms and a number of researchers have proven 
beneficial to vaccination strategies. In this respect, it is possible to observe yeasts for 
the upcoming vaccines for several diseases.
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Yeast engineered to the virus has been accepted as an ideal therapeutic approach. 
This vaccine’s strategy is improving humoral immunity due to the ability of yeast to 
the generation of immune responses.

There is a numerous increasing study to obtain the vaccine strategy of yeasts. 
Studies in yeast proteins and cell wall components, including beta-glucan, may 
become more critical for vaccine strategies under different phases of clinical trials 
on animals or humans. According to the essential features of yeast, the yeast-based 
vaccine strategy is being necessary for vaccine development. It has foreseen that 
diversity of yeast strains will improve in the future.

6. Conclusion

The yeast system provides invaluable antiviral strategies. Significant studies 
have been conducted on yeast progression in the identification of viral diseases and 
antiviral strategies. Based on a better understanding of yeast protein and viruses, 
the search for new vaccines and medications for viral or pandemic diseases is safer 
and more effective. However, experiments with animal models and human cells are 
still underway in many types of yeast. Knowledge of these new biological systems 
and technologies, models, and organisms will open up new science avenues.
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Chapter 5

Checkpoint Control of DNA 
Repair in Yeast
Michael Fasullo

Abstract

Budding yeast has been a model organism for understanding how DNA  damage 
is repaired and how cells minimize genetic instability caused by arresting or 
delaying the cell cycle at well-defined checkpoints. However, many DNA damage 
insults are tolerated by mechanisms that can both be error-prone and error-free. 
The mechanisms that tolerate DNA damage and promote cell division are less 
well-understood. This review summarizes current information known about the 
checkpoint response to agents that elicit both the G2/M checkpoint and the intra-S 
phase checkpoint and how cells adapt to unrepaired DNA damage. Tolerance to 
particular bulky DNA adducts and radiomimetic agents are discussed, as well as 
possible mechanisms that may control phosphatases that deactivate phosphorylated 
proteins.

Keywords: DNA damage tolerance, checkpoint, budding yeast, phosphatase

1. Introduction

DNA repair involves the recognition and excision of DNA damage followed 
by template-directed DNA synthesis using an undamaged strand (for reviews see 
[1]). Major repair mechanisms include base excision repair (BER, [2]), nucleotide 
excision repair (NER, [3]), and double-strand break (DSB) repair [4]; In budding 
yeast, homologous recombination (HR) is the preferred pathway for repair of DSBs. 
When the DNA replication apparatus bypasses DNA lesions on either the leading 
or lagging strand, single-strand gaps are created, and the resulting repair of gapped 
sister chromatids is referred to as postreplication repair (PRR); postreplication 
repair pathway involves DNA synthesis by low fidelity polymerases or template 
switch mechanisms. These studies have determined the identity of multiple compo-
nents of these DNA repair pathways and demonstrated a remarkable conservation 
between both “simple” eukaryotes, such as budding yeast, and higher eukaryotes, 
including humans. Yeast studies, therefore, have a direct impact on understanding 
the molecular basis of inheritable DNA repair deficiencies in humans, many of 
which are associated with cancer (for review, see [5]).

One unifying theme of DNA repair is the redundancy of DNA repair mecha-
nisms for specific DNA lesions. In budding yeast, the pathway choice may depend 
on the context of the DNA lesion, the stage of the cell cycle, and the ploidy of the 
strain. For example, DSBs can be repaired by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), 
single-strand annealing (SSA), and HR [4]). HR is enhanced [6, 7] while NHEJ 
is suppressed in MATa/MATα diploid strains [8] where the HR repair can use an 
undamaged homolog as a repair template. Secondly, specific DNA base lesions, such 
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strain. For example, DSBs can be repaired by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), 
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is suppressed in MATa/MATα diploid strains [8] where the HR repair can use an 
undamaged homolog as a repair template. Secondly, specific DNA base lesions, such 
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as abasic sites can be repaired by both bases excision repair (BER) or nucleotide 
excision repair (NER, [2, 9, 10]). Thirdly, postreplication repair (PPR) pathways 
can be both error-prone and error-free [11]. While some DNA lesions are repaired 
by redundant mechanisms, others, such as inter-strand DNA cross-links that 
impede DNA polymerases, require components of multiple pathways, including 
NER, postreplication repair, and HR [12].

Cells adapt to unrepaired DNA lesions and rely on DNA damage tolerance 
mechanisms to maintain viability. For example, exposure to 150 J/m2 UV, gener-
ates 3 x 104 cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD) per yeast cell, or approximately 
one UV-induced dimer per 400 bp of yeast DNA [13]. The pyrimidine-pyrimidone 
(6–4) photoproduct is also abundant but eightfold less present after exposure to 
UVB (280–320) [14]. The efficiency of CPD repair depends on the surrounding 
chromatin and whether the damaged strand is transcribed (for review, [15]). Since 
not all UV-induced damage is repaired within the period of a single cell cycle, cell 
viability depends on DNA damage tolerance and adaptation.

The purpose of this review is to summarize mechanisms by which checkpoint 
activation and DNA damage tolerance confer resistance for particular DNA lesions, 
and to summarize more recent data concerning complex carcinogen-associated 
lesions. The importance of this topic is underscored by observations that tolerance 
of DNA damage may reduce the efficacy of chemotherapeutic drugs, such as cispla-
tin, while increasing genetic instability. We present studies that suggest that DNA 
damage tolerance can be influenced by multiple factors, including the nutritional 
status of the cell and signaling from both the Target of Rapamycin (TOR) and the 
protein kinase A (PKA) pathways.

The orchestration of DNA repair pathways is especially critical when the 
replication fork progression is blocked by bulky DNA adducts [16]. Stalled replica-
tion forks can generate DNA secondary structures that trigger genome instability. 
While particular mechanisms to bypass such adducts, such as template switching 
and translesion DNA synthesis, may be error free, there is a risk that toxic recom-
bination intermediates can either impede DNA replication progression or lead to 
replication fork collapse [17]. Replication-associated DNA breaks, in turn, may 
re-initiate replication on an undamaged chromosome or chromatid, referred to as 
break-induced replication (BIR, [18]). Chromosome breaks, if unrepaired, can be 
aberrantly rejoined forming dicentric chromosomes, leading to further breakage 
and instability, often referred to as the breakage-fusion-bridge cycle, a phenomena 
suggested to account for gross genome rearrangements in yeast [19] and in cancer 
cells [20, 21].

To suppress genetic instability and facilitate DNA repair, cell cycle checkpoints 
trigger arrest at defined stages in the cell cycle to ensure that DNA damage is 
repaired before the damage is replicated or inherited in the next cell cycle (for 
review, see [22]). These checkpoints are referred to as the G1-S checkpoint, the 
intra S checkpoint, and the G2/M checkpoint. In brief, phosphoinositide three-
kinase-related kinase (PI3K)-like kinases, referred to as apical or sensor kinases, 
initiate signaling after recruitment to DNA damage or stalled replication forks, 
checkpoint kinases, referred to as effector or downstream kinases, then amplify 
and transmit the checkpoint signal, and effectors that catalyze covalent protein 
modifications [23], resulting in activation or degradation of cellular targets. 
Besides ensuring that the cell cycle is delayed so that adequate time is available for 
DNA repair [24], effectors also modify DNA repair proteins [25, 26]), upregulate 
the synthesis of deoxynucleotides (dNTPs, [27]), regulate transport of tRNA 
from the nucleus to and from the cytoplasm, trigger autophagy [28], regulate 
histone levels [29], and cross-talk with other stress-induced pathways to ensure 
survival [30]. The totality of the response is generally referred to as the DNA 
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damage response (DDR) [22]. Checkpoint recovery occurs once the DNA damage 
is repaired or the replication block has been circumvented [31]; however, adapta-
tion to persistent DNA lesions, such as DSBs, can also occur. In either case, the 
phosphorylated and activated checkpoint proteins are either dephosphorylated 
or degraded and subsequently rendered inactive. Depending on the DNA damage 
and time period of exposure, peak activation occurs within 2–4 hours after acute 
DNA damage exposure [32], with simultaneous upregulation of dNTP levels and 
DNA damage-inducible genes. Repression of late origins of replication, inhibition 
of replication, and prevention of anaphase can last for additional hours [33], while 
adaptation can be observed after 12 hrs. The presence of DNA repair foci, such as 
Rad51, can thus last hours after the initiation of the DNA damage insult. Thus, 
aspects of the DNA damage response can persist hours after the initial genomic 
insult and after DNA repair is completed.

2. Checkpoint activation initiated by DSBs

Checkpoint activation triggered by DSBs, and subsequent recovery or adapta-
tion has been extensively studied in strains containing either uncapped telomeres 
or chromosomal DSBs that cannot be repaired by HR. An unrepaired DSB occurs 
when HO endonuclease cleaves the recognition sequence at the MAT locus but silent 
mating type locus has been deleted [34]. Uncapped telomeres occur when either 
the Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST) complex or the Ku complex, composed of yKu70 and 
yKu80, is defective. At restrictive (elevated) temperatures in either cdc13 or yku70 
mutants, extensive tracts of single-stranded DNA complex are generated [35]. 
While two DNA ends are revealed by a single unrepaired DSB at the MAT locus, at 
the non-permissive temperature in cdc13 mutants single-stranded DNA is revealed 
at the telomeres of sixteen chromosomes, thus amplifying the DNA damage signal.

A single DSB occurring in G1 does not trigger cell cycle arrest at the G1/S or 
intra S phase checkpoint [36], but instead the cell cycle progresses through S phase 
and into G2 phase, where cells arrest. Repair of DSBs can occur at any time in the 
cell cycle by NHEJ; however, in budding yeast, NHEJ is favorable when the single-
strand overhangs are short [37]. However, DSBs, will trigger a partial DNA damage 
response in G1 cells [38], and recombination proteins, such as Rad51 and Rad54, are 
still induced [39] and Rad55 is phosphorylated [38] .

The orchestration of checkpoint signaling has been well described in current 
reviews [40] and is briefly summarized (Figure 1). Mre11/Rad50/Xrs2 (MRX) and 
Tel1 (ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) ortholog) bind to the ends of the DSB, 
which facilitates the juxtaposition of the ends of the breaks. NHEJ requires yKu70 
and yKu80. However, if NHEJ is not successful, cyclin dependent kinase I (Cdk1 or 
Cdc28), which has high activity in G2, phosphorylates Sae2 and the 5′ to 3′ exo-
nuclease Dna2 [41]. Sae2 phosphorylation activates the Mre11 endonuclease activity 
that ejects yKu70 from the ends of the DSB. Together with Sgs1/Dna2 and Exo1, the 
ends are further degraded in a 5′ to 3′ direction. NHEJ and resection require chro-
matin remodeling factors, including the Ino80 complex [42, 43], Rsc complex [44], 
and Fun30 [45, 46]. Resection is generally slow and proceeds at 1–2 nucleotide per 
minute [40]. Resection of the ends reveals single stranded DNA (ssDNA), which 
is then coated by single strand binding protein (RPA), which serves as a general 
sensor for DNA damage. The RPA-coated ssDNA is a binding site for Ddc2-Mec1 
(ataxia telangiectasia mutated and rad3-related (ATR ortholog). Rad24/Rfc facili-
tates the binding of trimeric Rad17/Mec3/Ddc1 (9–1-1) protein which recognizes 
the junction between the single stranded DNA and the double-stranded DNA [47]. 
Thus, ssDNA serves as a general signal for checkpoint signaling [48].
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as abasic sites can be repaired by both bases excision repair (BER) or nucleotide 
excision repair (NER, [2, 9, 10]). Thirdly, postreplication repair (PPR) pathways 
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survival [30]. The totality of the response is generally referred to as the DNA 
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damage response (DDR) [22]. Checkpoint recovery occurs once the DNA damage 
is repaired or the replication block has been circumvented [31]; however, adapta-
tion to persistent DNA lesions, such as DSBs, can also occur. In either case, the 
phosphorylated and activated checkpoint proteins are either dephosphorylated 
or degraded and subsequently rendered inactive. Depending on the DNA damage 
and time period of exposure, peak activation occurs within 2–4 hours after acute 
DNA damage exposure [32], with simultaneous upregulation of dNTP levels and 
DNA damage-inducible genes. Repression of late origins of replication, inhibition 
of replication, and prevention of anaphase can last for additional hours [33], while 
adaptation can be observed after 12 hrs. The presence of DNA repair foci, such as 
Rad51, can thus last hours after the initiation of the DNA damage insult. Thus, 
aspects of the DNA damage response can persist hours after the initial genomic 
insult and after DNA repair is completed.

2. Checkpoint activation initiated by DSBs

Checkpoint activation triggered by DSBs, and subsequent recovery or adapta-
tion has been extensively studied in strains containing either uncapped telomeres 
or chromosomal DSBs that cannot be repaired by HR. An unrepaired DSB occurs 
when HO endonuclease cleaves the recognition sequence at the MAT locus but silent 
mating type locus has been deleted [34]. Uncapped telomeres occur when either 
the Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST) complex or the Ku complex, composed of yKu70 and 
yKu80, is defective. At restrictive (elevated) temperatures in either cdc13 or yku70 
mutants, extensive tracts of single-stranded DNA complex are generated [35]. 
While two DNA ends are revealed by a single unrepaired DSB at the MAT locus, at 
the non-permissive temperature in cdc13 mutants single-stranded DNA is revealed 
at the telomeres of sixteen chromosomes, thus amplifying the DNA damage signal.

A single DSB occurring in G1 does not trigger cell cycle arrest at the G1/S or 
intra S phase checkpoint [36], but instead the cell cycle progresses through S phase 
and into G2 phase, where cells arrest. Repair of DSBs can occur at any time in the 
cell cycle by NHEJ; however, in budding yeast, NHEJ is favorable when the single-
strand overhangs are short [37]. However, DSBs, will trigger a partial DNA damage 
response in G1 cells [38], and recombination proteins, such as Rad51 and Rad54, are 
still induced [39] and Rad55 is phosphorylated [38] .

The orchestration of checkpoint signaling has been well described in current 
reviews [40] and is briefly summarized (Figure 1). Mre11/Rad50/Xrs2 (MRX) and 
Tel1 (ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) ortholog) bind to the ends of the DSB, 
which facilitates the juxtaposition of the ends of the breaks. NHEJ requires yKu70 
and yKu80. However, if NHEJ is not successful, cyclin dependent kinase I (Cdk1 or 
Cdc28), which has high activity in G2, phosphorylates Sae2 and the 5′ to 3′ exo-
nuclease Dna2 [41]. Sae2 phosphorylation activates the Mre11 endonuclease activity 
that ejects yKu70 from the ends of the DSB. Together with Sgs1/Dna2 and Exo1, the 
ends are further degraded in a 5′ to 3′ direction. NHEJ and resection require chro-
matin remodeling factors, including the Ino80 complex [42, 43], Rsc complex [44], 
and Fun30 [45, 46]. Resection is generally slow and proceeds at 1–2 nucleotide per 
minute [40]. Resection of the ends reveals single stranded DNA (ssDNA), which 
is then coated by single strand binding protein (RPA), which serves as a general 
sensor for DNA damage. The RPA-coated ssDNA is a binding site for Ddc2-Mec1 
(ataxia telangiectasia mutated and rad3-related (ATR ortholog). Rad24/Rfc facili-
tates the binding of trimeric Rad17/Mec3/Ddc1 (9–1-1) protein which recognizes 
the junction between the single stranded DNA and the double-stranded DNA [47]. 
Thus, ssDNA serves as a general signal for checkpoint signaling [48].
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Mec1, a sensor or apical serine/threonine kinase phosphorylates downstream 
kinases, DNA repair proteins, and histones, preferably at SQ/TQ sites [49]. Both 
Mec1 and Tel1 phosphorylate histone γ-H2A for ~50 kb on either side of the DSB, 
which serves to recruit other checkpoint protein, such as the adaptor, Rad9 (53BP1 
ortholog). Mec1 regulates checkpoint signaling by autophosphorylation on the 
S1964 residue [50] and phosphorylation of Ddc2, which destabilizes unbound Ddc2 
and limits the amount of bound Ddc2-Mec1. Mec1 also phosphorylates Exo1 [51], 
which limits the amount of single-stranded DNA that could serve as a signal for 
checkpoint activation. Thus, Mec1’s activity serves to not only activate downstream 
kinases but also dampen the checkpoint response.

Rad9, as an adaptor protein and 53BP1 ortholog, is required to bring the effec-
tor (transducer) kinases in contact with Mec1. Rad9 binding to chromatin is 
mediated by its BRCT and tudor domains that interact with phosphorylated and 
trimethylated histone H3, respectively [52]. While histone phosphorylation is 
induced by DNA damage, Dot1-mediated histone H3 methylation is constitutive 
[53]. Localization to damaged DNA is facilitated by binding to Rtt107/Dbp11. Both 
Mec1 and Cdk1 phosphorylate Rad9 on separate domains [40]. In turn, oligomers of 
phosphorylated Rad9 bind to Rad53 and facilitate Mec1-mediated phosphorylation. 
A Rad53 phosphorylated heterodimer then autophosphorylates; the hyper-phos-
phorylated Rad53 can, in turn, rapidly diffuse throughout the nucleus and phos-
phorylate multiple substrates, including Dun1 and Asf1. Similarly, Rad9 facilitates 
Mec1-mediated Chk1 phosphorylation; the activated Chk1 phosphorylates Pds1, 
which prevents its degradation by the anaphase promoting complex (APC). In turn, 
sister chromatid cohesion is maintained and anaphase is prevented [54]. Activated 
Rad53 also inhibits the APC from degrading securin [54]. A Rad53-mediated 
pathway inhibits Cdc5, a polo-like kinase that functions in mitotic exit through the 
regulation of spindle pole body separation [30]. While Pds1 phosphorylation can 
also be triggered by the Mad2-mediated spindle checkpoints, Rad53 phosphoryla-
tion is only triggered by DNA damage or stalled replication forks. While the single 
mutants are partially defective in DNA damage-induced G2 arrest, rad53 pds1 and 
rad53 dun1 double mutants are fully deficient [55].

Partial to full checkpoint activation will also occur when DNA damage 
processing is rendered less efficient. For example, mating-type switching in 
a rad1 mutant, defective in removal of 3′ non-homologous ends, will trigger a 

Figure 1. 
A pathway for checkpoint pathway commences with a DNA damage signal that triggers the PIKK kinase, Mec1. 
Downstream checkpoint kinases are activated, as facilitated by the adaptors Rad9 and Mrc1. Kinase substrates 
are identified for Rad53 and Dun1, but both Mec1 and Rad53 phosphorylate multiple substrates that are 
not shown.
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checkpoint-dependent cell cycle delay [56]. Interestingly, Rad53 phosphorylation 
was not abundant in the rad1 mutant; however, the cell cycle delay was not observed 
in the rad9 strain, and was shortened in the mad3 mutants, defective in spindle 
checkpoint. The authors speculated that checkpoint activation occurred when H2A 
phosphorylation extended through centromeric chromatin, triggering a spindle 
pole checkpoint response [56]. These studies indicate that spindle pole checkpoints 
also participate in the DNA damage response, depending on the context of the DSB.

While the G2 checkpoint is critical for HR repair of DSBs, Mec1 and Mec1-
signaling pathway also phosphorylate additional DNA repair functions that 
facilitate DSB repair and damage incurred by radiomimetic agents [40]. For 
example, Mec1 phosphorylates Rad51 [57] and Rad55 [58]. Phosphorylation of 
Rad51 enhances its activity and is required for resistance to recombinagens, such 
as methyl methane sulfonate (MMS) [57]. In addition, Mec1 phosphorylates Slx4, 
which binds to Rad1/Rad10 and facilitates single-strand annealing by cleaving 
non-homologous tails [59]. The studies indicate that the checkpoint pathway 
directly phosphorylates repair proteins to enhance their function. While there are 
many proteins that are phosphorylated in response to DNA damage [60, 61], the 
functional significance of the phosphorylation of many of these proteins has yet to 
be determined (Table 1).

Protein 
Phosphorylated

Kinase Effect Reference

Checkpoint Signaling

Rad9 Mec1 /Tel1 Rad53 docking and Rad9 multimerization [40, 60]

Rad53 Mec1 Activation of Rad53 autophosphorylation [40, 60]

Rad53 Tel1 Activation of Rad53 [40, 60]

Chk1 Mec1 Phosphorylation of Pds1 [30, 54]

Pds1 Chk1 APC-associated degradation of Pds1 is inhibited [54, 60]

Mec1-Ddc2 Mec1 Attenuation of Mec1 kinase activity [50]

Dun1 Rad53 Activation of Dun1 kinase activity [40]

Nucleases

Sae2 Cdk1 Cell cycle regulation limiting resection to G2/M [41]

Dna2 Cdk1 Cell cycle regulation limiting resection to G2/M [62]

Exo1 Mec1 Inhibition of Exo1 5′-3′ exonuclease activity [51]

Transcription inhibitors

Crt1 Dun1 Crt1 phosphorylation leads to degradation, and 
subsequent Rnr transcriptional activation

[60, 63]

Protein Inhibitors

Sml1 Dun1 Sml1 phosphorylation leads to degradation 
and release from Rnr1 subunit and subsequent 
increase in dNTPs

[27]

Dif1 Dun1 Allows for transport of RNR into the cytoplasm [64]

Recombination Proteins

Rad55 Rad53 Enhances recombination in rad5 mutants [58]

Rad51 Mec1/Rad53 Enhances activity [57]

Rev1 Mec1 Facilitates binding to ssDNA [26]
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tion is only triggered by DNA damage or stalled replication forks. While the single 
mutants are partially defective in DNA damage-induced G2 arrest, rad53 pds1 and 
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checkpoint-dependent cell cycle delay [56]. Interestingly, Rad53 phosphorylation 
was not abundant in the rad1 mutant; however, the cell cycle delay was not observed 
in the rad9 strain, and was shortened in the mad3 mutants, defective in spindle 
checkpoint. The authors speculated that checkpoint activation occurred when H2A 
phosphorylation extended through centromeric chromatin, triggering a spindle 
pole checkpoint response [56]. These studies indicate that spindle pole checkpoints 
also participate in the DNA damage response, depending on the context of the DSB.

While the G2 checkpoint is critical for HR repair of DSBs, Mec1 and Mec1-
signaling pathway also phosphorylate additional DNA repair functions that 
facilitate DSB repair and damage incurred by radiomimetic agents [40]. For 
example, Mec1 phosphorylates Rad51 [57] and Rad55 [58]. Phosphorylation of 
Rad51 enhances its activity and is required for resistance to recombinagens, such 
as methyl methane sulfonate (MMS) [57]. In addition, Mec1 phosphorylates Slx4, 
which binds to Rad1/Rad10 and facilitates single-strand annealing by cleaving 
non-homologous tails [59]. The studies indicate that the checkpoint pathway 
directly phosphorylates repair proteins to enhance their function. While there are 
many proteins that are phosphorylated in response to DNA damage [60, 61], the 
functional significance of the phosphorylation of many of these proteins has yet to 
be determined (Table 1).

Protein 
Phosphorylated

Kinase Effect Reference

Checkpoint Signaling

Rad9 Mec1 /Tel1 Rad53 docking and Rad9 multimerization [40, 60]

Rad53 Mec1 Activation of Rad53 autophosphorylation [40, 60]

Rad53 Tel1 Activation of Rad53 [40, 60]

Chk1 Mec1 Phosphorylation of Pds1 [30, 54]

Pds1 Chk1 APC-associated degradation of Pds1 is inhibited [54, 60]

Mec1-Ddc2 Mec1 Attenuation of Mec1 kinase activity [50]

Dun1 Rad53 Activation of Dun1 kinase activity [40]

Nucleases

Sae2 Cdk1 Cell cycle regulation limiting resection to G2/M [41]

Dna2 Cdk1 Cell cycle regulation limiting resection to G2/M [62]

Exo1 Mec1 Inhibition of Exo1 5′-3′ exonuclease activity [51]

Transcription inhibitors

Crt1 Dun1 Crt1 phosphorylation leads to degradation, and 
subsequent Rnr transcriptional activation

[60, 63]

Protein Inhibitors

Sml1 Dun1 Sml1 phosphorylation leads to degradation 
and release from Rnr1 subunit and subsequent 
increase in dNTPs

[27]

Dif1 Dun1 Allows for transport of RNR into the cytoplasm [64]

Recombination Proteins

Rad55 Rad53 Enhances recombination in rad5 mutants [58]

Rad51 Mec1/Rad53 Enhances activity [57]

Rev1 Mec1 Facilitates binding to ssDNA [26]
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3. Checkpoint recovery and adaptation from double-strand break

Once cells have repaired the DSB, recovery involves reversal of protein modifica-
tions and chromatin restoration. While the DNA damage may no longer be present, 
protein modifications are still present that signal checkpoint activation. To inacti-
vate the G2/M checkpoint and resume division, Rad53 must be dephosphorylated. 
Two phosphatases involved in the inactivation of Rad53 include phosphorylated 
versions of the type 2C protein phosphatases (PP2C), Ptc2 and Ptc3 [68–70]; these 
phosphatases are also involved in inactivating other stress induced pathways, such 
as the Hog1-mediated osmotic stress induced pathway [71], while Ptc2 dephosphor-
ylates Cdk1. Casein kinase II (Ck2) phosphorylates Ptc2, which specifically binds 
to the Rad53 FHA1 domains [72]. Interestingly, CK2 mutants are more defective in 
adaptation than ptc2 mutants, suggesting that CK2 may control additional genes 
involved in adaptation [68].

Pph3, a member of the PP4 family, is important in maintaining full recovery; 
the triple mutant (ptc2, ptc3, pph3) is severely defective in DSB repair when the 
repair pathway is slow [70]. This may be partially explained by observations that 
Pph3 functions to dephosphorylate γ-H2A, which serves as a signal for activation 
of checkpoint proteins, cohesins, and chromatin remodelers [73]. However, the 
mechanism by with chromatin associated gamma γ-H2A is fully dephosphorylated 
is still being explored.

Chromatin restoration requires Asf1 and Caf1 which reassemble chromatin 
on DNA (Kim and Haber [74]). Asf1 binds histone H3 triggering acetylation by 
the histone acetyltransferase, Rtt109, and further ubiquitylation by Rtt101 [75]. 
This, in turn promotes the binding of the histone H3 and H4 heterodimer by Caf1. 
Interestingly, Asf1 also functions to bind Rad53, thus serving a role to sequester 
dephosphorylated Rad53. Thus Asf1 functions both in reassembling chromatin and 
stabilizing dephosphorylated Rad53 [75].

If a DSB is not repaired, cells will either resume the cell cycle or die. The resump-
tion of the cell cycle is referred to as adaptation. Similar to recovery, adaptation 
involves both chromatin remodeling and phosphatases that deactivate the Rad53 
kinase and Cdk1 kinase. This adaptation is blocked in yku80 mutants [69], deficient 
in NHEJ, and cdc5-ad, which is defective in mitotic exit. Yku80 mutants exhibit 
twice the rate of resection of the DSBs, resulting in more single-stranded DNA 

Protein 
Phosphorylated

Kinase Effect Reference

Resolvases

Yen1 Cdk1 Inhibits function in S phase by transportation to 
the cytoplasm

[62]

Mus81/Mms4 Cdk1, Dbf4 
Cdc7

Regulation of cleavage of Holliday and branch 
junctions

[62, 65]

Helicases

Pif1 Rad53 Inhibits fork unwinding, promotes DNA 
damage tolerance by HR

[66]

Rrm3 Rad53 Inhibits fork unwinding [66]

Srs2 Cdk1 Promotes adaptation by removal of Rad51 
filaments

[62, 67]

Table 1. 
Proteins phosphorylated by DDR.
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and thus the potential for more Rad53 checkpoint signaling. This interpretation 
is supported by observations that overexpression of Ptc2 is sufficient to suppress 
the adaptation defect of both yku70 and yku80 [69]. However, the role of resec-
tion in checkpoint adaptation is complicated by the identification of chromatin 
remodelers, such as Fun30 [76–78], which are required for adaptation but enhance 
resection. One possibility is that Fun30-associated resection in γ -H2A-modified 
chromatin antagonizes the checkpoint protein Rad9 from binding and signaling 
downstream checkpoint effectors [78].

Additional genes function to remove recombination proteins from chromatin. 
Removal of Rad51 filaments is facilitated by the chromatin modifier Tid1 (Rdh54) 
[79] and the Srs2 helicase, the former is phosphorylated by Mec1 and the latter is 
phosphorylated by Cdk1 [67]. Both rdh54 and srs2 mutants are defective in adapta-
tion (reference [79, 80]). These studies present additional evidence MEC1 functions 
both in the triggering of checkpoint arrest as well as recovery from checkpoint arrest.

4. Uncapped telomeres, checkpoint activation, and adaptation

While single-stranded DNA is present at telomeres, it is normally “capped” by a 
RPA-like structure, referred to as Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST), and by Ku (yKu70/yKu80) 
complex [35]. During replication, Cdc13 is phosphorylated by Cdk1 and recruits 
telomerase [81]. Telomere ends are susceptible to nucleases in yeast mutants defec-
tive in proteins that bind to chromosome ends, such as yku70, and that are defective 
in recruiting telomerase, such as the cdc13–1 mutant at the restrictive temperature. 
Pif1 helicase inhibits telomerase and leads to slow resection at the telomere end [82, 
83]. Resection is also slowed by binding of Rif1 and Rap1, which bind specifically 
to single stranded telomere sequences and inhibit the binding of the checkpoint 
activators, RPA and Rad24 [84, 85]. In the cdc13–1 mutant, resection is extensive and 
largely performed by Exo1, leading to ssDNA bound to RPA, the 9–1-1 complex, and 
Rad9. Similarly, in yku70 mutants, ssDNA is generated, but it takes several genera-
tions for ssDNA to accumulate [35]. The 9–1-1 complex is apparently not involved 
in eliciting a checkpoint response but Chk1 activation is required for Exo1-mediated 
resection [86]. In yku70 mutants, resected telomeres elicit both a spindle and DNA 
damage checkpoint activation. However, unlike HO-induced DSBs, Mec1 binding 
does not lead to rapid resection but rather an inhibition of resection through sub-
sequent binding of Rad9 and Rad53 [87]). Resection of the telomere, in turn, may 
facilitate recombination or break-induced replication (BIR, [88]) using an undam-
aged chromosomal end as a template for replication to the end of the chromosome. 
BIR is facilitated by activated Pif1 [89]. Thus, checkpoint activation at uncapped 
telomeres enables alternative mechanisms of telomere lengthening.

Adaptation to shortened telomeres was first noted by Sandell and Zakian 
[90] and require CKII and Cdc5 [91]. CKII directly phosphorylates Ptc2, which is 
required for tolerating shortened telomeres [92]. In addition, phosphorylated Cdc13 
can be dephosphorylated by Pph3/Psy3, resulting in the segregation of uncapped 
chromosomal ends [35]. Over-expression of Cdc5 also decreases Rad53 phosphory-
lation [93]. Thus, as in HO-induced DSBs, there are multiple phosphatases and 
kinases that modulate adaptation.

5. Intra-S phase checkpoint and stabilization of the replication fork

The purpose of the intra-S phase checkpoint is to maintain replication fork 
integrity so that replication can be completed; collapsed replication forks are a 
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3. Checkpoint recovery and adaptation from double-strand break

Once cells have repaired the DSB, recovery involves reversal of protein modifica-
tions and chromatin restoration. While the DNA damage may no longer be present, 
protein modifications are still present that signal checkpoint activation. To inacti-
vate the G2/M checkpoint and resume division, Rad53 must be dephosphorylated. 
Two phosphatases involved in the inactivation of Rad53 include phosphorylated 
versions of the type 2C protein phosphatases (PP2C), Ptc2 and Ptc3 [68–70]; these 
phosphatases are also involved in inactivating other stress induced pathways, such 
as the Hog1-mediated osmotic stress induced pathway [71], while Ptc2 dephosphor-
ylates Cdk1. Casein kinase II (Ck2) phosphorylates Ptc2, which specifically binds 
to the Rad53 FHA1 domains [72]. Interestingly, CK2 mutants are more defective in 
adaptation than ptc2 mutants, suggesting that CK2 may control additional genes 
involved in adaptation [68].

Pph3, a member of the PP4 family, is important in maintaining full recovery; 
the triple mutant (ptc2, ptc3, pph3) is severely defective in DSB repair when the 
repair pathway is slow [70]. This may be partially explained by observations that 
Pph3 functions to dephosphorylate γ-H2A, which serves as a signal for activation 
of checkpoint proteins, cohesins, and chromatin remodelers [73]. However, the 
mechanism by with chromatin associated gamma γ-H2A is fully dephosphorylated 
is still being explored.

Chromatin restoration requires Asf1 and Caf1 which reassemble chromatin 
on DNA (Kim and Haber [74]). Asf1 binds histone H3 triggering acetylation by 
the histone acetyltransferase, Rtt109, and further ubiquitylation by Rtt101 [75]. 
This, in turn promotes the binding of the histone H3 and H4 heterodimer by Caf1. 
Interestingly, Asf1 also functions to bind Rad53, thus serving a role to sequester 
dephosphorylated Rad53. Thus Asf1 functions both in reassembling chromatin and 
stabilizing dephosphorylated Rad53 [75].

If a DSB is not repaired, cells will either resume the cell cycle or die. The resump-
tion of the cell cycle is referred to as adaptation. Similar to recovery, adaptation 
involves both chromatin remodeling and phosphatases that deactivate the Rad53 
kinase and Cdk1 kinase. This adaptation is blocked in yku80 mutants [69], deficient 
in NHEJ, and cdc5-ad, which is defective in mitotic exit. Yku80 mutants exhibit 
twice the rate of resection of the DSBs, resulting in more single-stranded DNA 

Protein 
Phosphorylated

Kinase Effect Reference

Resolvases

Yen1 Cdk1 Inhibits function in S phase by transportation to 
the cytoplasm

[62]

Mus81/Mms4 Cdk1, Dbf4 
Cdc7

Regulation of cleavage of Holliday and branch 
junctions

[62, 65]

Helicases

Pif1 Rad53 Inhibits fork unwinding, promotes DNA 
damage tolerance by HR

[66]

Rrm3 Rad53 Inhibits fork unwinding [66]

Srs2 Cdk1 Promotes adaptation by removal of Rad51 
filaments

[62, 67]

Table 1. 
Proteins phosphorylated by DDR.
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and thus the potential for more Rad53 checkpoint signaling. This interpretation 
is supported by observations that overexpression of Ptc2 is sufficient to suppress 
the adaptation defect of both yku70 and yku80 [69]. However, the role of resec-
tion in checkpoint adaptation is complicated by the identification of chromatin 
remodelers, such as Fun30 [76–78], which are required for adaptation but enhance 
resection. One possibility is that Fun30-associated resection in γ -H2A-modified 
chromatin antagonizes the checkpoint protein Rad9 from binding and signaling 
downstream checkpoint effectors [78].

Additional genes function to remove recombination proteins from chromatin. 
Removal of Rad51 filaments is facilitated by the chromatin modifier Tid1 (Rdh54) 
[79] and the Srs2 helicase, the former is phosphorylated by Mec1 and the latter is 
phosphorylated by Cdk1 [67]. Both rdh54 and srs2 mutants are defective in adapta-
tion (reference [79, 80]). These studies present additional evidence MEC1 functions 
both in the triggering of checkpoint arrest as well as recovery from checkpoint arrest.

4. Uncapped telomeres, checkpoint activation, and adaptation

While single-stranded DNA is present at telomeres, it is normally “capped” by a 
RPA-like structure, referred to as Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1 (CST), and by Ku (yKu70/yKu80) 
complex [35]. During replication, Cdc13 is phosphorylated by Cdk1 and recruits 
telomerase [81]. Telomere ends are susceptible to nucleases in yeast mutants defec-
tive in proteins that bind to chromosome ends, such as yku70, and that are defective 
in recruiting telomerase, such as the cdc13–1 mutant at the restrictive temperature. 
Pif1 helicase inhibits telomerase and leads to slow resection at the telomere end [82, 
83]. Resection is also slowed by binding of Rif1 and Rap1, which bind specifically 
to single stranded telomere sequences and inhibit the binding of the checkpoint 
activators, RPA and Rad24 [84, 85]. In the cdc13–1 mutant, resection is extensive and 
largely performed by Exo1, leading to ssDNA bound to RPA, the 9–1-1 complex, and 
Rad9. Similarly, in yku70 mutants, ssDNA is generated, but it takes several genera-
tions for ssDNA to accumulate [35]. The 9–1-1 complex is apparently not involved 
in eliciting a checkpoint response but Chk1 activation is required for Exo1-mediated 
resection [86]. In yku70 mutants, resected telomeres elicit both a spindle and DNA 
damage checkpoint activation. However, unlike HO-induced DSBs, Mec1 binding 
does not lead to rapid resection but rather an inhibition of resection through sub-
sequent binding of Rad9 and Rad53 [87]). Resection of the telomere, in turn, may 
facilitate recombination or break-induced replication (BIR, [88]) using an undam-
aged chromosomal end as a template for replication to the end of the chromosome. 
BIR is facilitated by activated Pif1 [89]. Thus, checkpoint activation at uncapped 
telomeres enables alternative mechanisms of telomere lengthening.

Adaptation to shortened telomeres was first noted by Sandell and Zakian 
[90] and require CKII and Cdc5 [91]. CKII directly phosphorylates Ptc2, which is 
required for tolerating shortened telomeres [92]. In addition, phosphorylated Cdc13 
can be dephosphorylated by Pph3/Psy3, resulting in the segregation of uncapped 
chromosomal ends [35]. Over-expression of Cdc5 also decreases Rad53 phosphory-
lation [93]. Thus, as in HO-induced DSBs, there are multiple phosphatases and 
kinases that modulate adaptation.

5. Intra-S phase checkpoint and stabilization of the replication fork

The purpose of the intra-S phase checkpoint is to maintain replication fork 
integrity so that replication can be completed; collapsed replication forks are a 
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major source of genetic instability [94]. Replication forks stall because of limiting 
amounts of dNTPs or when DNA damage, resulting from a bulky adduct or cross-
links, block progression of a high fidelity polymerase (for review, see [95]). The 
precise number of stalled forks to trigger the intra S-phase checkpoint is unknown 
[96]. Uncoupling of the helicase and DNA polymerase activity generates single 
strand gaps on both the leading and lagging strands. Checkpoint responses serve 
to maintain the stability of the replication fork in part by blocking the formation 
of toxic secondary DNA structures and replication fork reversal, degrading exces-
sive histones, and inhibiting the firing of late replication forks so that replication 
can be resumed if stalled replication forks become permanently arrested [97]. In 
S phase checkpoint mutants, such as rad53, regressed replication forks, referred to 
as “chicken feet” structures, can be visualized [98]. Severe deficiencies can lead to 
mitotic catastrophe and subsequent lethality.

The extensive tracts of single-stranded DNA generated at stalled forks signal a 
checkpoint response. Similar, to checkpoint signaling at DSBs, the 9–1-1 complex 
is loaded and facilitates binding of Ddc2-Mec1. Rad18, which monoubiquitinates 
trimeric PCNA at K164 position at stalled replication forks, also monoubiquitinates 
the 9–1-1 complex leading to enhanced recruitment of Ddc2-Mec1 [99]. Checkpoint 
activation at stalled forks can also be facilitated by Elg1, which removes PCNA from 
stalled forks [100]. The Mrc1 (claspin) functions as an adaptor, analogous to Rad9, 
in the phosphorylation of Rad53; however, unlike Rad9, Mrc1 is associated with 
the replication forks [101]. Full checkpoint activation requires BLM homolog Sgs1 
[102]. Rad53 phosphorylation in turn serves to promote histone degradation, inhibit 
late origin firing, and increase the levels of dNTPs. The inhibition of late origin 
firing maintains RPA and allows replication restart from other replication origins.

Deoxynucleotide levels (dNTPs) increase 7–8 fold after DNA damage by upregu-
lating the activity of ribonucleotide reductase (Rnr) activity [103]. Upregulation 
of Rnr activity is achieved at the transcriptional, translational, and the posttrans-
lational levels. At the transcriptional level, phosphorylated Rad53 activates Dun1 
kinase, which deactivates Crt1 transcriptional repressor [63]. At the translational 
level, TRM9, which functions to methylate the uridine wobble base of tRNA-Arg 
(UCU) and tRNA-Glu (UUC), facilitates the translation of the Rnr1 transcript 
[104]; however, how checkpoint signaling enhances TRM9 function is unclear. 
At the post-translational level, Dun1 inactivates the Sml1 protein inhibitor by 
phosphorylation [27]. Besides increasing the transcription of Rnr subunits, the Rnr 
inhibitor Sml1 and its paralog Dif1 are degraded, subsequently the Rnr subunits 
are shuttled to the cytoplasm where they form an active enzyme complex [64]. 
In addition to increasing the overall level of dNTPs, the Rnr3 large subunit forms 
an alternative ribonucleotide reductase complex that has relaxed dATP negative 
feedback regulation [105]. This ensures that adequate levels of dNTPs are available 
during times of unscheduled DNA synthesis.

While high levels of dNTPs facilitate replication fork progression [106]; abnor-
mally high or low levels of dNTPs can promote genetic instability. High levels of 
dNTPs reduce the fidelity of polymerase epsilon [107]. Low levels of dNTPs cor-
relate with hyper-recombination, as has been observed in dun1 null mutants and 
in mec1 hypomorphs; these phenotypes can be suppressed by higher basal levels 
of dNTPs conferred by a SML1 deletion [108]. These studies suggest that there 
is a range of dNTP concentrations that correlate with replication fork stability; 
however, the mechanisms by which higher dNTP levels decrease replication fork 
collapse are unclear.

In contrast to DSBs, where HR processes are facilitated, there are redundant 
mechanisms to prevent recombination at stalled forks; these mechanisms include 
disassembly of Rad51 filaments, helicases that abort recombination intermediates, 
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and nucleases that degrade aberrant structures. PCNA is SUMOylated (SUMO-
PCNA), facilitating the binding of the helicase Srs2, which suppresses recombination 
by disassembling Rad51 filaments (for review, see [109]. Recombination intermedi-
ates are aborted by the BLM ortholog Sgs1 helicase; indeed, the sgs1 srs2 double 
mutants is not viable but viability is rescued when HR is defective [110]. Additional 
helicases, including Pif1 and Rrm3 can unwind and reverse “chicken feet” structures 
and reversed forks [66]. Nucleases, such as Exo1, function to degrade reversed  
forks, although excessive Exo1 activity can lead to replication fork collapse [62]. 
Finally, enzymes which cleave aberrant secondary structures, such as Yen1 and 
Mus4/Mus81, are inhibited or rendered less active by phosphorylation and 
Sumoylation (SUMO) [65]). Thus, there are multiple mechanisms that prevent  
aberrant structures from accumulating at replication blocks (Figure 2).

Generally, replication blocks that impede DNA polymerases can be bypassed by 
two mechanisms: 1) lesion bypass inserts a base opposite the replication block using 
error-prone or error-free translesion polymerases, and 2) template switch mecha-
nisms [111] utilize recombination so that DNA polymerase bypasses DNA lesions 
on an undamaged template. Factors recruited to stalled forks would initially suggest 
that checkpoint signaling might favor lesion bypass by translesion polymerases. 
For example, Rad5 binding to stalled forks facilitates the recruitment of Rev1, even 
in the absence of DNA damage [112]. In addition, Rev1 is also phosphorylated by 
Mec1, which increases its affinity to ssDNA [26]. In vitro replication experiments 
have demonstrated that other error-prone polymerases can “jump start” replica-
tion, even without association of the replicative helicase [113]. However, there is no 
evidence that high levels of dNTPs would facilitate translesion synthesis mediated 
by error-prone polymerases, such as polζ [114], and the mechanism for jump start is 
unclear.

6.  Bypass of single-strand gaps and replication blocks by template switch 
mechanisms

Template switch mechanisms also allow polymerases to bypass replication forks 
and resume DNA synthesis; these mechanisms are generally thought to occur on 
both leading and lagging strands. Template switching is orchestrated by proteins 
that modify the DNA polymerase processivity factor, PCNA. When the high fidelity 

Figure 2. 
The pathways of tolerating DNA damage at a stalled fork are shown by the arrows. The 5′ to 3′ polarity of 
the DNA is designated by an arrow. The Rrm3 and Pif1 helicases inhibit replication fork reversal, while the 
Pif1 helicase promotes template switching. Phosphorylated Rev1 binds to single-stranded DNA and promotes 
replication bypass.
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major source of genetic instability [94]. Replication forks stall because of limiting 
amounts of dNTPs or when DNA damage, resulting from a bulky adduct or cross-
links, block progression of a high fidelity polymerase (for review, see [95]). The 
precise number of stalled forks to trigger the intra S-phase checkpoint is unknown 
[96]. Uncoupling of the helicase and DNA polymerase activity generates single 
strand gaps on both the leading and lagging strands. Checkpoint responses serve 
to maintain the stability of the replication fork in part by blocking the formation 
of toxic secondary DNA structures and replication fork reversal, degrading exces-
sive histones, and inhibiting the firing of late replication forks so that replication 
can be resumed if stalled replication forks become permanently arrested [97]. In 
S phase checkpoint mutants, such as rad53, regressed replication forks, referred to 
as “chicken feet” structures, can be visualized [98]. Severe deficiencies can lead to 
mitotic catastrophe and subsequent lethality.

The extensive tracts of single-stranded DNA generated at stalled forks signal a 
checkpoint response. Similar, to checkpoint signaling at DSBs, the 9–1-1 complex 
is loaded and facilitates binding of Ddc2-Mec1. Rad18, which monoubiquitinates 
trimeric PCNA at K164 position at stalled replication forks, also monoubiquitinates 
the 9–1-1 complex leading to enhanced recruitment of Ddc2-Mec1 [99]. Checkpoint 
activation at stalled forks can also be facilitated by Elg1, which removes PCNA from 
stalled forks [100]. The Mrc1 (claspin) functions as an adaptor, analogous to Rad9, 
in the phosphorylation of Rad53; however, unlike Rad9, Mrc1 is associated with 
the replication forks [101]. Full checkpoint activation requires BLM homolog Sgs1 
[102]. Rad53 phosphorylation in turn serves to promote histone degradation, inhibit 
late origin firing, and increase the levels of dNTPs. The inhibition of late origin 
firing maintains RPA and allows replication restart from other replication origins.

Deoxynucleotide levels (dNTPs) increase 7–8 fold after DNA damage by upregu-
lating the activity of ribonucleotide reductase (Rnr) activity [103]. Upregulation 
of Rnr activity is achieved at the transcriptional, translational, and the posttrans-
lational levels. At the transcriptional level, phosphorylated Rad53 activates Dun1 
kinase, which deactivates Crt1 transcriptional repressor [63]. At the translational 
level, TRM9, which functions to methylate the uridine wobble base of tRNA-Arg 
(UCU) and tRNA-Glu (UUC), facilitates the translation of the Rnr1 transcript 
[104]; however, how checkpoint signaling enhances TRM9 function is unclear. 
At the post-translational level, Dun1 inactivates the Sml1 protein inhibitor by 
phosphorylation [27]. Besides increasing the transcription of Rnr subunits, the Rnr 
inhibitor Sml1 and its paralog Dif1 are degraded, subsequently the Rnr subunits 
are shuttled to the cytoplasm where they form an active enzyme complex [64]. 
In addition to increasing the overall level of dNTPs, the Rnr3 large subunit forms 
an alternative ribonucleotide reductase complex that has relaxed dATP negative 
feedback regulation [105]. This ensures that adequate levels of dNTPs are available 
during times of unscheduled DNA synthesis.

While high levels of dNTPs facilitate replication fork progression [106]; abnor-
mally high or low levels of dNTPs can promote genetic instability. High levels of 
dNTPs reduce the fidelity of polymerase epsilon [107]. Low levels of dNTPs cor-
relate with hyper-recombination, as has been observed in dun1 null mutants and 
in mec1 hypomorphs; these phenotypes can be suppressed by higher basal levels 
of dNTPs conferred by a SML1 deletion [108]. These studies suggest that there 
is a range of dNTP concentrations that correlate with replication fork stability; 
however, the mechanisms by which higher dNTP levels decrease replication fork 
collapse are unclear.

In contrast to DSBs, where HR processes are facilitated, there are redundant 
mechanisms to prevent recombination at stalled forks; these mechanisms include 
disassembly of Rad51 filaments, helicases that abort recombination intermediates, 
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and nucleases that degrade aberrant structures. PCNA is SUMOylated (SUMO-
PCNA), facilitating the binding of the helicase Srs2, which suppresses recombination 
by disassembling Rad51 filaments (for review, see [109]. Recombination intermedi-
ates are aborted by the BLM ortholog Sgs1 helicase; indeed, the sgs1 srs2 double 
mutants is not viable but viability is rescued when HR is defective [110]. Additional 
helicases, including Pif1 and Rrm3 can unwind and reverse “chicken feet” structures 
and reversed forks [66]. Nucleases, such as Exo1, function to degrade reversed  
forks, although excessive Exo1 activity can lead to replication fork collapse [62]. 
Finally, enzymes which cleave aberrant secondary structures, such as Yen1 and 
Mus4/Mus81, are inhibited or rendered less active by phosphorylation and 
Sumoylation (SUMO) [65]). Thus, there are multiple mechanisms that prevent  
aberrant structures from accumulating at replication blocks (Figure 2).

Generally, replication blocks that impede DNA polymerases can be bypassed by 
two mechanisms: 1) lesion bypass inserts a base opposite the replication block using 
error-prone or error-free translesion polymerases, and 2) template switch mecha-
nisms [111] utilize recombination so that DNA polymerase bypasses DNA lesions 
on an undamaged template. Factors recruited to stalled forks would initially suggest 
that checkpoint signaling might favor lesion bypass by translesion polymerases. 
For example, Rad5 binding to stalled forks facilitates the recruitment of Rev1, even 
in the absence of DNA damage [112]. In addition, Rev1 is also phosphorylated by 
Mec1, which increases its affinity to ssDNA [26]. In vitro replication experiments 
have demonstrated that other error-prone polymerases can “jump start” replica-
tion, even without association of the replicative helicase [113]. However, there is no 
evidence that high levels of dNTPs would facilitate translesion synthesis mediated 
by error-prone polymerases, such as polζ [114], and the mechanism for jump start is 
unclear.

6.  Bypass of single-strand gaps and replication blocks by template switch 
mechanisms

Template switch mechanisms also allow polymerases to bypass replication forks 
and resume DNA synthesis; these mechanisms are generally thought to occur on 
both leading and lagging strands. Template switching is orchestrated by proteins 
that modify the DNA polymerase processivity factor, PCNA. When the high fidelity 

Figure 2. 
The pathways of tolerating DNA damage at a stalled fork are shown by the arrows. The 5′ to 3′ polarity of 
the DNA is designated by an arrow. The Rrm3 and Pif1 helicases inhibit replication fork reversal, while the 
Pif1 helicase promotes template switching. Phosphorylated Rev1 binds to single-stranded DNA and promotes 
replication bypass.
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polymerase stalls at the replication block, Rad18/Rad6 monoubiquitinates PCNA 
at the K164 position; monoubiquitinated PCNA can facilitate polymerase switch-
ing from to a translesion polymerase of lower fidelity and processivity. PCNA may 
further become polyubiquitinated at position K164 by combined action of Ubc13/
Mms2/Rad5 (for review, see [115]). Rad5 also contains a helicase function that 
catalyzes replication fork reversal and is required for template switch mechanisms 
on the lagging strand [116]. While Rad5 does not require DNA damage at the stalled 
replication fork for recruitment [112], Rad5 over-expression can trigger genome 
instability [117]. The checkpoint signaling cascade, mediated by the Dun1 kinase, 
regulates Rad5 at the post-transcriptional level by destabilizing Rad5 mRNA [118]. 
These studies indicate that RAD5 function is regulated.

However, checkpoint signaling may also facilitate template switch mechanisms. 
Rad53 is required for DNA damage-associated unequal SCE after exposure to 
MMS [119] and Rad53-mediated Rad55 phosphorylation confers enhanced MMS 
resistance when RAD5 is also defective [25]. The Rad9 checkpoint protein binds to 
persistent single strand gaps on the lagging strand, inhibiting the RecQ-like Sgs1 
anti-recombination function. In addition Pif1, which is phosphorylated by Rad53, 
functions in template switching [120]. With longer term checkpoint-mediated G2 
arrest, however, Rev1 protein levels accumulate [121, 122], suggesting that  
error-prone polymerases may serve as the ultimate backup in postreplication repair 
after error-free mechanisms have failed.

7.  Choice of DNA damage tolerance pathway is influenced by the  
DNA lesion

Multiple tolerance pathways can confer resistance to particular types of DNA 
damage and the pathway preference depends on the DNA damaging agent. For 
example, MMS exposure generates by 7Me-Guanine and 3Me-Adenine lesions; 
while the 7Me-Guanine is mutagenic, the 3Me-Adenine blocks replication [123]. 
Replication bypass can occur by error-prone or error-free polymerases, or by 
template switching. While all three pathways are involved in bypass of 3Me-Adenine 
lesions [124], template switch mechanisms are preferred [125]. Checkpoint signal-
ing facilitates template switch mechanisms after exposure to MMS [125, 126]. These 
studies suggest that template switch mechanisms may be the preferred pathway for 
bypassing particular lesions that block DNA replication.

The preference of template switch mechanisms or translesion pathways may 
depend on the efficiency of bypass and repair for large bulky adduct or cross-links. 
Particular UV-associated DNA cross-links are efficiently bypassed using either polε 
[127] or a two-step mechanism involving polε and polζ [128]. However, error-free 
bypass of 4–6 pyrmidine-pyrimidone lesions, present on a plasmid, occurs by 
template switch mechanisms after their introduction in a NER deficient yeast strain 
[129]. Likewise, 4-NQO induces bulky damage and stimulates template switch 
mechanisms [126]. These studies indicate that template switch mechanisms are 
likely used in error-free postreplication repair pathways [130].

8. Attenuation of the S phase checkpoint activation

In order for the cell cycle to resume and chromatids to separate the checkpoint 
activation needs to be downregulated and joint molecules need to be resolved. 
Once replication is completed, Mrc1 functions as an adaptor for Mec1-mediated 
checkpoint signaling is diminished since there are no more replication forks [33]. 
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Resumption of the cell cycle is accomplished by dephosphorylating Rad53 [131]. 
However, single-strand gaps on sister chromatids can still function to trigger Rad9-
mediated checkpoint signaling. To dampen Rad9’s adaptor function in mediating 
Mec1 catalyzed Rad53 phosphorylation, competitive scaffolds compete with Rad9 
binding to chromatin [132]. For example, the Mec1-mediated phosphorylation of 
Slx4 enables an association with Rtt107/Dpb11, which provides a competitive scaf-
fold for the interaction of Rad9 with Dpb11 [133]. These mechanisms thus prevent 
Rad53 hyperphosphorylation.

Cleavage of joint DNA strands, or Holliday structures, is timed just before 
anaphase so that cleavage does not occur during S phase. Both kinases and phospha-
tases fine tune the timing of joint molecule cleavage. Cdk phosphorylates structure-
specific nucleases Slx1/Slx4 and Mus81/Mus4 in late G2 and M phases respectively 
[134]. Whereas Mec1 phosphorylates and subsequently inactivates Yen1, Cdc14 
dephosphorylates the inactivated form in mitosis, ensuring that joint molecules do 
not hinder sister chromatid division [134].

Similar to adaptions to DSBs, phosphatases deactivate Rad53 (Figure 3). These 
phosphatases include Pph3/Psy2 complex and Ptc1, 2. Interestingly, Pph3 directly 
interacts with Mec1/Ddc2 [135] at the replication fork, although the interaction does 
not rely on DNA damage [135]. Besides Rad53, other Mec1 substrates are likely dephos-
phorylated by Pph3, including phosphorylated Mec1. Thus Pph3 could potentially 
upregulate Mec1. However, the full range of Pph3 substrates is unknown [135].

Mutations in different phosphatases may confer sensitivities to different DNA 
damaging agents (Table 2). For example, pph3 and psy2 mutants are hypersensi-
tive to phelomycin but not 4NQO, while ptc2, ptc3 and ptc2 ptc3 double mutants are 
not phleomycin sensitive and are not required for recovery from MMS-associated 
checkpoint delay [136, 142]. On the other hand ptc2 ptc3 double mutants are hyper-
sensitive to 4-NQO while pph3 and psy2 mutants are not sensitive. However, for par-
ticular agents, such as cisplatin, the triple pph3 ptc2 ptc3 mutant, is synergistically 
more sensitive [140]. One idea is that phosphorylation of Rad53 is differentially 
patterned by particular DNA damaging agents, and that the phosphatases,  
Ptc2/Ptc3 and Pph3/Psy2 recognize different patterns [142]. This notion is supported 
by the identification of different MMS and 4-NQO associated Rad53 phosphorylation 
sites. The connection between Ptc2 and checkpoint activation is further strength-
ened by observations that over-expression of Ptc2 suppresses the lethality in a 
Rad53 dominant lethality mutant [69].

Figure 3. 
Double-strand breaks, collapsed replication forks, and replication stress lead to checkpoint activation. Activated 
Rad53 is dephosphorylated by a series of phosphatases, depending on the signal induced by the DNA damaging 
agent, shown below the DNA damage. The 5′ to 3′ polarity of the DNA is designated by an arrow. The 
substrates of the phosphatases Pph3/Psy2 and Ptc2/Ptc3 include Mec1, Rad53, and Exo1.
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polymerase stalls at the replication block, Rad18/Rad6 monoubiquitinates PCNA 
at the K164 position; monoubiquitinated PCNA can facilitate polymerase switch-
ing from to a translesion polymerase of lower fidelity and processivity. PCNA may 
further become polyubiquitinated at position K164 by combined action of Ubc13/
Mms2/Rad5 (for review, see [115]). Rad5 also contains a helicase function that 
catalyzes replication fork reversal and is required for template switch mechanisms 
on the lagging strand [116]. While Rad5 does not require DNA damage at the stalled 
replication fork for recruitment [112], Rad5 over-expression can trigger genome 
instability [117]. The checkpoint signaling cascade, mediated by the Dun1 kinase, 
regulates Rad5 at the post-transcriptional level by destabilizing Rad5 mRNA [118]. 
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checkpoint signaling is diminished since there are no more replication forks [33]. 
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Resumption of the cell cycle is accomplished by dephosphorylating Rad53 [131]. 
However, single-strand gaps on sister chromatids can still function to trigger Rad9-
mediated checkpoint signaling. To dampen Rad9’s adaptor function in mediating 
Mec1 catalyzed Rad53 phosphorylation, competitive scaffolds compete with Rad9 
binding to chromatin [132]. For example, the Mec1-mediated phosphorylation of 
Slx4 enables an association with Rtt107/Dpb11, which provides a competitive scaf-
fold for the interaction of Rad9 with Dpb11 [133]. These mechanisms thus prevent 
Rad53 hyperphosphorylation.

Cleavage of joint DNA strands, or Holliday structures, is timed just before 
anaphase so that cleavage does not occur during S phase. Both kinases and phospha-
tases fine tune the timing of joint molecule cleavage. Cdk phosphorylates structure-
specific nucleases Slx1/Slx4 and Mus81/Mus4 in late G2 and M phases respectively 
[134]. Whereas Mec1 phosphorylates and subsequently inactivates Yen1, Cdc14 
dephosphorylates the inactivated form in mitosis, ensuring that joint molecules do 
not hinder sister chromatid division [134].

Similar to adaptions to DSBs, phosphatases deactivate Rad53 (Figure 3). These 
phosphatases include Pph3/Psy2 complex and Ptc1, 2. Interestingly, Pph3 directly 
interacts with Mec1/Ddc2 [135] at the replication fork, although the interaction does 
not rely on DNA damage [135]. Besides Rad53, other Mec1 substrates are likely dephos-
phorylated by Pph3, including phosphorylated Mec1. Thus Pph3 could potentially 
upregulate Mec1. However, the full range of Pph3 substrates is unknown [135].

Mutations in different phosphatases may confer sensitivities to different DNA 
damaging agents (Table 2). For example, pph3 and psy2 mutants are hypersensi-
tive to phelomycin but not 4NQO, while ptc2, ptc3 and ptc2 ptc3 double mutants are 
not phleomycin sensitive and are not required for recovery from MMS-associated 
checkpoint delay [136, 142]. On the other hand ptc2 ptc3 double mutants are hyper-
sensitive to 4-NQO while pph3 and psy2 mutants are not sensitive. However, for par-
ticular agents, such as cisplatin, the triple pph3 ptc2 ptc3 mutant, is synergistically 
more sensitive [140]. One idea is that phosphorylation of Rad53 is differentially 
patterned by particular DNA damaging agents, and that the phosphatases,  
Ptc2/Ptc3 and Pph3/Psy2 recognize different patterns [142]. This notion is supported 
by the identification of different MMS and 4-NQO associated Rad53 phosphorylation 
sites. The connection between Ptc2 and checkpoint activation is further strength-
ened by observations that over-expression of Ptc2 suppresses the lethality in a 
Rad53 dominant lethality mutant [69].

Figure 3. 
Double-strand breaks, collapsed replication forks, and replication stress lead to checkpoint activation. Activated 
Rad53 is dephosphorylated by a series of phosphatases, depending on the signal induced by the DNA damaging 
agent, shown below the DNA damage. The 5′ to 3′ polarity of the DNA is designated by an arrow. The 
substrates of the phosphatases Pph3/Psy2 and Ptc2/Ptc3 include Mec1, Rad53, and Exo1.
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Tolerance to MMS-induced DNA damage includes reactivation of stalled 
replication forks, which depends on the level of Rad53 phosphorylation [143]. 
Pph3/Psy2 phosphatase is the principle phosphatase that deactivates Rad53. In the 
absence Pph3/Psy2 replication restart can occur; however late origins are used to 
complete DNA replication. Interestingly, downregulation of Rad53 phosphoryla-
tion by a HA-Rad53 or a dot1 deletion confers higher levels of MMS resistance, 
although at the sake of more Rev1 foci and mutagenesis [144]. These studies 
would suggest that MMS-induced checkpoint activation is a double-edged sword; 
limiting MMS-induced mutation may come at the cost of toxic recombination 
intermediates.

While tolerance to MMS-induced DNA damage relies on dampening the 
checkpoint response, UV resistance heavily relies on checkpoint activation, as 
illustrated by observations that the rad14 mec1 double mutant, defective in both 
NER and checkpoint signaling, is synergistically more UV sensitive [145]. In yeast, 
UV triggers the G1-S checkpoint when NER is functional, but unrepaired UV 
lesions trigger checkpoint responses in S and G2 cells [146]. Interestingly, chronic 
exposure to low dose UV does not elicit cell cycle arrest at the G2 checkpoint, 
suggesting that DNA replication machinery is not significantly impeded during 
chronic exposure [147].

DNA damaging 
agent or 
environmental 
condition

DNA damage Phosphatase
Required for 
Resistance or 
Adaptation

Phenotype of
Δ ptc2 ptc3 pph3

Reference

Restrictive 
temperature for cdc13 
mutant

Long tracts of ssDNA Ptc2 Unknown [84]

HO Endonuclease Double-strand break Ptc2/Ptc3 Completely 
deficient in 
adaptation

[70]

4-Nitroquinoline 
oxide

Bulky adduct and oxidative 
damage

Ptc2/Ptc3, Sit4 Unknown [136, 137]

Phleomycin Single-strand and double-
strand breaks

Pph3,
Ptc2/Ptc3

Unknown [136]

Methyl 
methanesulfonate

Major and minor groove 
alkylations

Pph3/Psy2 Synergistically 
sensitive

[70]

Aflatoxin B1 AFB1-N7-Gua, and AFB1
formamidopyrimidine

Pph3/Psy2 Unknown [138]

Ultraviolet radiation Pyrimidine dimers and 
Pyrimidine-pyrimidone 
cross links

Not required Moderate 
sensitivity

[70]

Hydroxyurea Stalled DNA replication 
forks, double-strand breaks

Pph3/Psy2, 
Pph2

Synergistically 
sensitive

[70, 139]

Camptothecin Topo1 cross-link with DNA Ptc2, Ptc3 Synergistically 
sensitive

[70]

Cisplatin DNA cross links Pph3/Psy2 Synergistically 
sensitive

[140]

Bleomycin Single and double-strand 
break s

Pph3, Rts1 
(regulator of 
Cdc55)

Unknown [73, 141]

Table 2. 
Phosphatases that function in checkpoint adaptation to specific DNA damaging agents.
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P450-acitvated carcinogens may also elicit a strong DNA damage inducible 
effect. For example, aflatoxin B1 (AFB1), induces strong Rad53 activation in 
budding yeast, which generally occurs within two hours of exposure and then is 
gradually attenuated [148]). AFB1 exposure also upregulates the expression of 
DNA repair genes, including Rad51, Csm2, and Rad16 [149, 150]. Interestingly, 
AFB1 exposure elicits an S phase delay coinciding with the appearance of Rad51 foci 
[148]. This is consistent with AFB1 being a strong recombinagen but weak mutagen 
in yeast [151]. Interestingly, checkpoint signaling is required for stimulation of both 
AFB1-associated unequal sister chromatid recombination and mutation [152]. By 
profiling the yeast genome for AFB1 resistance using next generation sequencing, 
St. John et al. [138] identified both HR genes, including Rad54, Rad55, and  
Csm2, and those encoding error-prone polymerases. Similar to alkylated induced 
damage, the Csm2(Shu) complex favors an error-free template switch mechanism 
[153]; thus, csm2 mutants are deficient in sister chromatid recombination but 
exhibit higher frequencies of AFB1-associated mutations.

Genes the confer AFB1 resistance included PSY3, CKB1 and CKB2, which func-
tion in DNA damage tolerance [138]. While the genes encoding the CKII substrates, 
Ptc2 and Ptc3, did not appear in the screen, the identification of both CKII and 
Pph3 suggest that tolerance to AFB1-associated DNA damage requires both phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation of multiple proteins. The identity of these 
proteins may further elucidate how AFB1-associated DNA damage is tolerated.

Additional phosphatases that function in DNA damage tolerance include PP2A 
and PP2A-like phosphatases. These phosphatases are composed of catalytic sub-
units, such as Pph21 and Pph22, scaffolding subunits, and regulatory subunits, 
such as Cdc55 and Rts1. While a direct interaction with phosphorylated Rad53 
has not been demonstrated, the PP2A phosphatase suppresses the checkpoint 
response after HU exposure [139]. While the identity of all of the PP2A substrates is 
unknown, PP2A is involved in both cytokinesis and mitosis [154]. Particular regula-
tory subunits are required for tolerance to different DNA damaging agents. For 
example, Rts1 is required for DNA damage tolerance after rad51 cells are exposed 
to bleomycin [141] and Sit4, a PP2A-like phosphatase, is required for tolerance to 
4NQO [137].

9.  Nutrient sensing and the regulation of adaptation and the  
checkpoint response 

One unifying theme in DNA damage tolerance to multiple types of DNA lesions 
is that nutrient sensing plays an important role in promoting downregulation of 
the checkpoint response. Deregulation of IRA1 and IRA2, which control glucose-
growth signaling, prevent adaptation to uncapped telomeres in cdc13 strains [155]. 
Inhibition of TOR1 by rapamycin prevents adaptation and aneuploidy in rad52 
diploid strains exposed to DNA damaging agents [156].

Nutrient sensing is also important in controlling the checkpoint response 
through type 2A protein phosphatases. In the presence of plentiful carbon and 
nitrogen, target of rapamycin (TORC1) activates Mec1-signaling pathway by 
inhibiting PP2A and PP2A-like phosphatases. PP2A activators include ceramide 
and S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) [139]. The effect of this signaling on the PP2C 
and PP4 phosphatases is unclear. Nonetheless, these studies illustrate that the DNA 
damage response requires an active growth signaling response [139]. Recent data 
also suggests that TORC1 inhibition results in lower levels of checkpoint proteins 
[157]. Thus, it may appear that TORC1 may be required for both checkpoint activa-
tion and for adaptation.
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effect. For example, aflatoxin B1 (AFB1), induces strong Rad53 activation in 
budding yeast, which generally occurs within two hours of exposure and then is 
gradually attenuated [148]). AFB1 exposure also upregulates the expression of 
DNA repair genes, including Rad51, Csm2, and Rad16 [149, 150]. Interestingly, 
AFB1 exposure elicits an S phase delay coinciding with the appearance of Rad51 foci 
[148]. This is consistent with AFB1 being a strong recombinagen but weak mutagen 
in yeast [151]. Interestingly, checkpoint signaling is required for stimulation of both 
AFB1-associated unequal sister chromatid recombination and mutation [152]. By 
profiling the yeast genome for AFB1 resistance using next generation sequencing, 
St. John et al. [138] identified both HR genes, including Rad54, Rad55, and  
Csm2, and those encoding error-prone polymerases. Similar to alkylated induced 
damage, the Csm2(Shu) complex favors an error-free template switch mechanism 
[153]; thus, csm2 mutants are deficient in sister chromatid recombination but 
exhibit higher frequencies of AFB1-associated mutations.

Genes the confer AFB1 resistance included PSY3, CKB1 and CKB2, which func-
tion in DNA damage tolerance [138]. While the genes encoding the CKII substrates, 
Ptc2 and Ptc3, did not appear in the screen, the identification of both CKII and 
Pph3 suggest that tolerance to AFB1-associated DNA damage requires both phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation of multiple proteins. The identity of these 
proteins may further elucidate how AFB1-associated DNA damage is tolerated.

Additional phosphatases that function in DNA damage tolerance include PP2A 
and PP2A-like phosphatases. These phosphatases are composed of catalytic sub-
units, such as Pph21 and Pph22, scaffolding subunits, and regulatory subunits, 
such as Cdc55 and Rts1. While a direct interaction with phosphorylated Rad53 
has not been demonstrated, the PP2A phosphatase suppresses the checkpoint 
response after HU exposure [139]. While the identity of all of the PP2A substrates is 
unknown, PP2A is involved in both cytokinesis and mitosis [154]. Particular regula-
tory subunits are required for tolerance to different DNA damaging agents. For 
example, Rts1 is required for DNA damage tolerance after rad51 cells are exposed 
to bleomycin [141] and Sit4, a PP2A-like phosphatase, is required for tolerance to 
4NQO [137].

9.  Nutrient sensing and the regulation of adaptation and the  
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One unifying theme in DNA damage tolerance to multiple types of DNA lesions 
is that nutrient sensing plays an important role in promoting downregulation of 
the checkpoint response. Deregulation of IRA1 and IRA2, which control glucose-
growth signaling, prevent adaptation to uncapped telomeres in cdc13 strains [155]. 
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10. Concluding remarks

Adaptation to DNA damage is critical for cell survival. The simple, straight-
forward model is that DNA damage activates checkpoint signaling kinases and 
that phosphatases, which are constitutively expressed, serve to dephosphorylate 
and deactivate phosphorylated proteins. Once the DNA damage is repaired, the 
checkpoint signaling ceases and activated proteins are dephosphorylated. However, 
yeast can adapt to DNA damage caused by diverse damaging agents and individual 
phosphatases are controlled by different kinases. In addition, cells exposed to dif-
ferent DNA damaging agents exhibit distinct Rad53 phosphorylation patterns and 
rely more on particular phosphatases for checkpoint adaptation. The checkpoint 
pathway also autoregulates itself and dampens its signaling in coordination with 
Cdk1. Finally, adaptation to particular DNA damage requires TORC1 function, 
which senses nutrient abundance. Thus, simple models are likely complicated by the 
complexity of the checkpoint responses elicited by distinct DNA damaging agents.

11. Future directions and implications

Understanding DNA damage tolerance and repair will have a significant impact 
on elucidating the mechanisms by which DNA adducts cause mutations and genome 
instability. While DNA damage tolerance has been well-studied for particular types 
of DNA damage, such as that caused by UV and MMS, the mechanisms for DNA 
damage tolerance of more complex lesions is still in its infancy. The importance of 
studying DNA damage tolerance mechanisms for complex agents is underscored by 
the importance of cross-linking agents, such as cisplatin, in cancer chemotherapy. 
In addition, understanding how DNA damage is tolerated may have important 
impacts in assessing the efficacy of antifungal agents. Elucidating DNA damage 
tolerance mechanisms will also be important in understanding how mutations and 
genetic instabilities arise when cells are exposed to low doses of the DNA damaging 
agent. These studies should elucidate mechanisms on how cellular aging, ploidy, 
and cell type may affect DNA damage tolerance pathways.

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Abstract

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the budding yeast was long history as industrial baker’s 
yeast due to its ability to produce numerous product such as ethanol, acetate, 
industrial bakers etc. Interestingly, this yeast was also important tools for studying 
biological mechanism in eukaryotic cells including aging, autophagy, mitochondrial 
response etc. S. cerevisiae has arisen as a powerful chemical and genetic screening 
platform, due to a rapid workflow with experimental amenability and the avail-
ability of a wide range of genetic mutant libraries. Calorie restriction (CR) as the 
reduction of nutrients intake could promote yeast longevity through some pathways 
such as inhibition of nutrient sensing target of rapamycin (TOR), serine–threonine 
kinase (SCH9), protein adenylate cyclase (AC), protein kinase A (PKA) and ras, 
reduced ethanol, acetic acid and apoptotic process. In addition, CR also induces the 
expression of antioxidative proteins, sirtuin2 (Sir2), autophagy and induction of 
mitochondrial yeast adaptive response. Three methods, spotting test; chronological 
life span (CLS) and replicative life span (RLS) assays, have been developed to study 
aging in S. cerevisiae. Here, we present strategies for pharmacological anti-aging 
screens in yeast, discuss common pitfalls and summarize studies that have used 
yeast for drug discovery.

Keywords: Saccharomyces cerevisiae, anti-aging, calorie restriction, spotting test, 
chronological life span, replicative life span

1. Introduction

The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is unicellular eukariotic fungi that 
divide asexually by budding. This particular yeast cells has an individual cell size of 
5–10 μm and are pigmented, which cream color emerged in surface-grown colonies 
(Figure 1). Taxonomically, S. cerevisiae belongs to division of Ascomycota, class of 
Saccharomycetes, family of Saccharomycetaceae and genus of Saccharomyces. Yeast 
S. cerevisiae breaks down glucose in the medium through aerobic respiration in pres-
ence of oxygen. If oxygen is absent, the yeast will then undergo through anaerobic 
fermentation. This yeasts is widely distributed in the natural environment, 
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including soil, water, plants, animals, and insects. Notably, S. cerevisiae are 
eukaryotic cells that contain all major organelles that are also common to animal 
cells like nucleus, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, vacuole, golgi apparatus, 
 cytoskeleton and many others organelles [2].

Scientist stated that S. cerevisiae was the first eukaryotic genome that was 
completely sequenced in 1996. In fact, the chromosomes of S. cerevisiae is com-
pactly organized on 16 chromosomes and the genome has about 12.156.677 base 
pairs with 6.275 genes along with about 5.800 are believed to be functionally genes. 
Interestingly, it is estimated that this particular yeast have at least 31% of its genes 
homologous with that of humans belonging [3, 4]. As for, mating between haploid 
cells must occur to return to the diploid state. Both of haploid and diploid phases 
are morphologically similar, but with larger cells for diploid. In the asexual repro-
duction, bud grows to reach the size of the mother cell while nuclear division hap-
pens [5]. The separation would process after a nucleus is passed to the daughter cells 
with the smaller size particularly than mother cells. S. cerevisiae has a long history 
of uses in the area of food processing as leavening for bread and as a fermenter of 
wine production and alcoholic beverages, along with as a vitamin supplement due 
to it contains 50% protein and is a rich source of niacin, folic acid and B vitamins. 
In addition, S. cerevisiae is also clearly stated as the most ideal eukaryotic cells for 
biological studies. The incredible power of yeast genetics has made a legendary tools 
and is the envy of those who work with higher eukaryotic organisms [4, 6].

On the other hand, aging is a multifaceted process of accumulation of cellular, 
molecular and organ damage, leading to loss of function and increased vulnerabil-
ity to disease following with the death. Indeed, there is a profound overlap between 
cellular and molecular pathways that influence aging and those linked to neurode-
generation, cancer, metabolic syndrome, and cardiovascular disorders. Therefore, 
recent efforts have emerged at the identification of compounds that decelerate the 
aging process and thus may act as a preventive measure that collectively ameliorates 
age-related diseases [7]. In fact, studies of aging in mammalian cells are limited by 
the long lifespan of common model organisms. Rats and mice live 3–5 years and 
primates up to 40. Nevertheless, aging studies, particularly in rodents, have been 
highly informative, of the prospective understanding of the genetic factors for 
modulating longevity [6]. Alternatively, a second approach that has dramatically 
accelerated aging research is the use of invertebrate model organisms, which age 
more rapidly and are readily amenable to environmental and genetic manipula-
tion. Even though a variety of organisms have been investigated, a majority of 

Figure 1. 
The budding yeast S. cerevisiae, (A) cells colony in agar plate medium; (B) cells morphology observed under 
microscope observation with 1000x magnification. Bars represent 5 μm. (picture permitted from [1], originally 
published in IOP Conf. Series: Earth and Environmental Science. doi: 10.1088/1755-1315/299/1/012059).
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studies have employed worms (Caenorhabditis elegans) [8], fruit flies (Drosophila 
melanogaster) [9], or yeast (S. cerevisiae) [10]. The use of model organisms at least 
in part due to its conserve some pathways that exist in all of these creatures, besides 
similarly in cellular or molecular events. One of the most popular conserve pathway 
is the nutrient-sensing pathway namely target of rapamycin (TOR) that exist in all 
of model organism starting from yeast to mammals [11].

The budding yeast S. cerevisiae has served as a model of organism and cellular 
aging for more than 50 years. In this particular yeast, many pathways that are 
relevant for aging and disease in humans are well conserved, including nutrient 
signaling, DNA repair mechanisms, cell cycle regulation, protein folding, lipostasis, 
mitochondrial homeostasis, stress response, secretion, proteostasis, and regulated 
cell death [6, 7]. In addition, the molecular mechanisms for cellular aging are also 
conserved from budding yeast to humans, primarily in particular condition with 
the nutrient depletion in growth medium, which retards aging and prolongs the 
lifespan. The conserved protein kinase, TORC1 (target of rapamycin complex 1), 
that is activated by nutrients and insulin, is a key regulator of the lifespan from 
eukaryotes organisms. The TORC1 inhibitor, namely rapamycin, retards aging and 
extends the lifespan of various species from yeast to mammals. In addition, this 
yeast has the advantages of speediness, simplicity, low cost, and good reproduc-
ibility. Furthermore, the genome DNA is not complex and has high homology with 
mammals. Indeed, all of DNA sequences are known and molecular mechanism 
research handling is relatively easy to perform, as well [6, 12, 13]. Some recent 
studies reported the utilization of S. cerevisase as a promising model organism 
to unravel anti-aging mechanism of compounds derived from various sources. 
Carmona-Gutierrez et al. [14] has shown anti-aging activity of flavonoid 4,4-dime-
thoxychalcone in S. cerevisiae by promoting authopagy mechanism. Lin et al., [15] 
reported anti-aging activity of Cucurbitacin B through regulating autophagy and 
oxidative stress in S. cerevisiae. In addition, Sudharsan et al., [16] also succeded to 
uncover the anti-aging mechanism of Astaxanthin in this yeast by decreasing oxida-
tive stress and apoptosis mechanisms.

In this brief chapter, we discussed the utilization of S. cerevisiae as a model 
organism in drug discovery research, and how this simple eukaryote has been 
employed not only as a production vehicle due to its capability to produce some 
products i.e. wine, alcoholic beverage, and proteins but also as a valuable tools 
in understanding biological aging. In fact, S. cerevisiae has a long history as the 
workhorse of pharmaceutical discovery research [17]. The uses of yeast explained 
in this chapter are including primary pathways involved in the mechanism of 
yeast aging belong to pro- or anti-aging mechanisms, and sections on the use of 
yeast for elucidating anti-aging compounds through the popular methods that was 
already utilized by previuos researcher’s. To this end, we would state that there are 
still limitation in regard with anti-aging study or review of using yeast as a model 
organism for elucidating anti-aging compounds in our country, Indonesia. At the 
same time, this country has an abundant sources of medicinal compounds derived 
from terestrial to aquatic regions. Therefore, we hope that this book chapter could 
provide new alternatively insight for pharamaceutical study focusing to discover 
active compounds with anti-aging properties.

2. Aging interventing mechanisms in S. cerevisiae

Biological aging in S. cerevisiae involved complicated mechanisms including, cel-
lular, physiological and molecular as well as intervented by environmental growth 
conditions. Interestingly, almost all of yeast model, particularly S. cerevisiae has 
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sophisticated response while growth in Calorie Restriction (CR) condition, which 
scientist’s oftenly used those phenomenon to learn aging pathway in yeast model. 
CR, a reduction in nutrient availability without malnutrition, is known to expand 
lifespan in a wide range of organisms from yeast to primates [11, 18]. Of note, 
deeply effort has been devoted to understanding the pathways that mediate the 
benefits of dietary restriction, since interventions that target these pathways may 
be effective in humans against the diseases of aging. In the yeast anti-aging assay, 
dietary restriction is usually generated by reducing glucose concentration from 2% 
to 0.5 or 0.05% in the growth culture [6], as well as restriction for amino acids has 
also been reported to exert lifespan [19].

Ultimately, CR reported could affect in some distinctive pathways in yeast cells. 
The first pathway is nutrient-sensing which reduced activity of two major nutrient 
sensing pathways, due to CR condition, could extend yeast life span. Both nutri-
ent sensing pathways are focused on an amino acid-sensing pathway, including 
the serine–threonine kinase SCH9 and the target of rapamycin (TOR). Notably, 
deletion or inhibition of SCH9 and TOR causes an increase of up to several fold in 
yeast life span. Alterations to reduce nutrient and protein synthesis in CR condi-
tion are strongly implicated in extension of yeast lifespan by reduced TOR/SCH9. 
Extension of yeast lifespan by reduced activity of the TOR pathway depends on 
the  transcription factor Gis1, which activates many protective systems including 
Mn-SOD [6, 20].

Further, the second pathway includes three proteins including adenylate cyclase 
(AC), protein kinase A (PKA), and Ras which will inhibit by CR conditions. The 
activation of two transcription factors (Msn2 and Msn4) that control cellular 
protection systems is required to mediate the effect of reduced Ras-AC-PKA signal-
ing on yeast lifespan extension. Extension of yeast lifespan by these pathways needs 
the antioxidant enzyme Mn-SOD (superoxide dismutase), which scavenges the 
superoxide free radical [11, 21]. Intriguingly, superoxide level increases during yeast 
aging and is reduced in yeast mutants deficient in Tor-SCH9 or Ras-AC-PKA signal-
ing. As for the yeast cells grow in the high glucose medium, could produce ethanol 
or acetic acid, which also contribute to chronological aging. Interestingly, deletion 
of SCH9 or TOR1 promotes removal of ethanol and acetic acid and accumulation of 
glycerol in the medium and further extend chronological life span by mechanisms 
similar to those of dietary restriction [22]. More importantly, decreased signaling 
by the Tor-SCH9 and Ras-AC-PKA pathways is important in response to glucose 
restriction as well as increased transcriptional activity of Msn2 and Msn4, and 
the consequent affecting the expression of Pnc1 [nicotinamide deaminase that 
promotes the activity of the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)- dependent 
deacetylase Sirtuin 2/Sir2]. The Sir2 have been extensively studied for their poten-
tial role as conserved modulators of anti-aging in a various of organisms, including 
mammals [23]. One mechanism by which Sir2 activity promotes yeast longevity 
is by suppressing homologous recombination in the rDNA that can promote the 
formation of extrachromosomal rDNA circles (ERCs). In fact, rDNA instability in 
general suggested the primary defect causing senescence and cell death [24].

Notably, another crucial mechanism that closely related with yeast aging is 
autophagy. This cellular process is reported as a highly conserved in organisms from 
yeast to human, which involves degradation of damaged organelles, circulation of 
amino acids, proteins, and other metabolites. It also regulates the genomic integrity 
via suppression of cell division in yeast under CR condition. Notably, decreased or 
dysfunction expression of autophagy genes leads to shorter lifespan in yeast and 
fruit fly. Conversely, enhanced autophagy promotes the longevity in aging models 
and suggested could protect against aging and age-related disorders [25, 26]. 
Another mechanisms which closely related with yeast aging is mitochondrial 
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adaptive response signaling. Mitochondrial organelle is known to have a basic role 
in aging and age-related diseases. This organelle contributes to the ATP production, 
cell homeostasis, and imbalanced reactive oxygen species (ROS) creating a basic 
role of the cells regulation [27]. In common condition, mitochondrial produces 
toxic ROS as by product of respiration process. However, on the CR condition, 
mitochondrial would be more active due to the shift metabolic process occurs from 
fermentation to respiration (CR) resulting ROS at the initial growth phases, as well. 
Consequently, yeast cells will adapt (pre-adaptation) with the ROS molecules strat-
ing from early growth stage and thus might activate defence mechanisms in the late 
of growth phase ensuring protection against higher doses of ROS. Those defence 
mechanisms likely activated antioxidative enzyme i.e. superoxide dismutase 
(SOD), catalase or glutathione peroxidase and therefore increase yeast lifespan 
(Figure 2) [28, 29].

Other than the above mechanisms in relation with CR condition resulting yeast 
lifespan extension. CR was also reported as having other substantial effects in yeast 
cells i.e. apoptotic process that accelerate aging process, repairing protein dam-
age, NAD+ homeostasis, vacuolar function, genome stability, ribosom biogenesis, 
proteolysis regulation, and cell hyperthrophy [30]. These valuable insights reflect 
that CR condition in yeast cells could modulate numerous pathways affected in 
biological aging mechanism. As for forefront anti-aging methods strategy, yeast 
cells growth on CR oftenly use as for positive control, whereas growing yeast cells 
on the normal growth medium with 2% glucose utilize as treatment for anti-aging 
compounds screening. If the yeast cells viability derived from compounds treat-
ment has similar or higher than positive control, it suggested that corresponding 
compounds have anti-aging activity in yeast cells. Further research usually applied 
to investigate the precise mechanisms which modulated by those promising anti-
aging compounds inside yeast cells.

3. Methods for investigating anti-aging activity in S. cerevisiae

On the basis of the current literatures, there were established various potential 
methods for investigating anti-aging activity derived from chemical compound by 
using S. cerevisiae as a model organism. It is including spotting test, Chronological 
Life Span (CLS) using Total Plate Count (TPC) analysis, Replicative Life Span 
(RLS) assay using microscopic observation, Propidium Iodida – Flow Cytometry 
Analysis (PI-FCA) analysis (see detail in Ocampo and Barrientos, 2011), Bac-light 
method (see detail in [31] Zhang and Fang, 2004), staining with methylen blue or 
phloxin B, physiological assay using luceferin reaction or rhodamine B (see detail in 
[32], and High-Throughput Rapid Chronological Lifespan (HTRCL) based on MTT 

Figure 2. 
(A) Some main pro-aging and (B) anti-aging pathways in S. cerevisiae. (TOR: target of rapamycin, SCH9: 
serine–threonine kinase, AC: Adenylate cyclase, PKA: Protein kinase A, SOD: Superoxide dismutase, Cat: 
Catalase, Gpx: Glutathione peroxidase).
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assay (See detail in [33]). However, in this section we would highlight only the most 
3 popular methods including spotting test, CLS, and RLS analysis.

3.1 Spotting test

This particular method is commonly used in order to observe the viability of S. 
cerevisiae cells through the phenotype spotting shape on the surface of solid growth 
medium. In fact, this method is also applied not only for S. cerevisiae, but also for other 
yeast to assay anti-aging activity of compounds, including Schizosaccharomyces pombe, 
Kluyveromyces lactis, Candida albicans, and Cryptococcus neoformans [7]. In addition, 
microbiologist oftenly utilize this method to search the specific microbial mutant that 
sensitive to particular conditions existing in the solid medium i.e. oxidative stress, 
antibiotic resistance, heat, osmotic, nutrient limitation, etc. Briefly, spot test was 
conducted by inoculating the fresh logarithmic S. cerevisae cells to the yeast liquid 
medium in the test tube with an appropriate initial OD600 of 0.05–0.1. Subsequently, 
the corresponding compound supplemented to the same yeast liquid medium with a 
certain concentration, and culture were incubated until reached the stationary phase 
(20–25 days) at the optimal growth temperature. Periodically, yeast treatment culture 
(usually at day 5, 10, 15, and 20) spotted to the yeast solid culture. As for the spotting 
test was initially performs by serially dilution of the treatment culture at the selected 
incubation time until 10−4 dilution value, then spotting applied from each dilution to 
the yeast solid medium. Further, the results are incubated for 3 days at the optimal 
growth temperature prior observed. The density of the grown cells from each spot is 
considered as the viability of S. cerevisiae cells (Figure 3) (see detail in [1, 34]).

Spotting test was reported as having some advantages in relation to assay 
anti-aging compounds including simple, fast handling and relatively low cost 
compare than CLS or other methods. However, this method could only represent a 
qualitative result of yeast cells viability through the yeast cells density, and thus it 
should be supported by other methods. As long as for the preliminary screening of 
numerous compounds acting as anti-aging, spotting method will be recommended. 
Some previous studies reported the usefulness of spot test to examine the particular 
compound for delaying aging in S. cerevisiae. Xiang et al., [35] was succeded to 
promote anti-aging mechanism in this yeast using phloridzin (an apple polyphenol) 
treatment. Apple extract, artemisinin, and roselle petal extract were also reported 
could increase S. cerevisiae lifespan using spotting test method [36–38]. Along with 
that, S. cerevisiae was succesfully used for obtaining the anti-aging activity of clove 
bud extract and some medicinal plant extract [1, 39].

Figure 3. 
Result of spotting test from clove bud extract using S. cerevisiae as model organism. Cells grown in yeast 
culture without extract addition (0 ppm) is designed as a control. The density of the grown cells from 
each spot considered as the viability of S. cerevisiae cells. Spotted at day 15 after treatment with 100 and 
200 ppm compound showed higher density than 0 ppm (control treatment), indicating anti-aging activity of 
corresponding compound to exert the yeast lifespan (picture permitted from [1], originally published in IOP 
Conf. Series: Earth and Environmental Science. doi: 10.1088/1755-1315/299/1/012059).
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3.2 CLS method using TPC analysis

CLS defines to the length of time a non-dividing cell can maintain viability, as 
refers to the its ability to re-enter the cell cycle process after a prolonged period of 
quiescence. Thus, CLS has been exhibited as a model of the viability of post-mitotic 
yeast cells [12]. Traditionally, CLS has been examined by culturing fresh logarith-
mic yeast cells on a particular flask until reached the stationary phase (20–25 days) 
in liquid culture with an appropriate initial OD600 of 0.05–0.1. As for compound 
treatment is applied to the liquid culture medium soon thereafter yeast innoculated. 
Further, the yeast cell survival is measured as a function of time by dilution and 
plating onto a nutrient-rich agar medium at the periodic time (i.e each 3 days). 
Subsequently, viability is then calculated on the basis of the number of colonies 
(colony forming units: CFUs) on the nutrient plate agar arising [40, 41]. The bud-
ding yeast S. cerevisiae reported entering a stationary/death phase after 20–25 days 
incubation [6]. Therefore, if compound treatment could prolong the yeast lifespan 
beyond 25 days, it suggested as the promising anti-aging materials. Of note, CLS 
assay is widely applied not only for S. cerevisiae but also for other yeast i.e. S. pombe 
or K. lactis for observing the bioactivity of prospective anti-aging compounds (i.e 
Figure 4, CLS applying in S. pombe).

Ultimately, CLS method requires a relatively large investment of materials, 
investigator time and belong to laborious, therefore is not suited for high-through-
put screening anti-aging compounds. However, through this particular method, it 
was obtained the quantitatively results and thus could provide deeply insight for 
representing the cell viability of the yeast cells. Numerous studies has been applied 
CLS method for assaying anti-aging compounds derived from multi-resources i.e. 
Nakaya et al., [42] assayed Beauveriolide I isolated from mushroom or Sunthonkun 
et al., [40] examined anti-aging of pigmented rice. In addition, other compounds 
including Dimethylchalcone, Cucurbitacin B, and Astaxanthine was exhibited anti-
aging activity in S. cerevisiae through CLS analysis [14–16].

3.3 RLS method

RLS assay is simple conceptually and shows an advantage of the fact that S. cere-
visiae cells divide by asymmetric budding, with the daughter cells that is produced 

Figure 4. 
CLS result using S. pombe (green line as a control treatment) after treatment with some compounds (red, 
orange, purple and yellow lines showed higher viability day than control treatment). In S.pombe, the 
stationary phase will reach after 13–15 days incubation at the optimal temperature (Prastya et al., 2020).
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being smaller than the mother cells of which it is derived. Daughter cells were 
isolated on a solid growth media and, once they started dividing, all daughter cells 
were removed. Longo (2012) founded that an individual cells do not divide forever, 
instead they would stop after a limited number of cells divisions (around of 20–25) 
and going to a short post-replicative state followed by death cells. The RLS method 
determines the number of daughters of a single mother cell, which can asexually 
produce prior to senescence. The mother-daughter cell asymmetry in S. cerevisiae 
cells can be easily observed under the light microscope, allowing the development 
of the RLS assay [6, 43].

As for RLS assay, the S. cerevisiae cells inoculated onto 5 mL galactose or glucose 
liquid medium and further incubated in a shaking incubator for 48 h at the optimal 
temperature. Subsequently, 1 mL of yeast cells culture was centrifuged and pellet 
washed with distilled water or phosphate buffer solution (PBS). After counting 
using a hemocytometer, 4000–5000 cells are plated on agar plates medium contain-
ing chemical compounds need to be assay for antiaging activity, and plates were 
further incubated for 2 days at the optimal temperature. The 40 microcolonies 
that formed on the agar plates were randomly observed under a microscope, and 
daughter cells were counted. Recently, S. cerevisase yeast cells reported as the most 
powerfull model organism for RLS analysis [44, 45]. The results of RLS assay 
usually show in the particular graphic that indicating the viability number from 
each generations of the yeast cells. If the viability of the yeast cells after compound 
treatment is higher than control treatment, it is indicating the potential anti-aging 
properties.

RLS method is reported as having some major weakness which it makes 
less effective for high-throughput approaches. It is including time-consuming, 
laborious and relatively intricate in technique due to applying microscopic cells 
observation prior for plating in the plate medium during assays. Nevertheless, 
this particular methods will devote precisely quntitatively results and thus could 
represent the number of yeast cells generation between control and anti-aging 
compound treatments. To date, some previous studies were reported for using 
S. cerevisiae RLS method to examine anti-aging compound derived from vari-
ous natural products, including Ganodermasides isolated from mushroom, or 
Hesperidin from citrus [46, 47]. Current studies were also informed anti-aging 
assay of some compounds i. e Parishin and Cucurbitacin B using S. cerevisiae RLS 
method, as well [15, 45].

4. Conclusions

Antiaging study in yeast was popular using CR condition which has numer-
ous response to prolong yeast lifespan. Aging pathway in CR belong to pro-and 
anti-aging pathways. As for pro-aging are including TOR, SCH9, Ras protein, AC, 
PKA, ethanol accumulation, and apoptotic process. On the other hand, anti-aging 
pathways are including induction of antioxidative enzymes, sirtuin2, autophagy 
and adaptive response thorough mitochondrial adaptive ROS signaling. CR condi-
tion usually use for positive control, while treatment conducted in non-CR/high 2% 
glucose medium. There are numerous methods for anti-aging study, which the most 
popular is spotting test, CLS and RLS assays.

Recently, anti-aging in S. cerevisiae research was developed sophisticated, 
derived from previous sources including natural compound derived from ter-
estrial or aquatic organism. In fact, other sources also potentially developed i.e. 
semisynthetic or synthetic compound as the preliminary screening for anti-aging 
compounds.
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Chemotherapeutic agents produce from numerous sources such as animals, 
plants and micro-organisms are derived from the natural products. Although the 
existing therapeutic pipeline lacks fungal-derived metabolites, but hundreds of 
secondary metabolites derived from fungi are known to be possible chemothera-
pies. Over the past three decades, several secondary metabolites such as flavonoids, 
alkaloids, phenolic and polyketides have been developed by Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae species with exciting activities that considered valued for the growth of new 
chemotherapeutic agents. Many secondary metabolites are protective compounds 
which prevent abiotic and biotic stresses, i.e. predation, infection, drought and 
ultraviolet. Though not taking part in a living cell’s central metabolism, secondary 
metabolites play an important role in the function of an organism. Nevertheless, 
due to slow biomass build-up and inadequate synthesis by the natural host the yield 
of secondary metabolites is low by direct isolation. A detailed comprehension of 
biosynthetic pathways for development of secondary metabolites are necessary for 
S. cerevisiae biotransformation. These metabolites have higher inhibitory effect, 
specificity among cancer and normal cells, and the mechanism of non-apoptotic 
cell killing. This study shows the significance of bioactive compounds produced by  
S. cerevisiae species with their possible activity and value in chemotherapeutic drugs 
pipeline. The isolation and alteration of these natural secondary metabolites would 
promote the development of chemotherapeutic drugs.
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1. Introduction

Yeast is a single-celled eukaryotic microorganism that belongs to the kingdom of 
fungi. About 1500 yeast species have been correctly described since the discovery 
of the first yeast [1]. Yet 1% of all known fungal members are stated to be yeast 
species. Saccharomyces cerevisiae, budding yeas, also represents a typical industrial 
microorganism used in basic molecular biology research as a main model organism 
and was the first eukaryotic organism to have completely sequenced its genome. 
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A single-cell fungus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is also known as a Baker’s yeast [2]. 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae is the eukaryotic microorganism most extensively studied, 
which allows us to understand the eukaryotic cell biology and subsequently the 
physiology of human. For several hundred years, in food processing and alcoholic 
drinks, S. cerevisiae have been used, and this organism is still used today in a variety 
of different pharmaceutical processes. It functions very well as it is non-pathogenic 
and is classified by GRAS organism (generally regarded as safe) due to the long his-
tory of use in the development of consumables such as ethanol and baker’s yeast [3].

The sum of all organismic biochemical reactions can be described as metabo-
lism. Metabolites are the products and intermediates of metabolism and are gener-
ally limited to small molecules. Natural products come from a variety of sources, 
including animal species, land-based plants, aquatic organisms, land invertebrates 
and vertebrates, microorganisms as secondary metabolite products [4]. The word 
“secondary” proposed by A. Kossel in 1891 means that while in any living cell 
primary metabolites are present, the secondary metabolites are only present at a by-
product and are of no significant importance to the life of the organism. Although 
the primary metabolism derives secondary metabolites, these secondary metabo-
lites do not constitute the organism’s fundamental molecular framework. Although 
the secondary metabolites do not participate in central metabolic processes of 
a living cell, they play an important role in the function of an organism. Many 
secondary bioactive compounds defend against biotic and abiotic and biotic stresses 
including predation, cancer, drought and ultraviolet radiations. Its absence does not 
reduce the life of an organism, which is a feature contrary to primary metabolite, 
instantly, but largely affected the organism’ survival. Currently there are a range of 
analytical platforms for metabolomics research, among which are including mass 
spectrometry direct infusion (MS), gas chromatography liked to mass spectrometry 
(GC– MS), gas chromatography linking to mass spectrometry two-dimensional 
(GC, GC– MS), liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC–MS), 
capillary electrophoresis to mass spectrometry coupling (CE–MS), and proton 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H NMR) [5].

These complex structural and chemical molecules serve as an excellent thera-
peutic class to cure many diseases. Around 80 percent of all drugs were derived 
from plant sources at the beginning of 1900. Alexander Fleming’s discovery of 
penicillin from Penicillium notatum in 1928 marked a major change as a source of 
natural product from plants to micro-organisms. In medicine, agriculture, food 
industry and scientific research microorganism-derived compounds since then 
have been used [6]. But, due to the slow accumulation by biomass and inadequate 
synthesis by the host, the production of secondary metabolites by direct isola-
tion is poor. Exhaustive awareness of biosynthetic pathways for the production of 
secondary metabolites are necessary for the development of S. cerevisiae biotrans-
formation. Progress in synthetic biology has made it possible to develop a number 
of bioinformatics tools that can be utilized to create new regulatory elements and 
secondary metabolite synthesis pathways [7].

Because of its similar metabolism Saccharomyces cerevisiae was used as a biologi-
cally similar model for higher eukaryote organisms. The expression of heteroge-
neous pathways is less difficult relative to other kinds because of its eukaryotic 
nature. For example, prokaryotes do not conduct any post-translational modifica-
tions, and protein miss-folding and membrane translation can be an annoyance [8]. 
During preclinical or clinical testing, a well-characterized yeast metabolite, such 
as flavonoids, alkaloids, phenolic and polyketides, exhibit remarkable anti-tumor 
properties unexpectedly. Although its basic action mechanism is still being studied, 
evidence shows that its actions are operationally directed toward core regulatory 
pathways and dysregulated enzymes during cancer pathogenesis.
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Since ancient time, from the days of the Pharaohs in ancient Egypt, cancer 
continues to plague humanity. It derives its name from Hippocrates, father of 
medicine, who had been using the Greek-named “Karkinos” to talk about tumors, 
nevertheless these earliest view about this infection are different from modern 
concept. Cancer has been characterized as an irregular growth in cells caused by 
several changes in gene-expression leading to dysregulated equilibrium between 
death of cell and proliferation eventually developing into cell populations that 
can invade and metastasize tissues in distant sites and cause severe host death if 
left unsanctioned according to the World Health Organization (WHO). About 60 
percent of all anticancer medications currently available in clinics are natural or 
derived from natural product modification substances. In the 1950s interest in the 
discovery and production of vinblastine, vinka alkaloids and vincristine, and later 
taxol from Pacific yew bark, Taxus brevifolia, in the pursuit of natural anticancer 
agents began earnestly. Then, our awareness of the metabolites of S. cerevisiae 
have also been further progressed in cancer therapy and have reported antitumor 
action against the overwhelming majority of cancers, like lymphoma, leukemia and 
solid tumors. Far from the suppression of tumor development, the delay of tumor 
progression, and an effect on tumor-cell metastatic and invading therapy, these 
metabolite combinations have almost all demonstrated strong therapeutic benefit at 
the preclinical level. Some of these allegedly promising metabolite compounds are 
discussed individually below [9].

2. Production of secondary metabolites via S. cerevisiae

Apart from essential metabolites (carbons, proteins, amino acids, vitamins, 
acetones, ethanol, etc.), S. cerevisiae offers a wide range of secondary metabolites 
during active cell development, including toxins, antibiotics, fatty acids, alkaloids, 
alcohols, ketones etc. Secondary metabolites (SM’s), which are not necessary for 
organism growth, are classified as diverse low molecular-weighted compounds. For 
a number of purposes, S. cerevisiae use secondary metabolites such as stress preven-
tion, predation defense, competitiveness, communications, pathogenicity and 
exposure of other organisms. A small number of primary metabolism precursor 
metabolites are used to biosynthesize secondary metabolites [10].

A number of bioactive compounds, including terpenoids, polyketides, alkaloids 
and non-ribosomal peptides can be produced in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Figure 1). 
Such precursors are mainly short chain carboxylic acids (for example, acetyl-coA) or 
amino acids in Saccharomyces cerevisiae species which are connected to synthesized 
polyketides by backbone enzymes such as polyketide synthases (PKSs). Terpenoids 
production is catalyzed by terpene cyclase and production starting from dimethyl 
allyl diphosphate derived from (or isoprene). Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 
(NRPSs) using modified and natural amino acids to synthesize non-ribosomal 
peptides. Diverse enzymes are used to catalyze the synthesis of alkaloids from amino 
acid. These secondary metabolites can naturally be synthesized as industrial products, 
particularly pharmaceutical products, from host (native) cells.

Many other reports have shown that the genes involved in biosynthetic second-
ary metabolites are known as biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs). This have been 
shown that genes that encode significant biosynthesis (for example; polyketides 
synthase) are supplementary enzymes and precursors in the pathways of bio-
synthesis. Consequently, all significant genes are discovered in the BGCs that 
participate in the synthesis of bioactive compounds [11, 12]. The production and 
complementary regulation of catalytic properties can produce incredibly useful 
secondary metabolites for these biochemical transformations BGC enzymes [13].  
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The methods and technology used to improve pharmaceutical production of 
secondary metabolites in the S. cerevisiae have advanced rapidly in recent years.

We discuss below the progress in developing biosynthetic pathways of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae’ secondary metabolites with anticancer potential: alkaloids, 
phenolic, terpenoids, polyketides, non-ribosomal peptides, and vitamin C.

3. Alkaloids

Several studies have used S. cerevisiae in recent years as a host to engineer the 
biosynthetic process of alkaloids. Alkaloids are complex nitrogen molecules that are 
extremely bioactive. There are reportedly approximately 50 alkaloid medications, 
including vincristine (cancer drug), codeine (analgesic drug) and noscapine (anti-
tussive drug). They are unique for the cell cycle and the process, because they block 
metaphase (M phase) in mitosis. They block tubulin’s ability to form microtubules 
via polymerization. Dysfunctional spindle structures, avoid chromosome separa-
tion and cell proliferation. Strictosidine, which had been synthesized by novo, was 
the earliest study of alkaloid plant origin in Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains [14]. 
Strictosidine is a significant intermediate product in the terpenoids Indole alkaloids 
(TIAs) biosynthesis that include vincristine (antitumor) and ajmalicine (anti-
hypertensive) [15].

The metabolic course of Saccharomyces cerevisiae for protoberberine alkaloid 
(S) canadine from racnorlaudanosolin has been optimized by Galanie et al. [16]. 
The secondary metabolite of Berberine has numerous pharmacological effects, 
such as antidiabetics, antibacterial, anti-ulcerones and anti-inflammatory effects. 
In vivo and vitro experiments with berberine, the results of arresting cell cycle 
during G1 or G2/M and apoptosis of tumor cell were shown to be anti-cancer activ-
ity. Berberine also was found to induce autophagy and stress in the endoplasmic 
reticulum, resulting in the invasion and inhibition of the tumor cells. Berberine has 
been proven to lower angiogenesis by decreasing expression of VEGF in addition to 
its apoptotic effects. The cancer cell migration was also decreased. In the respective 

Figure 1. 
A short description of the formation pathways of secondary metabolites [11, 12]. Four sub-groups of 
microorganism and plant-generative metabolites involve terpenoids, polyketides, non-ribosomal peptides and 
alkaloids. Biosynthetic genes (BGC’s) are structurally classified into the genes that encrypt major biosynthetic 
enzymes, supplementary enzymes, precursors in the process of biosynthesizing, resistance factors or transporters 
in secondary metabolite formation.
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complexes, Berberine attaches to DNA or RNA. Berberine also stimulates P53, 
which contributes to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Berberine has been shown to 
induce apoptosis as well via DNA interactions and pathways that are dependent on 
mitochondrial [17].

4. Phenolic

Phenolic are a large category of secondary plant metabolites that have at least 
one hydroxylated ring. Flavonoids and stilbenes are two groups of metabolites 
highly appreciated as a nutrient and therapeutic agent among the phenolic devel-
oped by phenylpropanoid pathways in the plant [18]. As a host cell, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae is well equipped to promote phenolic compound biosynthesis. The fol-
lowing phases include cancer development: initiation, development, proliferation, 
invasion and metastasis. Initiation links by free radicals, inflammatory mediators, 
radiation, smoke of cigarette that damage the DNA-product, which can cause 
genetic mutation and replication of cells which are mutated results to cause carcino-
genesis [19].

It has been noted that phenolic compounds i.e. ellagic acid and delphinidin show 
significant protective effects for example, apoptotic activity in colon cancer cells. 
In prostate, liver and leukemia cancer cells, delphinidin also showed significant 
activity. Cell apoptosis can also be caused by phenolic compounds. The mechanisms 
of invasion and migration of human cancer are also updated (Figure 2) [20].

5. Flavonoids

The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains have been developed by researchers, 
which synthesize various flavonoids, from the main phenolic intermediates to 
flavones, flavanones, flavonols and isoflavones. Phenylalanine is transformed into 
p-coumaric acid, a common phenylpropanoid precursor, in two sequence reac-
tions in the initial steps of the phenylpropanoid pathway. S. cerevisiae is an ideal 
flavonoid host strain. One of the first studies on S. cerevisiae for flavonoid produc-
tion was carried out according to [21]. The first flavonoid analysis was published 
on the synthesis of naringenin, major intermediate of flavonoid, from glucose in 
engineered Saccharomyces cerevisiae [22]. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae p-coumaric 
acid was used as a precursor for other flavonoids including apigenin, chrysin 
and luteolin. Anti-inflammatory, cardio-protective and anticancer effects were 
observed for quercetin, kaempferol, and fisetin [23].

Figure 2. 
Potential of secondary metabolite protective mechanisms for cancer management [17].
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Figure 1. 
A short description of the formation pathways of secondary metabolites [11, 12]. Four sub-groups of 
microorganism and plant-generative metabolites involve terpenoids, polyketides, non-ribosomal peptides and 
alkaloids. Biosynthetic genes (BGC’s) are structurally classified into the genes that encrypt major biosynthetic 
enzymes, supplementary enzymes, precursors in the process of biosynthesizing, resistance factors or transporters 
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complexes, Berberine attaches to DNA or RNA. Berberine also stimulates P53, 
which contributes to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Berberine has been shown to 
induce apoptosis as well via DNA interactions and pathways that are dependent on 
mitochondrial [17].

4. Phenolic

Phenolic are a large category of secondary plant metabolites that have at least 
one hydroxylated ring. Flavonoids and stilbenes are two groups of metabolites 
highly appreciated as a nutrient and therapeutic agent among the phenolic devel-
oped by phenylpropanoid pathways in the plant [18]. As a host cell, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae is well equipped to promote phenolic compound biosynthesis. The fol-
lowing phases include cancer development: initiation, development, proliferation, 
invasion and metastasis. Initiation links by free radicals, inflammatory mediators, 
radiation, smoke of cigarette that damage the DNA-product, which can cause 
genetic mutation and replication of cells which are mutated results to cause carcino-
genesis [19].

It has been noted that phenolic compounds i.e. ellagic acid and delphinidin show 
significant protective effects for example, apoptotic activity in colon cancer cells. 
In prostate, liver and leukemia cancer cells, delphinidin also showed significant 
activity. Cell apoptosis can also be caused by phenolic compounds. The mechanisms 
of invasion and migration of human cancer are also updated (Figure 2) [20].
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The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains have been developed by researchers, 
which synthesize various flavonoids, from the main phenolic intermediates to 
flavones, flavanones, flavonols and isoflavones. Phenylalanine is transformed into 
p-coumaric acid, a common phenylpropanoid precursor, in two sequence reac-
tions in the initial steps of the phenylpropanoid pathway. S. cerevisiae is an ideal 
flavonoid host strain. One of the first studies on S. cerevisiae for flavonoid produc-
tion was carried out according to [21]. The first flavonoid analysis was published 
on the synthesis of naringenin, major intermediate of flavonoid, from glucose in 
engineered Saccharomyces cerevisiae [22]. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae p-coumaric 
acid was used as a precursor for other flavonoids including apigenin, chrysin 
and luteolin. Anti-inflammatory, cardio-protective and anticancer effects were 
observed for quercetin, kaempferol, and fisetin [23].

Figure 2. 
Potential of secondary metabolite protective mechanisms for cancer management [17].
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More flavonoid intake has been reported to reduce cancer risk. In this respect, 
there have been reports of a variety of mechanisms including arresting of cell 
cycle, proliferation inhibition, apoptosis induction, anti-oxidation etc. These 
flavonoid extracts’ cytotoxic activity makes them capable to produce cancer drugs. 
Flavonoids from Saccharomyces cerevisiae have potential to treat cancer treatment 
at all stages is therefore important for the recognition of harmless constituents 
against cancer as important for chemotherapy. Therefore, for producing cancer 
medicines, it is important to distinguish effective components from the yeast 
strain. Flavonoid-treated HeLa cells displayed apoptosis and loss of mitochondrial 
membrane potential (MMP). The toxic effect of flavonoid extracts makes them 
attractive candidates for cancer drug development. Such treatments have been 
found to inhibit growth across many lines of cancer cell, including cancer of the 
colon, breast cancer, carcinoma of squamous cell and hepatocellular carcinoma etc. 
Another study concerning bioactive flavonol “fisetin” found that fistein treatment 
caused cell viability by regulating the arresting G1 phase of human in melanoma 
cells [24].

6. Terpenoids

Many terpenoids were developed by engineering the related metabolic pathways 
in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The first study about the medically useful development 
of terpenoids in yeast was the amorphadiene synthesis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 
The sigma ling of NF- κB, the key regulator in pathogenesis for cancer and inflam-
mation, can be inhibited by natural terpenoids. Various mechanisms, such as the 
induction of apoptosis, have been found in terpenoid cancer. The natural terpenoids 
are quite well identified as NF-κB signaling inhibitors. Yeast also produces taxol 
(class of di-terpenoid), which is a common cancer medicine [25]. Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae has been metabolically adapted for the synthesis of taxa diene as a pri-
mary trial for taxol synthesis in a microbial host [26]. Paclitaxel (generally called 
taxol) is a common and strong drug used in chemotherapy for cancer. Taxol has 
the anti-tumor property due to its attachment to microtubule protein i.e. β-tubulin. 
As a result, the micro tubular dynamics have been suppressed and acetylation of 
α-tubulin protein has been increased. Mitosis can be prevented by increase in micro 
tubular and thus contributes to the cell’s death.

The carotenoids were the first kind of isoprenoids formed in the Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. These compounds are found to cardiovascular and osteoporosis anti-
oxidant with therapeutic effects and to have anticancer activity by the activation of 
the NF-κB signaling pathway. LPS are reduced by signaling caused by β-carotene. 
It also reduces the IκB protein and prevents p65 subunit nuclear translocation and 
also prevent the NF-κB complex binding with DNA. β-carotene prevents cancer 
progression by virtue of its proxidant function [27].

7. Polyketides

Polyketides form a large group of bioactive compounds, which vary in pharma-
cology and structure, and cover different drugs like antibiotics and antitumor. The 
polyketides are synthesized by large enzymes called polyketide (PKS) as secondary 
metabolites in particular by fungi and bacteria. The Synthesis of dihydrochalcones 
(DHCs) is an example of the polyketide development of metabolic Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae strain. One polyketide derivative with antidiabetic and antioxidant 
activity is DHCs such as nothofagin and phlorizin. Preclinical trials indicate that its 
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primary effect is to disrupt the dynamics of microtubule by reducing micro tubular 
polymerization and contribute to apoptosis. However, the mechanisms used to 
regulate eribulin’s action were not fully elucidated [28]. Other pre-clinical studies in 
eribulin have demonstrated its ability in breast and colon cancer to suppress tumor 
growth in xenograft models of mouse. In metastatic breast cancer trials, clinical 
studies have shown that this compound is viable. Additional phase III analysis 
showed that eribulin as though only other two therapeutic drugs (taxane and 
anthracyclines) increases overall survival in pre-treated patients with severe breast 
cancer (Figure 3) [29].

Activation of the caspase is conducted along two separate routes: the cell mem-
brane mediated pathway of the death recipient and the mitochondrial pathways. 
Rising Bax protein levels with a related decrease in the Bcl-2 protein have been 
shown by the two studies. A rise in the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio is well known to encour-
age cytochrome c release from mitochondria into the cytosol, culminating in the 
triggering of caspase-3, which is a cause for apoptosis initiation. A variety of signal 
transduction pathways and regulatory pathways contribute, among other things, 
to the upregulation of apoptosis genes are recorded to involve protein–protein 
interactions (PPIs) and their associated protein [30]. STAT-3 seem to have an effect 
on the migration of the tumor and glioblastoma cells, non-small cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC), renal system of human which have shown a metabolite disturb this 

Figure 3. 
Targets of Saccharomyces cerevisiae secondary metabolites in tumor cells [9].
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system which indicates that the mechanism is likely to slow or suppress solid tumors 
in the metastatic process [31].

8. Non-ribosomal peptides (NRPSs)

Gurma is a 35-residue peptide widely used as a medical product in sweet-tasting 
transduction studies because of its ability to specifically inhibit neural responses 
for sweet matter in rats and mice is an example of the non-ribosomal peptide 
synthesis in modified yeast. Early research has shown that NRPSs are involved 
in the development of some of our key antiviral, anticancer, antibacterial and 
immunosuppressant medicines even though they are not progenitors of this ribo-
some. It has been determined the bleomycins are a group of glycosylated peptides 
which Umezawa and his colleagues found to be active against cancer in the 1960s. 
Bleomycin A2 and B2 is a major component of the clinical medicine, blenoxane. 
Carcinoma of cell squamous, lymphomas, esophageal cancer, testicular cancer and 
recalcitrant warts have been treated with blenoxane. This iron-bleomycin complex, 
mostly ferrous ions which interacts with oxygen and creates reactive free radi-
cal. Specifically, the free radicals respond to the abstraction of DNA deoxyribose 
hydrogen from C4’ and lead to one or two-strand breaks, mainly of G-T and G-C at 
pyrimidines [32].

Several compounds for the production of novel anticancer drugs have recently 
come into being. However, the pathways involved in the cytotoxicity of these 
compounds in tumor cell lines are still widely ignored but many studies point to 
a significance in apoptosis. For example, a number of compounds impeding cell 
growth in a wide range of cell lines of cancer have been shown to be still poorly 
elucidated by which canner cells are hampered. Compounds were identified in some 
cases to cause cell death by the triggering of the apoptotic pathway; however, more 
studies were required in the mechanisms involved apoptosis. Some compounds cre-
ated an imbalance in the ability of the cell redox, with mitochondria playing a key 
role in this phase. Further studies are required to explain this, however. A further 
impaired process is cell cycle, primarily as a result of actin and micro tubular fila-
ment interruption, yet only a few studies are conducted to link marine NRPs with 
cell cycle alterations, and further research are necessary to clarify their intervention 
in the process [33].

9. Vitamin C

L-ascorbic acid (Vitamin C and L-AA or) is a water-soluble effective antioxidant 
used as a ROS scavenger to defend against or at least reduce the harmful effects 
caused by ROS in most eukaryotic species. ROS is a common source of various types 
of cancer and considered vitamin C have a beneficial impact on reductions of lung, 
colorectal and stomach cancer [34]. On the other hand, vitamin C can, under some 
circumstances, enhance the production of ROS and may have adverse effects under 
some circumstances [35].

However, the ability of yeast cells to generate L-AA is normal. Erythro-ascorbic 
acid is instead present at a low concentration in yeast cells as a structurally con-
nected substance with chemical composition identical to L-AA. The vitamin C 
biosynthesis from D-glucose in S. cerevisiae cells that was recombinant by using 
a plant paths is first recorded according to [36]. In two distinct strains, ascorbic 
acid accumulation was shown to be effective, and the effect from a distinct genetic 
context was studied in parallel [37].
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10. Future perspectives

Further studies on the kinds of chemical components and the purification of 
different bioactive groupings could show the full capacity for certain pathogenic 
microbes inhibited by the Saccharomyces cerevisiae extract. The creation of a catalog 
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae processing hosts which are produced for the supply by 
the overproduction of central metabolites of sufficient precursors for heterologous 
pathways introduced can be aimed at future efforts in the sector. These modified 
strains often have the effect of modifying the functioning of organelle and cell 
membrane processes in order to enable the efficient use of substrates, product 
exports, intermediate retention and partitioning.

Additional crucial components are the compatibility between the introduced 
foreign secondary metabolite genes and the Saccharomyces cerevisiae host, includ-
ing highly enhanced host pathway expression, metabolic stress/contamination, 
sufficient resistance/export of secondary metabolites etc. The strengthening of 
the hierarchical regulatory waterfalls within the host cell and the incorporation 
of appropriate promoters into the inserted BGC could help to improve the BGC 
expression for the secondary bioactive metabolite of an engineered host. Then, 
the resistant and exporting genes derived from or from original biosynthetic gene 
clusters or selected from other clusters of genes, other secondary source metabo-
lites or even environment metagenomes might reduce the toxicity and metabolic 
burden on the host cell due to synthesis of secondary metabolites. In the coming 
years activities in other yeast species will be further investigated in order to identify 
additional results and obtain more high-performance products in this area instead 
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in pharmaceutical secondary metabolites.

11. Conclusion

In summing up this paper, remarkable developments in the field of yeast cell 
and molecular biology have taken place in the last two decades, especially as cell 
engineering, genome sequencing and synthetic technology have grown rapidly. 
Many useful pharmaceuticals and metabolites were developed using modified 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. These results support a strong prediction that secondary 
metabolites from Saccharomyces cerevisiae can be perceived to occur as single pharma-
cological compounds. The metabolites also target key regulatory pathways in cancer 
cells, normal cells and tissues. Until human trials are launched on cancer subjects, 
fungal metabolites must, however, undergo stringent quality control and pharma-
cological dose-scaling evaluations. In addition, high-end screening methods need 
to be standardized because new metabolites are constantly identified for the yeast 
metabolite library survey. Isolating and altering these secondary metabolites would 
enable the development of chemotherapy drugs.
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